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G The BG News 
Triday, February 28,1992 Bowling Green, Ohio Volume 74, Issue 106 
Weather 
Cloudy; mid 40s: 
Friday, cloudy with a 
chance of rain or snow. High 
40 to 45. Winds west 10 to 20 
mph. Chance of precipita- 
tion 40 percent. Friday 
night, cloudy with a slight 
chance of flurries. Low in 
the mld-20s. Chance of snow 
30 percent. Saturday, partly 
sunny. High 30 to 35. 
Inside The News 
A greek milestone: 
The Pi Kappa Alphas 
celebrate 50 years as the 
University's oldest frater- 
nity. 
□ See page four. 
On Campus 
Student rape reported: 
An incident of rape was 
reported to city police 
Tuesday by an employee of 
The Link representing a vic- 
tim who wished to remain 
anonymous. 
The rape victim went to 
the University Health 
Center Tuesday to report 
she had been raped by an 
acquaintance early Satur- 
day morning. 
She then sought assis- 
tance at The Link. The vic- 
tim did not wish to call 
police herself or give her 
name. 
The case has been re- 
ferred to Bowling Green 
Police and no further Infor- 
mation is available. 
Outside campus 
Git yer shots, pardnen 
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas 
- With one of the worst 
measles outbreaks in the 
country hitting Corpus 
Christi, health officials are 
urging the thousands of col- 
lege students expected to 
arrive for spring break to 
get vaccinated first. 
Since January, the Corpus 
Chrlsti-Nueces County Pub- 
lic Health Department has 
confirmed 191 measles 
cases. Dr. William Atkinson 
of the U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control in Atlanta 
called the outbreak one of 
the nation's "most vigor- 
ous." 
Meanwhile, 150,000 stu- 
dents are expected to hit the 
Gulf coast beaches around 
Corpus Christi in the next 
few weeks. 
Porn star will divorce: 
NEW YORK - Less than 
nine months after their 
weddlng in Hungary, artist 
Jeff Koons is divorcing Cic- 
ciolina, the Italian porn star 
turned member of Italy's 
Parliament. 
Cicciolina, 39, made head- 
lines last year when she of- 
fered to have sex with Iraqi 
leader Saddam Hussein in 
return for peace in the Per- 
sian Gulf region. 
Lottery 
Pick 3 Numbers 
9-3-7 
Pick 4 Numbers 
5-9-4-9 
Cards 
K (king) of Hearts 
4 (four) of Clubs 
7 (seven) of Diamonds 
10 (ten) of Spades 
Compiled from staff and 
wire reports. 
Tuition caps top USG debate 
by Julie Tagliaferro 
The BC News 
Maintaining tuition caps for 
University students and improv- 
ing campus unity wei l major 
topics discussed at Thursday 
night's USG presidential debate 
co-sponsored by The BG News 
and Pi Sigma Alpha political sci- 
ence honorary. 
Undergraduate Student 
Government President Mike 
Sears said USG, because of its 
involvement in the Ohio Student 
Association, has managed to keep 
the tuition caps at 7 percent this 
year and will continue to work to 
prevent It from increasing. 
Sears said at an OSA meeting 
earlier this year he made the mo- 
tion to keep the tuition caps at 7 
percent rather than increasing to 
9 percent. OSA approved the 
proposal unanimously and it was 
presented to the Ohio House 
Finance Committee. 
Sears said a letter-writing 
campaign with support from the 
University administration and 
student organizations is one way 
USG will deal with expressing 
the concerns to the legislature. 
"We have to start this summer 
writing letters to the legislature 
so the tuition will not increase" 
when the legislature makes its 
decision in the summer of 1993, 
he said. 
Jackson, like Sears, said letter- 
writing and telephone campaigns 
are methods of preventing an in- 
crease of the tuition cap. Jackson 
said although recycling and in- 
creasing the shuttle service are 
issues he will work on, his pri- 
mary focus will be to keep a low 
tuition cap to keep school afford- 
able. 
"People are dropping out," 
Jackson said. "This is going to 
stop with a strong USG and OSA. 
If [the University] has to be the 
leader on this issue, then damn it, 
that's what it's going to be." 
The candidates also discussed 
views on improving racial unity 
on campus. Jackson said the Phi 
Beta Sigma dispute and the Black 
Greek Council request to bring 
National Pan Hellenic Council to 
campus were issues that USG did 
not handle well. 
Jackson said as chief legisla- 
tive official, he had little support 
from USG on a bill taking action 
on NPHC. He said the bill was ta- 
bled twice before it was passed. 
Jackson said if elected, USG 
will bring recognition to all or- 
ganizations and races on campus. 
Sears said immediately after 
the Phi Beta Sigma incident, USG 
passed a bill demanding an In- 
vestigation. He said there are ra- 
cial problems on campus but said 
USG is working to deal with 
them. 
See Debate, page six. 
BGSU red tape 
poses new fight 
for Gulf War vet 
by Christina Wise 
The BC News 
Th» BC Ntw^Tlm Normu 
After participating in Operation Desert Shield, senior Mark Neal returned to University financial and 
course registration problems. As a result, he had to pay extra fees, lose army benefits and add two ad- 
ditional years to bis college career. 
When Mark Neal enlisted in 
the Army Reserves, he did it to 
further his education. But after 
serving his country in Opera- 
tion Desert Storm, he said the 
biggest lesson he has learned is 
that sometimes it's tough to get 
a break from the University 
adminsl ration. 
In 1986, Neal joined the 
reserves to get extra money 
for school. His parents were 
already struggling to put his 
two sisters through college, 
and he said he believed the 
extra money he could earn in 
the reserves would help out. 
"Earning money was the 
biggest reason I joined the 
reserves," Neal said. "Now I 
realize it's been more hassle 
than it was worth." 
Scheduling and payment 
conflicts with the University 
have caused Neal to lose credit 
hours and money. When he left 
for Germany in November, 
1990 for Operation Desert 
Shield, he said he never imag- 
ined the problems he would 
face upon his return. 
When Neal returned and 
tried to register for fall class- 
es, he was told he had to reap- 
ply for admission to the Uni- 
versity and could not sign up 
for any classes or financial aid. 
Also, since he missed prior- 
ity registration, he would not 
be able to sign up for any 
classes until the beginning of 
open registration. 
When Neal was at last al- 
lowed to register, all the class- 
es he needed were closed. Fi- 
nally able to get into his classes 
with closed course cards, late 
and course add fees totaled 
more than $50. 
Neal was also shocked to find 
his bursar account from fall 
1990, which was only $7 at the 
time of his activation, had been 
turned over to a collection 
agency. 
Bursar Joseph Martini said 
he is not aware of any accounts 
of students who were called to 
Operation Desert Shield and 
said he was unsure about what 
may have happened. 
"I don't know If it happened," 
Martini said. "It was an acci- 
dent If it did because we may 
not have known he was in 
Desert Storm." 
Neal, however, said his bur- 
sar bill read "activated for 
Desert Shield" right above "to 
be turned over to collection 
agency." 
"It sounds as if we goofed," 
See Gulf vet, page six. 
House approves middle class tax break 
by Jim Luther 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - The House on 
Thursday approved a temporary 
election-year tax cut for 90 mil- 
lion wage earners that would be 
financed by permanently raising 
taxes on the richest 1 percent of 
Americans. 
The final vote on the bill was 
221-209. Bush's own plan was re- 
jected on a near party-line vote 
of 264-166. 
"The middle class has been 
waiting for Republican promises 
to trickle down for the last ten 
years, while the rich got richer, 
the poor got poorer and the 
middle class just got squeezed," 
said Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, 
D-IU., chairman of the House 
Ways and Means Committee. 
Rep. Mickey Edwards of Okla- 
homa, chairman of the Republi- 
can Policy Committee, countered 
that the Democratic bill was de- 
signed not to benefit the econ- 
omy but to "tax the rich, bust the 
budget, raise the deficit and beat 
the president." 
Bush called the House action 
"terrible ... political." He added. 
"I think the Senate will turn it 
around." 
The Democratic substitute for 
the Bush bill was accepted on a 
221-210 vote before the final roll 
call was taken. Forty-six Demo- 
crats voted with the Republicans 
in both cases. 
The legislation now goes to the 
Senate Finance Committee, 
which next week begins writing 
what likely will be a similar ver- 
sion. As a result, Republicans in- 
sist, there is no chance it will be- 
come law because Bush will veto 
it. 
"The Democratic leaders know 
there is not a prayer of their bill 
being signed into law," said Rep. 
Newt Gingrich of Georgia, the 
Republican whip. 
He and other opponents ridi- 
culed the maximum $400-a-year 
tax cut that wage earners would 
collect from the bill this year and 
next. Rep. Steny Hoyer of Mary- 
land, the Democratic caucus 
chairman, said that represented 
a 10 percent tax reduction for a 
$30,000-a-year family. 
The centerpiece of the Demo- 
cratic bill is a 20 percent credit 
Mud flies between Democrat campaigns 
Hopefuls take turns attacking each other's platforms, personalities 
by David Espo 
The Associated Press 
Bill Clinton, Bob Kerrey and 
Paul Tsongas vied to attack one 
another Thursday In a Democrat- 
ic presidential race growing tes- 
tier by the day. The Bush cam- 
paign complained that Patrick 
Buchanan's television commer- 
cials were "disgusting lies." 
"This Isnt a love fest," said 
Kerrey. There are seven contests 
and 783 delegates on next Tues- 
day's Democratic ballots. 
Kerrey derided Clinton's 
reasons for not serving In Viet- 
nam as "baloney." Clinton said 
Tsongas' opposition to a middle 
class tax cut was "cold-blooded." 
Tsongas went after both his 
rivals, noting they raised the gas 
taxes in their states but now were 
criticizing his call for a similar 
increase. 
Clinton also mended fences 
with Jesse Jackson after bitterly 
accusing him of "backstabbing" 
when he was told erroneously 
that Jackson had decided to back 
a Democratic rival. Clinton's 
comments were picked up by an 
open microphone and recorded 
without his knowledge. 
The verbal fisticuffs came as 
the five major Democrats girded 
for next week's primaries in 
Maryland, Georgia, Colorado and 
Utah, and caucuses in three other 
states. 
The 783 delegates at stake next 
week and another 1,287 on March 
10 are more than enough to 
propel one candidate along the 
path to nomination. 
Buchanan began airing com- 
mercials critical of an IRS ruling 
that he says would track dona- 
tions to churches. Another com- 
mercial accuses the National En- 
dowment for the Arts of funding 
"pornographic and blasphemous 
art too shocking to show," and 
said "Bush continued to fund" it 
after people objected. 
Bush campaign spokeswoman 
Torie Clark termed the commer- 
cials "disgusting lies... President 
Bush never has and never will 
interfere with religious freedom 
and the pornography one Is gar- 
bage as well." 
> 
Buchanan defended the com- 
mercials in a full day of cam- 
paigning in Georgia. "Mr. Bush's 
campaign started the hard ball on 
me," he said, referring to a com- 
mercial featuring retired Marine 
Corps commandant P.X. Kelley 
criticizing Buchanan's initial op- 
position to the war against Iraq. 
Kerrey again poked at Clin- 
ton's non-service in Vietnam and 
said the Arkansas governor 
couldn't win an election against 
the Republicans. 
"Had he wanted to go and 
serve his country, he could 
have," said Kerrey, who lost part 
of his leg in Vietnam. He made 
his comments in Florida. 
Falling 
register 
leads to 
lawsuit 
by Chris Hawley 
The BC News 
A former University stu- 
dent who claims she was 
struck in the teeth by a fall- 
ing heat register in her 
Bowling Green apartment 
has filed a $95,000 suit 
against University Devel- 
opment Company, the 
apartment's owner. 
Mary Clare Brinkman, a 
December graduate, claims 
she was injured Nov. 4, 
1990 while trying to turn on 
a heat register in her 
apartment at University 
Village, 227 S. Mercer. A 
complaint filed Feb. 12 In 
Wood County Court of 
Common Pleas demanded 
$25,000 from the Cincinnati 
company for medical ex- 
penses and lost wages. 
The complaint was 
amended last week to In- 
clude a reassessment of the 
cost of damages at $95,000. 
Brinkman, who now live* 
Se* Suit, page six. 
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Sex harassment rules 
positive for students 
Being discriminated against in class 
because of your gender? Time to 
sue! A prof or TA sexually harassing 
you?Time to sue! 
Somewhere in all those dusty law 
books, the Supreme Court of the United 
States decided in an unanimous de- 
cision Wednesday that the Title IX 1972 
Federal education law barring sexual 
discrimination in schools and colleges 
also allows students to sue for damages 
if subjected to sexual harassment or 
other forms of gender discrimination. 
While it is not clear whether the new 
decision can be applied retroactively, 
what is clear is that men and women 
now have a powerful new tool to wield 
as victims of sex bias. 
We have all heard horror stories of 
students hit on by their instructors, or 
treated unfairly because of their sex. 
Now we have a way to fight back. 
The decision overturned an Appeals 
Court ruling concerning a Georgia high 
school student who had been receiving 
unwanted sexual attention from one of 
her teachers for more than a year. The 
appellate court decision, which the 
Bush   administration   asked   the   Su- 
preme Court to uphold, claimed Title IX 
entitled students to nothing more than 
injunctions against the offending 
teacher or for back pay. 
Fortunately, the Supreme Court 
thought differently. 
In a majority decision written by Jus- 
tice Byron White, the Bush administra- 
tion got a severe lambasting. The ad- 
ministration's suggestions of injunction 
and back pay for victims of sexual har- 
assment and discrimination are, as 
stated in the decision, "clearly inade- 
quate" and would leave students 
"remediless." 
And how! Lecherous profs and lusty 
TAs beware! Sexist instructors watch 
out! Students who are mad as hell and 
won't take it anymore now have a big 
stick to carry as well. 
When one person controls your grade 
- and ultimately your future - it is un- 
nerving enough. But when that person 
uses or abuses you on the basis of your 
gender as well, things go from unnerv- 
ing to unfair. Now students who are the 
victims of such treatment can take back 
at least a little control of their lives. 
About time. 
E.A.R. to the ground... 
Sometimes the dream of a multicul- 
tural America seems a million 
miles away. Naysayers lurk around 
every corner. Stereotypes still thrive. 
Fear and hate still live. But dig this 
anecdote which appeared in the Jan- 
uary 1973 issue of Sepia: 
"Famed abolitionist Wendell Phillips 
was once accosted at one of his anti-s- 
lavery lectures in the North by a Ken- 
tucky minister and challenged : 'You 
want to free the niggers, don't you?' 
•Yes, I do." 
'Well, why do you preach your ideas 
up North? Why don't you try coming to 
Kentucky?' 
Phillips responded: 'You're a preach- 
er, are you not?' 
'Yes, I am.' 
'Are you trying to save souls from 
hell?' 
'Yes, that's my business.' 
'Then why don't you go there?'" 
Nothing quite like the unfailing 
power of reason to put an idiot in his 
place. Power to the people. No delay. 
The definition of liberal: 
I am writing to comment on the 
use of "liberal" and "conserva- 
tive." My dictionary defines con- 
servative as "A political party 
whose characteristic principle is 
opposed to change." 
Recently the President of the 
of the United States used the 
term "conservative" to describe 
the activity of fighting wars out- 
side the United States but only if 
the war is short-term and we 
stomp the enemy in a few days. 
World War II was opposed by 
the president's own political 
party and our participation was 
denounced as "liberal", meddling 
Into other nations' internal af- 
fairs. George Bush thinks "liber- 
al" is a dirty word. 
"Liberal," in my dictionary, 
has several descriptions: "a free 
man, not narrowly utilitarian"; 
"free in speech"; "tolerant"; "fa- 
vorable to progress or reform"; 
"a political party favoring prog- 
ress or reform"; "generous or 
bountiful"; "free from prejudice 
or bigotry." 
These definitions of conserva- 
tive and liberal seem quite 
straightforward. It is instructive 
to look at them in relation to our 
nation's history. Washington, 
Jefferson, Thomas Paine and Ben 
Franklin were liberals. King 
George III of England was con- 
servative. 
King George wanted to tax the 
citizens in North America, but he 
did not want them to have any 
vote in how the money was spent. 
Karl Schupp 
Guest Columnist 
England, under King George, had 
engaged in several foreign wars 
and lots of taxes were needed to 
continue them. 
By the way, slavery was legal 
under King George. In more re- 
cent history, Abraham Lincoln 
was liberal and Is noted for end- 
ing slavery. Conservatives want- 
ed to retain slavery - they were 
making money from it. 
George Bush is bashing "liber- 
als." I have to admit I admire 
Washington, Jefferson and all 
those writers of the Constitution 
and BUI of Rights. Several of my 
liberal ancestors fought in the 
Civil War, on the North side and 
Washington, Jefferson, 
Thomas Paine and Ben 
Franklin wore liberals. King 
George ■ ol England was 
conservative. 
against slavery. I respect them. 
Bush was on television and un- 
happy with "liberals." He stated 
he wished all liberal con- 
gressmen would go home and 
"let me [Bush] run the country." 
The similarity between Bush and 
King George III Is almost like 
identical twins. 
King George ran up a gigantic 
national debt and wanted taxes 
which would spare the rich and 
tax the common people. Bush has 
a gigantic national debt and 
wants to reduce taxes on the rich. 
He already has raised taxes on 
the average U.S. citizen. 
The choice between conserva- 
tive and liberal seems obvious. If 
you are tolerant, believe In free 
speech, want to be free, are not 
bigoted and expect progress or 
reform, you think like a liberal. 
Furthermore, the Founders of 
our nation and Lincoln are exam- 
ples of men with liberal philoso- 
phy. 
A conservative wants to halt 
change or progress. They like to 
spend money but have someone 
else pay the taxes. Rich people 
tend to be conservative. In the 
past, conservatives wanted to 
keep slaves and fought to do so. 
For me, the choice is easy. I am 
an "L" person, and I would be 
angry if someone called me a 
"conservative." Last of all, I am 
quite suspicious of a president 
who wants Congress to go home 
and let him run the country - it 
sounds too much like King 
George III. 
Karl Schorr, a resident of Por- 
tage, Ohio la a biology professor 
at the University. 
DainbvtM 0, T,««n» M«4» S 
Society needs tolerance 
OSU/holocaust incident shows amount of hate for differences 
"It's really not that simple" for 
more women on campus than you 
think: Before I begin this week, I 
would like to thank the several 
anonymous University women 
who responded to my article on 
the difficulty of abortion. They 
all ran to the effect of "The same 
thing happened to me and I felt 
the same way. Because of your 
article, I don't feel as alone any- 
more." 
Some of these women tried to 
kill themselves over their guilt. 
Most of them are still depressed. 
One sent me a poem. I let my 
friend Jennifer read them and 
she cried and said they were 
"beautiful." Thank you to all of 
you for taking the time to write 
and allowing me to ignore some 
of the crazier mail I get. 
I got a great phone call from 
my mom last night. At 11:30 p.m., 
I picked up the phone to hear her 
ask breathlessly: "Do you know a 
Bradley Smith?" 
Mentally, I went through my 
senior yearbook from high school 
and said, "No." I think I knew 
everyone in my high school, al- 
though it seems that every time 
something tragic happens to 
someone I graduated with, I 
never knew who they were. 
"Tell John Kohlstrand to look 
out for him." John, editor of The 
News, and I grew up in neighbor- 
ing hometowns; now we like to 
talk in the office because we can 
make jokes about Detroit radio 
and personalities that no one else 
seems to understand. I then de- 
cided that Bradley Smith was 
someone from his high school on 
a killing rampage. 
"Why?" 
"He's that guy who wanted to 
run the holocaust ad in that other 
Ohio college newspaper. Tell 
John to watch out if he comes to 
Bowling Green." 
It is amazing that Ohio and 
Michigan are as close to each 
other as they are and still so slow 
to receive each other's news. The 
story about OSU and the pro- 
posed ad for their newspaper 
seemed really old to me even if I 
had forgotten the name of the 
man who had written It, but the 
fact that she was so alarmed 
about him made me think about 
the whole issue again. 
There was/is a small move- 
ment of people who are claiming 
the holocaust never happened. 
The ad Smith wrote, which ran In 
Ohio State University's news- 
paper The Lantern, didn't seem 
to make that much of a dent in 
the Bowling Green community. I 
Hit OP Swiss  
Katrina Vandenberg 
am not sure if that is because 
there is such a small Jewish 
community here or because stu- 
dents are not generally as inter- 
ested in issues along those lines 
or what. 
What this Issue does relate 
to, however - which anyone 
would have to have been 
blind not to notice in the last 
lew years - is the growing 
amount ol hate and 
intolerance for differences 
in our country. 
What this issue does relate to, 
however - which anyone would 
have to have been blind not to no- 
tice in the last few years - is the 
growing amount of hate and in- 
tolerance for differences in our 
country. I think this should scare 
people more than nearly any 
other issue in the media today, 
but for some reason people aren't 
very upset by it. 
A friend of mine was telling me 
how racist his resident hall Is. "A 
lot of the guys have David Duke 
posters up and say the most in- 
credible things." No one ques- 
tions them (I would never say 
that the RAs should order posters 
like this taken down; that's a 
whole different issue entirely). I 
know I hear more racist com- 
ments on campus now than I did 
four years ago. 
Most of the graffiti in the 
women's bathroom in the library 
centers around three things: sor- 
orities, love/lust issues and ex- 
actly how disgusting or satisfy- 
ing lesbianism Is. Why these peo- 
ple CARE about this and why 
they've chosen this particular 
place to express it, I don't know. 
Gay-bashing has grown in popu- 
larity since the Reagan years and 
especially since the onset of the 
AIDS epidemic when a few 
closed-minded people thought 
they found the most convenient 
scapegoat for a virus that never 
heard the word "morality." 
Someone has got to tell me why 
there are so many conservative 
groups that are practicing hate 
while they are preaching love. 
Even the Nazi's final solution was 
based on the premise that total 
extermination of a people (be- 
cause they choose to practice a 
different religion) was justified 
only because the Aryans loved 
their own "race" so much. 
I have not seen any pro-choice 
women allowing their children to 
lie in front of anti-abortion advo- 
cate's cars so they could not get 
to their protest. I have never 
seen gay rights groups beat up 
straight people because of their 
sexual preference. How many 
atheists use fear tactics on relig- 
ious groups? And why does the 
Ku Klux Klan need to hide their 
faces, anyway? 
The holocaust ad ran in Ohio 
State's newspaper as part of the 
first amendment's guarantee of 
freedom of speech. I would not 
want that right taken away from 
anyone. Especially when expos- 
ing a hate-oriented idea usually 
exposes the creator's stupidity, 
as the Lantern ended up exposing 
the ignorance of Bradley Smith. 
Another Lantern reporter called 
Smith back after the newspaper 
ran the ad and talked to Smith 
about his information and where 
he got it. It later came out that 
Smith really didn't know what he 
was talking about and most of his 
so-called experts were really 
people with opinions, although I 
am sure he would defend his 
ideas until he died. It is not that 
anyone Is so naive as to believe 
that love will conquer all, and it 
is not that everyone with a relig- 
ious belief or a conservative 
viewpoint is a diabolical mur- 
derer. Unfortunately, sensitivity 
for other's differences and toler- 
ance seem to be casualties of the 
conservative era. Perhaps a step 
to overcoming the growing ac- 
ceptance of hatred in this coun- 
try would be to expose some of 
these people for what they really 
are. 
So I told my mom that I doub- 
ted that John or I would be afraid ' 
of Bradley Smith if he decided to 
take up residence at the Buckeye 
Budget Motor Inn. 
Katrina Vandenberg Is a senior 
creative writing major from Gro- 
sse Tie, Mich. 
Javier Gonzalez 
TADAAA/. 
PPL.ES/ 
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Parties could help USG elections 
This newspaper has been har- 
anguing, complaining, editori- 
alizing and even printing voter 
registration forms in its pages 
.Tor years - all toward the goal of 
greater student participation in 
The Process. 
Maybe it has worked to some 
degree -- 18 students are now 
pursuing 12 USG seats, com- 
pared with 13 candidates for 12 
Undergraduate Student 
Government ("government" be- 
ing a misnomer, I say, but who 
listens?) seats last semester. This 
is great. 
But with more participation 
there is a price. This is the ability 
of students to figure out what, if 
any, distinctions separate the 
Students worth voting for versus 
the candidates looking to add an- 
other three letters to their re- 
sumes. 
Even our reporters, who are 
paid to write on student affairs, 
can't really make these distinc- 
tions. Our USG reporter simply 
does not have time to schedule 
meaningful interviews with 18 
student candidates while jug- 
gling a presidential election and 
other USG events, much less 
write these interviews into 
coherent stories reflecting their 
stances with any depth. 
And, despite more active sen- 
ate campaigns than any year I 
have seen - nearly all the sena- 
tors have coated campus with 
John Kohlstrand 
their signs, it seems - these 
8 -by-11 pieces of paper are little 
more than, well, names on 
8 -by-11 pieces of paper. 
The result: student have no 
real way to make up their politi- 
cal minds. And this almost cer- 
tainly decreases the sense of in- 
volvement, participation and i- 
dentification people have with 
USG. 
It would help if some candi- 
dates would present voters with 
more than hot-pink. New Crayo- 
la-colored placards with flashy 
names and universally good 
ideas (e.g.: "improved lighting," 
"recycling " and "safety" ad 
nauseam.) 
But another solution might be 
to give voters the time-honored, 
easy way to pigeon-hole candi- 
dates which voters have used in 
free elections around the globe: 
parties. 
Traditionally, candidates have 
not been allowed to campaign on 
f   ......   .........   -t 
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behalf of any other candidate. 
This just doesn't make sense. It 
attempts to regulate natural in- 
stincts: the chance for respected 
candidates with like viewpoints 
to work together for the common 
goal of getting elected. 
Although some of our staff 
members are reduced to scratch- 
ing their heads trying to make 
distinctions between presidential 
candidates Mike Sears and Jason 
Jackson, certainly there are dif- 
ferences of opinion on campus 
issues on which parties would 
develop. Student parties would 
help   make   these   distinctions 
It would help If some 
candidates would present 
voters with more than 
hot-pink, New 
Crayola-colored placards 
with flashy names and 
universally good ideas 
clear to voters, too. 
The concept is not unique to 
Bowling Green. The University 
of Michigan's main student 
government (the Michigan Stu- 
dent Assembly) is ruled by a 
group of parties under the um- 
brella "Conservative Coalition." 
Ohio University's version of 
the CC alternative is the Fish 
party, a collection of Deadheads, 
liberals and (some might argue) 
misfits who have helped define 
student government activities 
during the last few years. 
Parties can only help the ha- 
pless  voter,   who   knows   what 
he/she wants but doesn't neces- 
sarily know anything about can- 
didates except the name. 
For instance, on a national 
level intelligent voters know Lib- 
ertarians believe in free markets 
and social freedoms, and that 
Greens stand for rigid care for 
the environment. Most people 
have some idea what a Socialist 
Is. 
And, if the Republican and 
Democratic parties seem more 
and more alike - well, at least 
voters can make some kind of 
decision on the lesser of two 
evils. 
The potential for divisiveness 
is probably why USG has tried to 
prevent political parties from 
developing. But ironically, USG's 
most divisive president - Kevin 
Coughlin, who sorved from 
1989-91 - was also a strong pro- 
ponent of non-partisanship 
within student government. 
If nothing else, the develop- 
ment of student parties could 
help those who do not personally 
know candidates feel closer to 
USG. 
And anything which can moti- 
vate more of us into participation 
deserves discussion. 
John Kohlstrand is editor of 
The BG News and a senior jour- 
nalism major originally from 
Downriver Detroit. 
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The BG News: 
This letter is in response to the 
column written by Greg Watson 
in the Feb. 21 issue of The BG 
News ("Oh, tell me what is relig- 
ion ..."). 
Watson stated people should 
not push their beliefs on others; 
however, in his article, he 
proceeded to do just that. Watson 
pushed his belief of atheism and 
evolution onto everyone who 
read his article. 
In his article Watson stated 
"Experiments have been per- 
formed in which scientists took 
chemicals present of the Earth 
billions of years ago, then subjec- 
ted them to the conditions of that 
time." There are several prob- 
lems with this statement 
First, according to the evolu- 
tion theory, humans were not on 
Earth until a few million years 
ago. If this is true, then nobody 
was around to know what chemi- 
cals were present or what the 
conditions were like billions of 
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years ago. 
The other major problem with 
this statement is nobody has 
proven the Earth is even billions 
of years old. All the dating meth- 
ods used on the Earth are full of 
assumptions. 
Also, there are more dating 
methods which date the Earth to 
be less than 10,000-years-old. 
Who is to say these methods are 
not right? 
Also contrary to what Watson 
stated is the fact no scientist has 
ever produced something living 
out of non-living material. Hu- 
mans are not just "advanced 
animals." We are uniquely 
different than any other living 
thing on Earth. The evidence for 
this, aside from being presented 
in the Bible, is purely scientific. 
John Gobrogge 
Junior 
Accounting 
Victims' rights 
have been taken 
The BG News: 
In March of 1987, I went to an 
automated teller machine at 9 
p.m. to make a withdrawal. It was 
dark and the area was not well- 
lit. I was the victim of a robbery. 
The item was noted in the 
newspapers and in radio ac- 
counts. Ultimately, through the 
excellent police work of the 
Cleveland Police Department, 
my assailant was arrested and 
eventually went to jail. 
I will be the first to admit my 
decision to go to an ATM alone at 
night was not a very smart move. 
But the focus of the stories and 
conversations about the robbery 
concentrated on the lack of secu- 
rity around the ATM and crimes 
in the streets. 
Many people, especially wom- 
en, contacted me and noted how 
unaware they had been of the 
dangers of unattended ATMs and 
how they would be more careful 
in the future. No one got up in 
front of any forum and casti- 
gated me for being naive and 
stupid for being out alone at 
night withdrawing cash. 
A victim of a crime is a victim 
of a crime. For the last 10 years, 
the Victims Rights Movement 
has been trying to make that one 
singular point. Our judicial 
system is set up to determine the 
guilt or innocence of the defen- 
dant - not the victim. 
When the victims are tried by 
the public, consider the last time 
you were a victim of a crime. If 
you had not been so stupid, you 
would have parked your car 
somewhere else, preventing it 
from being stolen. If you had not 
been so naive, you would have 
had more locks on your door, 
preventing someone from break- 
ing in. 
Crime victims have been get- 
ting some pretty raw deals from 
the system for many years. Re- 
cent high profile cases which 
have put undue emphasis on the 
conduct of the victim rather than 
the defendant have set the Vic- 
tims Rights Movement two steps 
back. 
C. Elian ConnaUy 
Judge, Cleveland Municipal 
Court 
member. University Board of 
Trustees 
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Pikes celebrate 
half-century of 
brotherly ties 
By Ashley Matthews 
The BC News 
It was a proud and solemn 
day, according to the 
1943 Key, when the old Commoner 
fraternity replaced its cross- 
sabered emblem with the plumed 
shield of Pi Kappa Alpha —the 
first national greek fraternity to 
appear on the Bowling Green 
campus. 
The Delta Beta chapter of Pi 
Kappa Alpha will celebrate its 
SOth anniversary at Bowling 
Green this weekend. 
Pi Kappa Alpha national was 
founded on March 1, 1868 at the 
University of Virginia, and the 
Delta Beta chapter received its 
charter when the local Com- 
moner fraternity was absorbed 
by the national. 
John Davidson, a Bowling 
Green resident, remembers his 
association with the Commoners 
in the early 1930s fondly, though 
he had already graduated when 
Pi Kappa Alpha chartered. 
Fifty years ago, University presi- 
dent Frank Prout finally allowed 
one of Bowling Green's local 
fraternities to link with a national 
fraternity. Today, a look at Bowl- 
ing Green's oldest fraternity: Phi 
Kappa Alpha. 
"I wasn't actively involved in 
the chapter, but I became a part 
of the national chapter when it 
came to Bowling Green," Da- 
vidson said. "They tried to scrape 
up as many Commoners as they 
could find." 
Not only did the national 
fraternity officials initiate new 
collegiates, but they invited 
graduated Commoners to return 
and join Pi Kappa Alpha. Many of 
the men did come back to partici- 
pate in the initiation ceremony, 
Davidson said. 
Richard Dunipace, a member 
of the first Pikes' initiated class, 
was a senior in 1942. and editor of 
The BG News. He recalls that 
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President Frank Prout looks on as 1943 Pi Kappa Alpha chapter 
president Joe Clague receives the University's first national Crater- 
Key Flic Phot* 
nlty charter from MUo Warner, former national commander of the '. 
American Legion. Major Sanford R. Smith Is at right. 
President Prout was instrumental 
in having the fraternity colonize 
at Bowling Green. 
Prout was a Phi Delta Theta 
from Ohio Wesleyan, and be- 
lieved in the greek experience, 
Dunipace said. He assisted other 
national greek organizations in 
coming to Bowling Green, such 
as Delta Gamma and Alpha Tau 
Omega. 
World War II raised fears that 
the new fraternity might fold, as 
25 of the brothers were put on 
alert by the Department of De- 
fense. 
But under the leadership of 
President Joe Clague, the Pikes 
survived the draft and retained 
membership. 
The fraternity has continued to 
do so through the past five dec- 
ades, adding to its membership 
community members such as 
Craig Cheetwood, owner of The 
Source. 
"I joined Pi Kappa Alpha dur- 
ing my sophomore year, in 75," 
he said. 
That was 14 years after the 
Pikes had moved from what is 
now the Delta Upsllon house to 
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house. 
Since they were the oldest 
fraternity, they had first choice 
of the available units on what is 
now new fraternity row, said cur- 
rent PI Kappa Alpha President 
Kenneth Badgley. 
Cheetwood recalls weekend 
rides on the famous Pike fire en- 
gine, rush, brotherhoods and date 
parties. He also remembers the 
hazing once so commonplace 
among all organizations which is 
now completely forbidden. 
"You don't really realize what a 
binding tie this is going to be in 
your life. It's a common de- 
nominator that draws people 
back," he said. 
Soon after his graduation, the 
1980 "exam scam" resulted in the 
expulsion of the fraternity from 
campus. 
Items including tests, furniture 
and keys were confiscated after 
three on-campus fraternities and 
three off-campus apartment 
houses were searched by Campus 
Safety and Security. 
PI Kappa Alpha, Phi Delta 
Theta and Delta Tau Delta were 
XU    Xll    xu    xu    xu xu   xu    xu   xu   xu    xu 1 
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the three fraternities involved In 
the incident. 
Richard Eakin, then-vice pro- 
vost for institutional planning 
and student affairs, said at the 
time that he felt the present ad- 
ministration did not have to 
prove any allegations against the 
Pikes, and would not disclose 
what information or events led to 
the search warrants. 
"I don't know the details, but I 
think they [administration] made 
an example out of the Pikes," 
Cheetwood said. 
Example or no, the members 
now feel it was the best thing that 
could have happened, President 
Kenneth Badgley said. 
"We are not regulated as much 
as houses on campus are," Badg- 
ley said. 
Following an interim period, 
during which the fraternity had 
to meet in University classrooms, 
the house on High Street was 
purchased in 1984. Originally de- 
signed to be a health spa, de- 
veloper Doug Valentine re- 
modeled the structure with full 
living accomodations, and agreed 
to be the leasing agent. 
He continued this role until 
1990, when the fraternity bought 
Valentine out. 
"It Just didn't work out with 
him, and we figured we could do 
it on our own," Badgley said. 
Pi Kappa Alpha has been rent- 
ing a large party room out to or- 
ganizations since 1985. By charg- 
ing $300 a night, the fraternity 
brings in the extra money needed 
to maintain an off-campus 
fraternity house, he added. 
Alumni also play a large role in 
the life of the fraternity, with 
many of them coming back for 
Homecoming and Founders Day 
each year. 
"We have alums come back all 
the way to founding fathers who 
still come back and visit," Badg- 
ley said. 
Some of the older members are 
often impressed with the nu- 
merous changes that Pi Kappa 
Alpha has made in the past few 
years, not only to the structure of 
the house itself, but to the pro- ' 
gramming changes the fraternity 
has made, he said. 
There is less emphasis on 
social activities and sports, and 
more focus on scholarship and 
membership education, Badgley 
said. 
"That's the attitude you've got 
to have. That we're trying to im- 
prove their lives in some sort of 
way," Badgley said. "They're 
paying to belong to our organiza- 
tion, and if we're not giving them 
something they're not going to 
stay with us." 
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Black history month, 1982 
Malcolm X remembered: 
Views differ about extent of leader's impact on civil rights movement 
by Genora Rutherford 
The BC News 
Americana have a habit of rediscovering 
their heroes. 
Although John F. Kennedy was assassin- 
ated in 1963, he's featured inJFK. a con- 
troversial film released last year. Elvis Pres- 
ley, who died in 1977, will soon be featured 
on a postage stamp. 
This trend has recently expanded to in- 
clude civil rights leader Malcolm X, who met 
an assassin's bullet In 1965. Filmmaker 
Spike Lee is currently working on a film bio- 
graphy of Malcolm X's life, and his teach- 
ings have resurfaced in the works of many 
African-American artists. 
However, people in the campus communi- 
ty have differing opinions about what Mal- 
colm X represents in 1992. Some believe that 
Malcolm X made a strong Impact on African 
Americans. Others simply credit him as an 
excellent orator. 
"Malcolm X's popularity Is much more 
advanced now than in the 60s," says Ron- 
ando Holland, political science assistant 
professor. "As far as the civil rights move- 
ment, [Malcolm X] did not do much for the 
advancement of it, as compared to Martin 
Luther King." 
Malcolm X and Martin Luther King's ideas 
about the liberation of African Americans 
were different. Malcolm X believed in se- 
parating African Americans from Cauca- 
sians and working amongst themselves. 
King believed the best way to liberate Afri- 
can Americans was to integrate and work 
with Caucasians. 
Malcolm X, born Malcolm Little, is re- 
membered by the quote "By any means 
necessary," the catch-phrase for his move- 
ment which called for radical change in 
America. 
Though their ideologies differed, there 
was a mutual respect between the two men. 
Malcolm X was aware of King's accom- 
plishments and the leadership he repre- 
sented in the African-American community, 
said Holland. 
Bill Thompson, campus minister for 
United Christian Fellowship and ethnic stud- 
ies Instructor, is currently teaching Ethnic 
Studies 300A, Ethnic Community and 
Church, where the required text Is the The 
Autobiography of Malcolm Xby Alex Haley. 
"This book was chosen because it is neces- 
sary to show students the impact of this 
African-American male and the role he 
played in the African-American community 
in the 60s," Thompson says. "He also re- 
minds me of the song 'Dream the Impossible 
Dream' from the broadway musical The 
Man of La Mancha , because he would march 
into hell for a heavenly cause." 
Malcolm X is often misunderstood and 
misrepresented, some students say, because 
the advocatlon of violence Is commonly 
linked to his ideology. 
"Malcolm X should be remembered for 
more than the media negatives...!He should 
be remembered] as the key speaker for the 
honorable Elijah Muhammad of the Nation 
of Islam, and for the conscious awakening of 
African Americans," says Audrey (Flowers) 
X, Black Student Union vice president. 
Recently, BSU showed the Black Panther 
Defense film to celebrate the second annual 
Malcolm X memorial. The film examined the 
significance of the Black Panther Party, and 
the killing of its leader, Fred Hampton, as 
well as other mishaps that took place during 
the early civil rights movement. 
"We showed this tape to celebrate Mal- 
colm X through acknowledging other Afri- 
can-American leaders who paved the roads 
with their blood, strength and courage," said 
BSU President Ajamu Minkah Kafele, the 
former Maurice Tate. 
Dinner focuses on 
freedom 'railroad' 
ky Genora Rutherford 
The BC News 
 
The third annual dinner 
presentation by the Multicul- 
tural Affairs and Program- 
ming Office, entitled •Free- 
dom Bound' will center 
around the Underground 
Railroad. 
The event takes place to- 
night at 7 in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. 
The Clarence Smith Com- 
munity Chorus of Toledo will 
perform a musical play de- 
pleting the history of the 
Underground Railroad in the 
Ohio area 
Every year the Multicul- 
tural Affairs and Program- 
ming Office focuses on a spe- 
cific theme to celebrate the 
contributions of African 
Americans. 
Last year, the theme was 
'Unity with the Elderly' which 
focused on jazz. That particu- 
lar dinner presentation al- 
lowed for older Jazz musi- 
cians to reunite and to per- 
form in a Jazz ensemble. 
"Since I am a die-hard Jazz 
lover. I enjoyed myself last 
year, and wtil definitely at- 
tend this Friday,'* said Sherie- 
tte Dixon, a Junior psychology 
major. 
Anyone still interested in 
purchasing tickets can do so 
at the door on Friday, prices 
are $10 for the dinner and 
play and $5 for the play only. 
There will also be an cere- 
mony after the play to honor 
Mary Edmonds, vice presi- 
dent of student affairs, who is 
leaving th-: University this 
Saturday for Stanford. 
BGSU to host conference for 
Ohio environmental activists 
The Ohio Student Environmen- 
tal Action Coalition (Ohio SEAC) 
will be hosting a state conference 
this weekend at the University. 
SEAC is the largest student en- 
vironmental organization In the 
country, with chapters in all SO 
states. 
Students from campuses 
across Ohio will gather at the 
University to discuss current is- 
sues and campaigns, such as 
SEAC's corporate accountability 
campaign targeting British Pet- 
roleum - Ohio's largest polluter, 
the fight to save the Buckey Ba- 
sin - the last remaining pristine 
wetlands in the Black Swamp; 
Save the Forests - a campaign 
working on preserving the 
Wayne National Forest and other 
forest areas In the region. 
There will also be discussions 
about the upcoming United Na- 
tions Conference on Environ- 
ment and Development and the 
effort to stop WTI, the nation's 
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largest toxic waste incinerator. 
Several SEAC members have 
pledged to take part in civil dis- 
obedience to stop the incinerator 
from going into operation. 
Various workshops are sched- 
uled on the above issues and 
campaigns. Mike Ferner, inde- 
pendent city councilman from 
Toledo, will be the keynote 
speaker, addressing the partici- 
pants at 5:30 p.m. Saturday in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
"The most important aspect of 
SEAC conferences is the oppor- 
tunity to network with other stu- 
dents working on similar Issues," 
said Megan Southern, a student 
at Wittenberg University and 
member of SEAC. "This confer- 
ence will bring together students 
from across Ohio and will 
strengthen our struggle to brine 
about environmental justice." 
Don!gelwnrkiil If MRHYIKM 
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starts with a professional 
niaiifuzeiueiil team! 
Make Your Search Easy with Newlove Rentals: 
Special Benefits: 
* Initially - partial security deposit 
* No parental guarantee 
* Professional management 
* Free maid service at many locations 
* Full time maintenance service 
Check out these apartments: 
228 S. College 507 East Merry 
801 Fifth St. 725 Ninth St. 
309 High St. 114 1/2 S. Main 
843 Sixth St. 709 Fifth St. 
803 Fifth St. 117 1/2 N. Main 
525 East Merry 520 Reed St. 
824 Sixth St. 
Slop by our only office at 328 S. Main and pick up 
our weekly updated rental brochure and Bummer brochure 
NEWIPVE 
Kuil.il- 
352-5620 
328 S. Main 
Our Only 
Office 
<.link uilli our |iiv.«rnl 
ii-iilrnl-. In -i'i- » lial kind 
Support your. 
favorite 
FAJteONTEAM. 
SPRING 
BREAK " 
PANAMA CITY 
BEACH, FL 
7 nil beachfront hold only  J1I9 
7 nit hold  and but   only  $21 ft 
JAMAICA    $469 
Don't  wait   till  It'a to   lata 
For  Info  and   raaarvatlona 
120  N.  Aurora 81..  Ilhaca.  NY  I4SS0 
1 800-648-4849 
RENT NOW FOR FALL 1992 
COLUMBIA COURT APTS. 
B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex 
Close to B.G.S.U. 
Call us for our 
FEBRUARY 
SPECIAL 
Four Man Rate 
CALL US AT 352-0717 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
GREENBRIAR INC., MGR. 
>w««««»M«»«»««ra 
CAN YOU DEAL WITH A 
PI PHI? 
Jennifer Gumpf & Mitch Dougherty 
Stephanie Peterson & Robert Conley 
Diane Durbln & Steve Traczyk 
Lori Franklin & Jeff Klicman 
Andrea Smith & Christopher Long 
Jennie Arena & Greg Krahe 
Lori Kokcnsparger & Lance Lamano 
Stephanie Leonard at Scott Shreve 
Louiae Qingley & Scott Lantz 
Suzanne Allard & Scott Seifert 
Andrea Lance & Jeff Mather 
Lisa Gold & Jim Patrick 
Carrie Redman & Ryan Griffith 
Sue Matthaldess & Jesse Howard 
Sheila Studer & Joseph Keefer 
Julie Hren & James Forfe 
Carla Mick & Jay Waugh 
Maureen Cunningham ft Greg Gotsky 
Andrea Tatro & Sean Samuels 
Audrey Snyder & Tommy Dessellier 
Rebecca Utrata & Lenny Kravitz 
Kelly ReviU & Matt Chesher 
Denise Huston & Robert Thomason 
Trisha Dodge & Brandon Dynes 
Colleen Flaherty & Tom Halutick 
Justine Carpenter & Michael Fredericks 
I ami Boback & Owen Pohl 
Lisa Frcy & Matt Large 
Margaret Arcaro & Matt Terry 
Cindy Rigard & Brian Harrigal 
Dana Harenda & Dan Hartman 
Cynthia Zinn & Jason Zatrock 
Shelly Yingling & Andy Green 
Laura Gray ft Greg Moore 
Penny Fletcher ft Mike Casement 
Tracy Worley & Doug Doren 
Pam Quail & Jeremy Stormer 
Carrie Witte & Chris Koenigshof 
Rita Schafer & Chad Reed 
Tracy Beckett & Nate Stechschulte 
Karen Ravas & Doug Grace 
Cathy Holowczak ft Pete DuBols 
Lee Ann Harkelroad & Rick Reinboh 
Sarah Wolf ft Frank Smith 
Pi Beta Phi Formal February 29, 1992 
Ypsilanti. Michigan 
• •• »•• 
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Gulf vet Suit 
Continued from page one. 
Martini said. 
Eventually, Neal received fi- 
nancial aid, with the stipulation 
that his fall 1990 classes must be 
completed in six weeks. To avoid 
losing credits left open when he 
left Ohio to serve, he took 22 
hours last semester. 
The heavy course load pre- 
vented him from obtaining a job 
to support himself and his wife, 
he said. 
Neal said the Veteran's Admin- 
istration Bureau has not done a 
lot to inspire his trust either. 
In 1987, when Neal began 
school on the GI Bill, he was eli- 
gible for eight semesters of 
schooling from the VA. 
Between the time he started 
school and now, he has been 
called up twice ~ to the Philli- 
pines in 1988 and in 1990 for 
Desert Shield. Because of this he 
has been unable to attend three 
semesters of school. 
When called up for Desert 
Shield, he was forced to pay back 
his December benefits because 
he was no longer a full-time stu- 
dent. 
As of November 1991, Neal had 
completed his enlistment and 
was no longer eligible for any 
benefits, but had still not used 
one semester's benefits owed to 
him. 
His eight semesters had been 
clipped down to seven and no one 
at the VA was willing to help. 
Neva Sposato, the University's 
certifying official for students 
eligible for veteran's benefits, 
said she has never seen another 
student go through what Neal 
has. 
"His is a unique case," she 
said. "1 don't recall another stu- 
dent who would have been in the 
same situation, being called to 
Desert Storm." 
She said whenever anyone 
joins the reserves, they are given 
a contract for enlistment time. 
Neal's problems stem from the 
fact that his enlistment time 
benefits ran out before he was 
able to earn his degree, she said. 
Neal's contract time was from 
1985 through 1991 - more than 
enough time to complete eight 
college semesters and earn a de- 
gree, if had he not been called up 
twice. 
"They didn't take into con- 
sideration that he couldn't go to 
college while he was serving [ac- 
tive duty]," Sposato said. 
Scott Waterford, a Veteran's 
Benefits counselor, said most 
veterans' education programs 
offer 36 months of entitlement, 
which is usually enough time to 
complete a degree "with a few 
months to spare." 
According to Waterford, a spe- 
cial revision of education pro- 
grams was made for reservists 
called up to Desert Storm. 
"If [Neal] makes an inquiry 
with the VA, we still may be able 
to solve this problem," he said. 
Continued from page one. 
in Birmingham, Mich., said she 
was opening the wall-mounted 
register's vent when it came 
loose and struck her face. 
"It just flew out of the wall," 
Brinkman said. Three front teeth 
were shattered by the register 
and required gum and root canal 
work, she said. The complaint 
stated the cost of dental work 
totaled more than $3,000 and re- 
quired surgery over a period of 
ten months. 
"The dental work was pretty 
extensive and pretty expensive," 
Brinkman said. "I was back and 
forth [to the dentist] just about 
every weekend." 
She said she contacted a law- 
yer about filing a suit a few 
weeks after the Incident, but 
waited to begin legal action until 
all medical costs had been asses- 
sed. 
University Development could 
not be reached for comment, and 
University Village Property 
managers Jim and Judy Bennett 
said they were not aware the suit 
had been filed. 
THE Crossword by May Mannix 
Debate 
Continued from page one. 
"This campus has had serious 
race-related problems, especial- 
ly last semester, but USG has a 
multicultural affairs coordinator 
who is working hard on this is- 
sue," Sears said. "We've come a 
long way, but we will continue to 
go further." 
One race-related issue both 
candidates are in support of is 
having Black Entertainment Tel- 
evision air on Wood County 
Cable. 
Sears said USG has an upcom- 
ing bill on the issue and the next 
step after that will be to have 
USG and other students picket 
city hall with the media present. 
Jackson said he has met with 
Bob Martin, vice president of 
operations, on the issue and said 
they will try to develop a closed 
circuit channel for the show to 
run. 
Other issues the candidates 
debated were recycling and shut- 
tle bus proposals, their plans to 
improve campus security and 
ideas on how to maintain low 
campus meal prices. 
TAKE THE KEYS. 
CALL A CAB. 
TAKE A STAND 
The BO Ncwi/Tlm Norma-l 
During a University Student Government presidential debate sponsored by The BG News and Pi Sig- 
ma Alpha political science honorary Thursday night, USG President Mike Sears (right) asks USG 
presidential candidate Jason Jackson (left) if his being both trustee and USG president could cause a 
conflict of interest. Jackson responded that being trustee and USG president would allow him to act 
with "one mind dealing with [campus] Issues on a consistent basis." 
ACROSS 
1 Gsnesls man 
5 Cezanne or 
KIM 
9 Mythomanlacs 
14 Mother of 
Castor 
15 Caan'a river 
16 Fortythia time 
17 Son ol Jacob 
18 Close together 
20 City on the Oka 
21 Direction 
letters 
22 Staggered 
23 Dogma 
25 Mlsplay 
27 Very: Fr. 
29 Pull 
30 Alas: Lat. 
34 Or. letter 
36 Menottl 
character 
38 Strict 
39 Trunk creature 
42 Novel 
43 Tea(are 
44 — gratias 
45 Civil wrong 
46 Kinsman: abbr. 
47 "-of Wine and 
Roses" 
49 Fr. landscaplst 
51 Relating to 
wheels 
54 Asian notables 
56 Macaw 
60 Exhort 
61 Capp character 
63 Laundry Item 
64 First-rate 
65 Oil one's 
rocker 
66 Heraldry term 
67 Nymph chaser 
68 Southwest wind 
69 Ohre River to 
Germans 
DOWN 
1 Dole 
2 Farm tools 
inventor 
3 Derring-do man 
4 Novelist 
Norman 
5 False manner 
1 1 J » 1 1 1 1 1 ' <ti n 17 13 M " " II „ ."■ 1 I 
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6 Emerge 
7 Disguised as 
8 Golf's Trevlno 
9 Stratum 
10 — dlxit 
11 Seed coal 
12 Trip 
13 Arctic taxi 
19 Facial feature 
24 Enlighten 
26 Old Norse 
chieftain 
28 Word for a 
balm 
30 Old verb 
ending 
31 Willful 
32 Sea bird 
33 Poetic 
preposition 
34 A US president 
35 Hairdo 
37 Goose genus 
38 Primitive 
weapon 
40 Adherent: suff. 
41 Terminus 
ANSWERS 
46 Optimistic 
48 "0, say can —" 
49 Colonial news- 
caster var. 
50 No-fight pact 
52 Marble 
53 Lazar 
54 Elec. units 
55 Long-legged 
rodent 
56 Give out 
57 Award lor TV 
59 Cupid 
62 Wave: Sp. 
Summer 1992 Job Fair 
Camps      Businesses        Parks        Resorts 
March 3,1992 
10:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
University Union 
Bowling Green State University 
Sponsored by the Office of Financial Aid and Student Employment 
Youth World Camps & Tours 
Camp Cody for Boys 
Camp Sequoia 
Ryba's Fudge Shops, Inc. 
Timber Lake 
Tyler Hill Camps 
Camp Weequahic 
Radlsson Hotel 
Toledo Zoological Society 
Catawba Moorings 
Jened Recreation Village 
Dept.  of Military Science-Army R0TC 
United Parcel Service 
Raquette Lake Camps 
Camp Whip-Poor- Will 
YMCA of Detroit Camping Service 
Lutheran Outdoor Ministries 
Camp Rosenthal 
Wadsworth/Alert Labs 
Camp Y-Noah 
Camp Fowler, Inc. 
Camp Wakatomlka 
Hiram House Camp 
Camp Llbbey 
Stepping Stones Center 
Triple A Student Painters 
Boys' & Girls' Camp Inc. 
YMCA Storer Camps 
Camp Wayne for Boys 
Lake Erie Girl Scout Council 
YMCA Camp Kern 
Wood County Park District 
Kamans Art Shoppes 
Sea World of Ohio 
Leo Yassenoff Jewish Community Center 
Conneaut Lake Park 
Frosty Bar/Crescent Tavern/Gift Cove 
Kings Island 
Browning Care Center 
Camp Walhondlng/ Heritage Trails Girl Scout 
Council 
Sports & Arts Center of Island Lake 
Assoc. for the Help of Retarded Children 
City of Akron 
Camp Courageous 
Island Resorts Inc. 
Huron Valley Girl Scout Council 
Mary Kay Cosmetics, Inc. 
Lutheran Outdoor & Retreat Ministry in Mich 
Kelly Temporaries 
Mon Ami 
4 H Camp Palmer Inc. 
Camp Cobbossee 
Lonz Winery 
Recreation Unlimited 
Circle Pine Summer Camp 
Gwynn Valley 
South Shore YMCA Camps 
Camp Cheerful 
Camp Campbell Gard 
Camp Vacamas 
YMCA Willson Outdoor 
The Boardwalk 
The Island House/Rena's Fi dge Shop 
JKST Summer Camps 
Camp 0'Bannon 
Catawba Island Club 
YMCA Camp Mason 
Camp Fire, Inc. 
Boy Scouts of America 
Put-In-Bay Dairy Queen 
Pine Forest Camps 
Happy Hollow Camp 
Point 0'Pines Camp 
Nationa 
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Leaders renew drug pledge 
U.S., Latin America ask for assistance from wealthier countries 
by Rita Beamish 
The Associated Press 
SAN ANTONIO, Texas - Presi- 
dent Bush and six Latin Ameri- 
can leaders concluded a drug 
summit Thursday with renewed 
pledges to 
combat narco- 
tics, but Bush 
cautioned that 
"at a time of 
rather sparse 
resources" the 
United States 
could not give 
its neighbors 
all the help 
they requested. 
"These are not easy times for 
Bush 
the United States," Bush said at a 
news conference at the close of 
the one-day meeting. 
Bush called drug trafficking "a 
new kind of transnational 
enemy." 
"Make no mistake," the presi- 
dent said. "Defeat the traffick- 
ers, we will" 
He said there had been signifi- 
cant progress during the past two 
years, saying drug use among 
young people in the United States 
was down by 60 percent. 
Bush said he and the other 
leaders had discussed improving 
efforts to halt shipments of drugs 
from Latin America to the United 
States and development of alter- 
native crops to give coca growers 
an economic basis for moving 
away from drugs. 
"Farmers who once grew coca 
in Bolivia are exporting pineap- 
ples and bananas," said Bush. 
"Peru's economy is beginning to 
grow again. And the Andean 
states will expand trade with the 
United States under this new An- 
dean Trade Preference Initiative 
that I signed into law last 
December." 
When a reporter from Latin 
America asked the U.S. president 
if he was prepared to increase 
assistance. Bush replied, 'The 
responsibility of the president of 
the United States is first to the 
people of the United States." 
Unwieldy procedures postpone 
student expulsion bill approval 
by John Chalfant 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - A bill that would 
allow permanent expulsion of 
students 16 and older who com- 
mit certain crimes hit a snag 
Thursday in a 
legislative sub- 
committee. 
An exten- 
sively rewrit- 
ten version of 
the measure, 
which cleared 
the House in 
simpler form 
last  May,  was   Montgomery 
expected to be voted out of a 
Senate Judiciary subcommittee. 
But Sen. Betty Montgomery, 
R-Perrysburg, postponed action 
after questions were raised about 
cumbersome administrative 
procedures that would have to be 
followed before a student could 
be permanently excluded from 
any public school in the state. 
A representative of the Ohio 
Department of Education said 
more time was needed to review 
the hearing and appeal process. 
"My reading of it is it's like 
pulling on the top of a carrot. As 
they started to pull on the top of 
Blotter 
♦ University police reported Monday a 
computer security incident occurred 
when a person from another university 
logged into the University computer 
system using a Bowling Green student's 
; password. The University student admit- 
ted to giving the other student his pass- 
■ word and has been referred to Standards 
;and Procedures. The matter is still under 
I investigation, police said. 
: ♦ Two residents of Olfenhauer West 
;reported Feb. 20 about $280 worth of 
'■ underwear was stolen from a dryer in a 
: laundry room in the residence hall, police 
isaid. 
; ♦ Wood County Airport reported 
.'Monday the theft of a wind sock from the 
•runway. The wind sock had been flying 
from a 10 to 15 foot pole which had to be 
^unbolted from the base and laid down to 
•be stolen. Two lenses from runway lights 
fwere also missing, police said 
I ♦ A resident of Kenwood Avenue re- 
, ported Monday his housemate stole his 
!-"84 Dodge Charger. The victim said the 
tsuspect asked to borrow the car Saturday 
'evening to go out and promised to have it 
back the next morning, but the suspect 
fnever returned. The vehicle was re- 
covered in Dayton Tuesday and the case 
has been referred to the Wood County 
^Prosecutor's Office, police said. 
• ♦ Patrons of TCBY Yogurt, 1062 N. 
iMain St., reported seeing an older man 
with long hair and a beard standing in 
[front of the store window exposing him- 
self to the people inside the business. Al- 
though police could not locate the sus- 
pect at the time of the alleged offense, 
jthey were able to locate a man who fit the 
'description of the suspect at Angel Motel, 
1024 N. Main St., later that night. Be- 
cause the complainants did not want to 
.file charges and the man had not been 
(caught in the act no charges were filed, 
xjlice said.  
CAMPUS FILMS 
Presents: 
Ice Cube 
in 
Fri. & Sat. 
8:00,   10:00 
& midnight 
210 MSC 
$1.50  Admission 
the carrot they realized there 
was a lot more below ground than 
was apparent," Montgomery 
said. "It's much more difficult 
than at first blush it appeared." 
The bill would allow local 
superintendents and boards to 
ask the state school superinten- 
dent to permanently expel a stu- 
dent convicted of bringing a 
weapon onto school property, 
carrying a concealed weapon, as- 
saulting a school employee or 
selling drugs at a school function. 
FRIENDS DON'T LEI FRIENDS 
HE 
WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA 
i      • 
WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
presents 
Indonesian Coffee Hours. Fraa Food 
Ti. Feb. 28th <j   Entertainment, 
7-9 p.m. 
Int'l Lounge 11th fl. Offenhauer West. 
EVERYONE IS WELCOME!!! 
WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA 
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As the clouds begin to clear 
KAPPA'S Have no fear 
for the Sun will soon shine 
through so our Spring Break 
won't be blue. 
The "Beach Club" at 
DATE DASH      UPTOWN has got an the 
FEB. 28.1992     ray8„. So Grab a Date With 
No Further Delays! 
!l|..'..|.l,..,..U,..|.l,.l,.ll. 
HEAT INCLUDED. 
Worried about the cost of heating? Well Don't!) 
At CAMPUS MANOR all utilities are paid except electric. 
505 Clough Street 
'Furnished 
•Heating Paid 
• 2 Bdrms/1 Bath 
• Extra Vanity 
' Walkm Closet 
* Close to Campus 
* Plenty ol Parking 
* Air Conditioning Paid 
* Laundry Facilities 
'Fulltime Maintenance 
■ ■■■■■■■■■■ nrm 
Other Great Locations Available 
■ 733 Manville 
1755 Manville 
' 777 Manville 
615 Second St. 
> 841 Eighth St. 
RE MANAGEMENT 
113 Railroad St. 
352-9302 
He said that the United States 
already has "a fairly generous al- 
location of funds to these coun- 
tries." 
Bush was Joined at the summit 
by Presidents Cesar Gavlria of 
Colombia, Alberto Fujimori of 
Peru, Jaime Paz Zamora of Boli- 
via, Carlos Salinas de Gortari of 
Mexico, Rodrigo Borja of Ecua- 
dor and Foreign Minister Ar- 
mando Duran of Venezuela. 
Fujimori has complained that 
the United States had not provid- 
ed enough money to help him re- 
verse his country's status as the 
world's leading grower of coca 
leaf. 
Woman innocent 
of taped beating 
Brielly 
AIDS victim convicted: 
CINCINNATI (AP)-An 
AIDS victim was found 
guilty Thursday of felony 
charges that he raped a 
4-year-old boy and a 2-year- 
old boy. 
Dan Skillom, 32, of Cin- 
cinnati, was returned to the 
Hamilton County Justice 
Center jail under a $30,000 
bond to await his sentencing 
on March 10. 
He could be sentenced to a 
combined 30 to 75 years in 
prison on the three rape 
charges and fined up to 
$30,000, but would be eligi- 
ble for parole consideration 
after 15 years, assistant 
county prosecutor Terry 
Galnes said. 
by Frederick Standlsh 
The Associated Press 
DETROIT - A jury Wednes- 
day found a black woman in- 
nocent of assault in the video- 
taped beating of a white 
woman at a fireworks show, 
an attack that further 
strained race relations In the 
city. 
Cassandra Rutherford, 18, 
was the only one of a half- 
dozen black women facing 
charges to go to trial. The 
others, including her sister, 
pleaded no contest. 
Rutherford was acquitted 
of a charge of assault with in- 
tent to commit great bodily 
harm in the attack on Joanne 
Was, 43, of suburban Far- 
mington HiUs. 
The June 1991 beating was 
recorded on videotape by a 
bystander. It received 
national attention and in- 
flamed already heated racial 
tension in Detroit, where the 
city is predominantly black 
and the suburbs predominan- 
tly white. 
The videotape shows Was 
being punched and kicked by 
a group of people downtown. 
She falls down during the 
scuffle. 
Larry Bennett, an attorney 
for Was, said she is disap- 
pointed but not surprised by 
the verdict. 
Was has filed a $5 million 
federal lawsuit against the 
city, claiming police failed to 
provide adequate protection. 
The case is pending. 
Defense attorney Cornelius 
Pitts said in his closing argu- 
ment Tuesday that his client 
wasn't identified clearly on 
the videotape, and said Was 
provoked the attack 
The jury of 10 blacks and 
two whites heard testimony 
for a week. 
Immediately after the ver- 
dict was read, Rutherford 
went on trial on a charge of 
robbery in the theft of a neck- 
lace from another woman on 
the same day. 
HURRY!! 
TAKE 1HE KEYS. 
CALL A CAB. 
TAKE A STAND 
Time's running out to find your 
apartment for Summer & Fall 
1992. Check out the Great 1 & 2 
bedroom apartments at... 
WIN THROP TERRACE APTS. 
352-9135 
"Featuring the Campus Shuttle" 
FOR SUPER 
SANDWICHES & 
SNACKS 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK, 
HEAD WEST FOR THE 
GARDEN TERRACE 
DELI! 
MCDONALD DINING 
HALL 
2:00pm -11:00 pm 
NEED TO STOCK UP ON 
SNACKS, SODA, GROCERIES, 
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS AND 
JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING ELSE? 
DONT FORGET ABOUT 
£XPMS£ 
BG'S AWESOME QUICK STOP - QUICK SHOP 
EXPERIENCE! 
LOCATED ADJACENT TO THE GARDEN TERRACE DELI 
TOTALLY CONVENIENT HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK. 
2:00pm - MIDNIGHT 
QUANTUM 90 CARDS ACCEPTED AT BOTH LOCATIONS* 
'(QUANTUM 90 CARDS CANNOT BE USED TO PURCHASE NON-FOOD ITEMS AT G.T. EXPRESS) 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY FOOD OPERATIONS 372-2891 
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Men roll on to Miami 
by Glen Lubbert 
assistant sports editor 
The men's basketball team 
wont get a rest as it travels to 
Oxford Saturday to take on Mid- 
American Conference leading 
Miami. 
For the second game in a row, 
the Falcons will have to battle the 
best in the conference. Bowling 
Green is coming off a 65-54 vic- 
tory over Ball State, which gave 
the Redskins sole leadership in 
the conference. The Falcons, 8-5 
in the MAC and 13-11 overall, en- 
ter the contest with a six-game 
winning streak including two 
wins on the road. 
"It's one game at a time," BG 
head coach Jim Larranaga said. 
"We have Miami on Saturday. It 
will be our fourth or fifth game 
this year against a first place 
team. When we played Ball State, 
Miami and Western (Michigan), 
they were all in first place. Nor- 
mally, you only play the number 
one team twice, at home and 
away." 
In their last Falcon match-up, 
the Redskins lost 53-47 at Ander- 
son Arena. Since then Miami has 
won four of its last five, becom- 
ing the only team to garner 10 
conference wins. 
"We cannot get too high," 
Miami coach Joby Wright said. 
"We have to play just one game 
at a time. There is a long way to 
go, and we know that teams will 
be coming after us." 
BG will be the second team this 
week that will be gunning for the 
Redskins. Miami defeated Cen- 
tral Michigan in Mount Pleasant 
89-76 Wednesday. 
Miami is averaging 68 points a 
game while shooting 47 percent 
from the floor. They have been 
limiting their opposition to 61 
points and 42 percent from the 
field. The Redskins, 10-3 in the 
conference and 17-7 overall, have 
won nine games at home and lost 
only one to Ball State two weeks 
ago. 
Coming off its victory over the 
Cardinals, BG has extended its 
longest winning streak of the 
season. According to senior for- 
ward Tom Hall, the BSU win is a 
big confidence builder for the 
whole team. 
"You have to realize that we 
have eight or nine guys on the 
team that never really played 
college basketball before," Lar- 
ranaga said. "We were just kind 
of learning each other." The con- 
fidence has been growing with 
each win. However, both coaches 
and players understand how im- 
portant it is to stay focused on 
each individual game. —rf —— ■ i ■■■    ^......^  
Women try for an encore 
byErikPuplllo 
sports writer 
After dismantling a listless 
Ball State squad Wednesday 
night, the Falcons and women's 
coach Jaci Clark said they have a 
lot of good basketball left in 
them. 
But it's not easy to come up 
with an encore performance 
after seven players score in 
double figures and your team 
wins by 47 points. The Falcons 
would probably settle for a one- 
point win Saturday, as they trav- 
el to Oxford to take on Miami. 
"As far as we're concerned, 
we're going to play Miami like we 
play everyone else," Clark said. 
"Miami's top three performers 
are Julie Howell, Lisa Hayden 
and Minica Neeman. We're going 
to have to be aware of where 
those three players are on the 
court." 
The Falcons' win kept them sol- 
idly in second place behind 
Toledo in the Mid-American Con- 
ference. The Redskins are two 
games behind Bowling Green 
and in fourth place. 
In the first meeting between 
the two teams, the Falcons 
earned a 73-70 win at Anderson 
Arena. 
The Redskins dominated the 
first half behind the strong play 
of senior center Julie Howell and 
the outside sharpshooting of Lisa 
Hayden. They collected 19 and 20 
points respectively. 
Howell got into foul trouble 
early and was forced to sit most 
of the second half. 
"Julie's a heck of a player and 
she'll be ready for us, especially 
since this is the last time she'll be 
able to play us at home," Clark 
said. 
BG's savior in the first game 
was sophomore forward Talita 
Scott. She came off the bench to 
pace the Falcons with 16 points 
and came up with a gem of a de- 
fensive play at the end of the 
game. 
Scott blocked Hayden's last- 
ditch three-point shot at the buz- 
zer which would have tied the 
game. 
Miami's coming off a crushing 
75-66 loss to Central Michigan 
and Clark knows the Falcons will 
have to play to their potential to 
beat the Redskins. 
"We have to continue to play at 
the high level of intensity that we 
have been over the last two 
games," Clark said. "I'd like to 
see us execute crisply in our re- 
maining games, especially going 
into the Mid-American Confer- 
ence Tournament." 
The BG News/Tim Norman 
Mike Swanson dribbles the ball against St. Peters. The men's basketball team travels to Oxford Satur- 
day to take on Miami. 
Hoops continuing to surprise 
Jay Murdock 
In the trenches 
A short time ago, in an arena 
two hours away, the Falcon men's 
basketball team's 1990-91 dream 
season virtually ended. 
The place was Eastern Michi- 
gan. BG was the pre-season 
favorite, undefeated, and boasted 
an early season win against num- 
ber four Michigan State. EMU 
was also undefeated. The Falcons 
went into the locker room at lialf- 
time up by 17 points, only to lose 
as the Eagles came from behind 
in the closing minutes. 
BG's season went downhill 
from there, and the Falcons fin- 
ished 17-13, while EMU went on 
to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA 
tournament. 
This season, both teams were 
See Trenches, page nine. 
Congratulations, Amy! 
GRAMMY SUPERSTAR! 
FOUR Grammy nominations including: 
•Record of the Year! 
•Album of the Year! 
•Song of the Year! 
•Best Female Pop vocal Performance! 
$C99 
1 r  CASSE SETTE MO9! « ^jSSito*^ 
1080 S. Main St. store only*open Daily untii midnight*Sun. 8 a.m.-io p.m. 
Friday, February 28, 1992 The BG News page nine 
Trenches 
Continued from page eight. 
fighting for cellar-dwelling stat- 
us and BG had yet to win a road 
game. 
But this time, the Falcons came 
out on top with their first road 
win, and the start of a six game 
winning streak. 
Has BG gone from a season of 
greatness turned mediocre, to a 
season of mediocre turned 
greatness in one short year? 
Not yet. 
First, they must face Miami, 
Western Michigan, and Ohio, 
three of the top four teams in the 
Mid-American Conference. The 
games against the Redskins and 
the Bobcats are on the road 
where the Falcons have only won 
two. 
But, as a certain other pre- 
season-ranked-seventh team has 
shown, miracles can happen. 
This year's team has become a 
group of overachievers, taking 
some talented but young players 
and turning them into a cohesive, 
organized machine. Michael 
Huger, who had some big shoes 
to fill after Clinton Venable's de- 
parture, has done a great Job 
running the offense. Vada Bur- 
nett and Kirk Whiteman have 
made BG a three-point threat 
again, while Shane Kline- 
Ruminski, Tom Hall and Jason 
Hall control the inside game. 
Much like the women's team, 
the bench is where BG hurts its 
opponents. Matt Otto, Jason 
Crump, and Ray Lynch come in 
and make things happen if the 
starters don't 
The big game now is Saturday 
against Miami. The Redskins are 
all alone in first place after BG's 
upset of Ball State. The Falcons 
defeated Miami earlier this 
season at home. However, BG 
have to face the Redskins in Ox- 
ford where they have only lost 
once. 
But the Falcon basketball team 
has become much like the foot-        would happen. 
ball team, doing whatever it 
takes to win games. If it takes 
3-pointers, they shoot 3-pointers. 
If defense is needed, the press 
closes in to create the turnovers. 
And we all know what hap- 
pened when the football team 
went to Miami this year... 
While this game won't win the 
MAC for BG, it just might give 
the team the respect it deserves 
for such a great turnaround. 
Jay Murdock is photo editor of 
the News, and would like to 
thank the two men who wrote 
basketball last semester for tell- 
ing him that this very turnaround 
Classified 
Falcon Swimming Update 
Mld-Amerlcan OlMsVlonshlps First Day Result! 
FIRST DAY STANDINGS: Throujji six wants: 1. Eastern Mchioan (265.5), 2. 
Miami (209), 3. Ball State (183.5). 4 Ohio University 032). a. Bowling Green (12O.6.Torsfc60. 
80 MEN'S FWT DAY WGHLIGUTS.Tim Jypere< 500-yard freesty% third 
plaot 0:32.76). set sctool record In preliminaries «j*S0.t8) - Kevin Una. 
500-ysrd freestyle, fcujtfi place (4:33.96) - Bnsn Kafiinski, 200-y8ftJlnt)Mdual 
medley, fifth place (1 JR. 12) and a school record - jfcb Schaeffer, 200-yard in- 
dividual medley, eigtn plact (1:54.44) - Brad tatty. 50-yard freestyle, six- 
teenth place (21.56), set tssm best in Dreirnirunet (21.22) - Steve Hasoen 
Scot Nagel, Brtjn KamiMW, and Brad Briney. 400-yard medley relay, third 
place (3:29.87) - Michsjlifcjnt. top BQ diver in standings (nobody placed in 
top 16) 1 meter dMng (323.40 points). 
TODAY'S EVENTS:Men'8«wimming at MAC Championships, Ypsilanti, Michi- 
gan, Michael H. Jones NatUerium cooJuding on Saturday. Today's events from 
12:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. ^^ 
The BG News 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
BGSU BANDS IN CONCERT 
CONCERT AND UNIVE RSITY BANDS 
FRI   FEB. 28. 199?   3 00pm 
JAY C. JACKSON/TOM DEAN. CONDUC 
TORS 
KOBACKERHAU 
ADMISSION: FREE 
BGSU BANDS IN CONCERT 
"MARCH WINDS'' 
THE SYMPHONIC BAND 
SUN .MARCH 1,19928:00pm 
MARK S KELLY. CONDUCTOR 
FEATURING THE MUSIC OF: 
ROSSINI. BENSON. MAHR. 
ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT. 
AND SELECTED MARCHES 
K08ACKER HALL 
ADMISSION FREE 
• " Ttiii Weekend ' • 
Student Environmental Acton Coalition State 
Conference. A senei o! workshops on timely 
issues will be offered Register 5 00 pm Friday 
at United Christian Fellowship Center, 313 
Thurstinl 
For more info, call Center for Environmental 
Programs. 
BOB MARLEY Reggae Tribute with 
Groovemaster and Tyhimba is on 
SAT FEB. 29. Spm, NE Commons, Sponsored 
by Caribbean Assoc. ECAP, GSS, PSO. KAY. 
and B-BOP Records. (Don't give up the fight) 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
Meeting Mon . March 2 
4:30, Falcon's Nest 
Are you in a rut? Worried about the Future? 
Come to the SOLD WORKSHOP on Wednes 
■fry. 
March 4 from 6-7 pm in the Alumni Room ol 
the Union. Our topic is "Visualization & 
Motivation .. Planning Suocess for your 
life". For reservations call the Student 
Activities Office at 372-2843. 
COMMEMORATE BLACK HISTORY 
How did a black woman from Detroit win 3rd 
place in Mchigan 1990 Gubernatorial Race on 
a Socialist Platform? Find out when candidate 
Brenda Kirby speaks' 2/28 - 3 pm - Student 
U-io- State Hoom  
Explonng the Spirit within 
EXPRESSION OF SPIRITUAUTY 
This Monday at 9pm in Founders East Dining 
Hall even/one is invited to come and experi- 
ence how art can be used to explore the spmt 
within each person. This Monday, Kathy Botv 
leg will lead us in dances of Universal Peace. 
Gimi A Gypsies welcomes you to the 
Grand Opening Event. 166 S. Main St. 10% 
off all msrchsndlss, Including jew*iry. crys- 
tals, books, and dhrtnation tools. Special 
guest Psychics. Hours tOem-Mldnlght. Frl. 
SH   352-30S4 
IF YOU PUN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 9, 
1992 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. 
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE 
PLACED BY APRIL 1, 1992. PLEASE PLACE 
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN 
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY 
PHONE 372-2851. IF YOUR ORDER IS 
PHONED IN, YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW 
YOUR CAP SIZE OR HEAD MEASURE 
ME NT. 
Wash-n-Cut 
now 
only $8.00 
with this coupon 
Walk-ins Welcome 
Hair Fashion 
124 W. Wooster 
TV       352-2611 
Pleat* bring Ad in to receive) coupon price). 
Expiros March 31. 1992 
Golden Key General Meeting 
9:00 p.m. March I. BA100 
Checks, out! 
HMS Beverage Seminar 
Sunday, March 8.2 30pm 
Beat Western Falcon Plaza 
All welcomel 15 00 per person 
RSVP to Gingsr Rotli by Msrch 6th. 
HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
AND HONORS PROGRAM 
10th Annual TuiDon Raffle 
GRAND PRIZE-81000 
3 (ISO) Book Scholarships 
Any current BGSU student is eligible 
ticket Si .00 each or 6 for $5 00 
Available from HSA / HP Members, 
the Honors Office. Math   Science BWg 
Feb. 24-28 
JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS 
Now available in 302 S 319 West Hall 
Deadline: March 2 
The time has come tor 
FLASH YOUR BUDDHA 
Performing al EASY STREET CAFE 
Wednesday. March 4 th 
"Truth is tor the ever living 
loving inspiration bberaDon!" 
WHEELING FOR WOOOLANE 
takes place at our Union Oval for 24 hrs.l 
March11-12 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST LEATHER COAT IN BUSINESS BLD 
2ND FLOOR LOUNGE ON SATURDAY FE8. 
22 HAWAII KEY CHAIN IN POCKET. IF 
FOUND, PLEASE CALL LORI AT 353-5847 
RIDES 
I need a ride to the Cleveland area this Friday. I 
would like lo return on Saturday, if possible. 
Call 354-6484. ask lor Pam.  
What better way to And a ride homo/to see 
friends or go where ever1 Advertise m tie 
RIDES section and reach n,200possibilitiesll 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Call long distance anywhere in trie USA 'or 2S 
a! the pay phone at MI Mugga 
Hewse Back Riding & Hay Rifles 
313-856-3973 
Pregnant? 
We can help. FREE PREGNANCY TESTS 
Info, and support - BG Pregnancy Center 
Call354-HOPE 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA 
Information on semester, year, graduate, 
summer and internship programs in Pern. 
Townatr.Be, Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs 
start at S3S20 Cat 1 600-678-3696. 
TYPING SERVICES 
Reasonable Rales Wilt. Accuracy 
Call 352-3967 from 8 am Dl 0 pm 
PERSONALS 
■"WINTER WEDDING"" 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
Dear Lisa, 
Are you ready for Die Dme of your lite? 
I cant wait until this weekend Mi 
Even though this is not a real wedding, 
I know that our wedding (hint, hint) 
will be just as wonderful because you and 
I will be together MI You mean the world lo me. 
and I want everyone lo know it"! I love you very 
much and f can't wail lo PRACTICE all week- 
end longlll 
I love you, 
Mike 
f PRIORITY! rATraiNTMsENTfT On your list of things to do make sure to stop 
in at University Village 
& 
University Courts Apts. 
They are now renting! 
• 1 and 2 Bedroom apartments 
• 9 and 12 month leases 
• Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included 
• Central air 
• No pets please 
Walking Distance To Campus! 
(419) 352-0164 Clough & Morcer 
Bowling Green 
$100 prize 
Groovy Roomies 
Roommate of the Year Contest 
Thursday. March 12,1992 
Northeast Commons 
7:30 pm 
Sign-ups begm March 2 in the UAO Office 
3rd Floor Union 
-Dalsy- 
You are the greatest!) Theee last few weeks 
have been the beat ever. You are very spe- 
cial to me and you always will be. 
Love you, 
STUFF 
A Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days, $279' Pan- 
ama City $99, Padre $199, Cancun Irom Ohio 
$499. Jamaica $399 Greg 354-8149. Sarah 
354-6994. Todd 372 6528, or 1 800-636^786 
ADOPTION 
Childless couple with large extended family will 
provide newborn with love, opportunities, and 
security. He or she will be the most important 
person in our lives. Please call Maryann and 
Chuckat home 1-800-742 3368 
Alpha Slg - WINTER WEDDING - Alpha Slg 
Joey. 
These past five months have been incredible 
Maybe that's just because you're incredible. 
You mean so much to me, I don't know what I 
would do without you. I cant wait lobe with you 
this weekend It will be exhilarating, exocng. 
wonderful. And I'm sure it will make you 
PERKY So get ready Dme for the Dme of your 
life 
Love. 
Jason 
Alpha Slg • WINTER WEDDING - Alpha Slg 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI • ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
WINTER WEDDING 
Lisa and Joey, 
Be prepared for the weekend of your lives 
We will out dnnk. dance and till 
the night away. 
We can't watt for this weekend 
Love, your dates. 
Mike and Jason 
Alpha Slg WINTER WEDDING Alpha Slg 
Acontion'H-ciSste'S' 
Thank* for a fabulous 21st birthday! (Minus 
one bouncer) You guys are the best' 
Loveya. 
Kip 
ATTENTION LOCAL BANDS 
AudiDons for Batfle or the Bands. 
Send demo tape to WFAL care of Battle o> the 
Bands, 120 West Hall. Cash award given to 
winner. 
Batoe of the Bands - Apnl 3.1992 
ATTENTION BRIAN PEPPER 
THANK YOU'H 
Couldn't have made it without you Sat' 
We are forever m your debt I 
Your new friends. Angela and Becki 
Bungi USA is coming to BGSU 
For rwemfo call: 
1-800-GO-BUNG I 
Chi-OChl-OChMJChl-O 
Attention All Chi Omegas 
Don't forget to put on your 
smile this weekend! 
 OI-OChl-OChl-OChl-Q  
AGO ' AGO ' AGO 
Congrats to Maggy Williams on her recent Art 
awards Juror's Award A American Framers 
Corp. Achievement Award. 
AGO'AGO'AGO  
Alpna Phi * Jody Williams' Alpha Phi 
Congratulations on your pearling to 
John Carter We're very happy for you 
Alpha Phi' Jody Williams * Alpha Phi 
Alpha Sig * Winter Wedding • Alpha Sig 
Dabney, 
Thank you for being there when I need you  I 
guess it is your turn to hide m the bathroom!? 
Love. 
SchoMfl 
Emily, 
If you think skating was fun. wait nil Sandusky. 
It's my turn to teach you The Moves1: 
ED 
Alpha Sig" Winter Wadding ' Alpha Sig 
BECOME A PLACEMENT ASSISTANT 
Gain valuable experience in communication, 
organization, and job search skills and strate- 
gies 
Applications are available and must be re- 
turned lo University Placement Services - 360 
Student Services Application deadline: Fnday, 
March 6 before 5 pm Only the first 40 applica- 
tions returned and scheduled for an interview 
will be considered 
INFORMATIONAL SPOTLIGHT: Wednesday. 
March 4 • 8 15 pm in University Placement 
Services - 360 Student Services. 
BECOME A PLACEMENT ASSISTANT 
Brian, congrats on the engagement. 
Stay away from the armory. 
Congratulatons'* 
Shannon Walker 
Onenasbon Board Award Winner of the Week 
KKG ' KKG " KKG " KKG ' KKG ' KKG 
Way to go basketball team for 
being Greek Athletes of the week i 
KKG ' KKG * KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG 
Con I. on page 10 
Summer & Fall 
Fox Run 
Haven House 
Piedmont 
Houses 
All rentals include full 
use of Cherrywood Health Spa 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
Office in Cherrywood Health Spa 
8th & High 
352-9378 
Super Perm Deal 
TA 
800-3)1-741) (®) 800-S2S-OZZ6 
Coral Reef Motel 
Close to Beach (IAM 
• Pool & Hoi tub     9|fl00 
• Efficiencies IWday 
• Laundry Facilities     ,*, p^x, 
• Close lo everything bust on tow 
1-800-826 3924 
Student Special 
Close to Nite Life $|A00 
• Oceanview 
HBO • ESPN 
• Picnic area • Pool 
1-800-542-8601 < 
SE* BAIR MOTEL 
BEACHCOMBER 
OCEANFRONT MOTEL 
1 & 2 bedroom effi- 
ciencies with micro- 
wave, HBO, ocean- 
front pool, balconies. 
Close to everything! 
1-800-262 2113 
$18 Value 
COLORATION DURING YOUR PERM 
Energize your Hair with 
Colorance of Qos-DirVEi.L 
This conditioning color will enhance or vary your 
natural hair color Your hair gains shine and will look 
fresh and brilliant. Try with your next perm on us with 
out additional time expenditure. 
Famous Hair 
FOODTOWN PLUS PLAZA...  352-1989 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY—JUST WALK IN 
OPEN Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 10-3 
RATES 
$29-$40 
3/13-4/16 
$45-$64 
4/17-4/19 
r- 
PERM PLUS 
Prfnuon cut rtuff finun nvtmwo . i 
1 
Regularly $57 00 
long* nsr wgntiy more 
II 
'uornl'Krtt  I I 
- -H'1'I.Mi'l- - 
KIDS CUT 
«mov*i>av 
Fuji* Dry 
Regularly S9 00 
2595   695 
SSBSl IsW Emu" 1 10 9:   I ^•S' 
i—-H33ffiS3F--i r 
THE WORKS 
McaeJH 
Snjmpoo Nswcut itytf Dry |l 
wltti tf» coupon onty j j 
Regularly $14 00 , ( 
995 I! 
~e»Q3ES3— 
SENIORS 
CUT g99 
PERM 2295 
■rtciuOsng Cut & Fluff 'imn 
HOP tnru Trtun 9 am l pm 
ADULT 
HAIRCUT 
•luff Dry 
Regularly S9 00 
795 
I wL-i'i'Tii'i~m——i 
FREE COLORATION 
ourmg rot* SSSH tuts 
(egulariy M9 00 
longer rue wgnriy more 
Classified 
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DM OM ' Thank You * DM QM 
The Sitters of Delta Qsmma would like to 
thank the Phi Deft* for their support and en- 
couragement during Anchor Splash   Anchor 
Splash was a big success and we couldn't 
have don it without you. ThanktHI  
00 * Cong r a la ' DG 
The Sitters of Delta Gamma would like to con- 
gratulate Tiffany Wise on being selected 
asOeWa Tau Petta'a Sweetheart 
Od you know? According to Berlex Laborator- 
ies Inc. 1969, as many as 30,000.000 Ameri- 
cans have contracted genital herpes, with 
roughly 500,000 new cases annually  
E H Dave and BOB Bob 
Dave and Bob walking down the street. 
All dressed up and smelling tunda sweet 
Head to Clough at a quarter alter three. 
Saturday night will be 
the time ol your life. 
Cuz' we've got the beer. 
we've got the beer, yea we got it. 
Everyone will wish they were us 
Two tall dates and a shiny Cutlass. 
Jump back, get down 
Rocky River it nothing like this town. 
Get excited   Love. Stephanie and Leslie 
GOOD LUCK 
BGSU QUIZ BOWL TEAM 
Jim Carp 
Dave Harold 
Mike Haynes 
Mark Matusiak 
Jeff Wolfe 
GOOD TYMES PUB 
$0 2S Drafts 
Every night 8 10pm 
"Cheapest drink prices In town!" 
GOODTYMESPUB 
Groovemaster and Tyhimba play at Caribbean 
Association's 8th Annual Reggae Tribute to 
BobMarley.Sat Feb 29.8 pm.NE Comment 
(Stand up for yourrighta). 
CHRIS "JEFF" MIKE "IZZY 
Tomorrow't the night! 
To Hollywood well go 
Crutatn' "round town 
In our black limo< 
For 4 better dates 
We could not ask' 
And for you to find 4 better than us. 
Would be an Impoulbtetask. 
Get excited - it's gonna be cool1 
How do we know? WE RULE I 
Love- Jen. Chm. Mara. Missy 
MDA MDA MDA MDA MDA MOA 
Movies, Danong. Amusement March 13-14 
24 hour dance 600 pm Fri. - 6:00 pm Sat. 
Open dance 7 00 pm Fn - 2:00 am Sal. Help 
raise money for those special people. Call 
Knsn 2-3640 for more info 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Scholarships and grants 
1 -aOO-USA-1221 Ext 2033 
National chemical company neads Busi- 
nest/Markebng majors with a farm back- 
ground to work at area Sales Reps' for turn- 
mar Earn $9.06/hrl Contact Co-op Program. 
238 Admin. Btdg, 372-2451 for details ASAP' 
OSU     MIKE      OSU 
Thurtdays at Ruby's were never quite right, 
Because you always had to study that night. 
But now you're m BG, 
And you will tea 
How much fun Formal will bat 
So put on your suit and be 
SUBLEASE OUR HOUSE 
Excellent location for summer sublease Lo- 
cated on Eatt Wootter across from Kohl HaN 
Call anyftme 352 2414  
Sunglaaaaall Spring Break Special 
20% off' Ray-Ban' Vaumet ■ Bdle * 
Tony 353-2406 
Outtide Ed Bldg. March 3.5.9.17.19 
SUPPORT GROUP 
If you have placed a baby for adoption or are 
considering doing so join us Monday nights at 
7pm. Can 354-4673 for location. 
TAKE A BREAK withUAO 
and comedians Dan Logan 
and JANEANE GAROFOLO 
onMarch 6th at 8:30pm 
Galley under Harthman Quad 
thu event it FREE and open 
to all. so take a study 
break and coma on out 
and have a laugh) 
My uiue-eyea L*IC stare guy' 
Love. Cherifa To the Victim: You are to muscular! 
Doughgirl 
Phi Tau 
Athlete of the Week: 
Kevin Callshan Total Dork 
Our weekend is planned. 
Friday's the band. 
Pi Phi * Formal" Beta Than Saturday's formal. 
M ko & Chrit get psyched for Saturday, I have a feehng, 
It's the best date parry to they say. It just won't be normal. 
We're leaving at noon So get ready NOW. 
And not a moment too toon. For the time of your hfel 
It will be quite a long trip, We're going to have fun. 
But there will be plenty to sip. Sincerely, 
So tit back, relax and enjoy it you guys. Your 'Wife" 
K doesn i get better than with the 
Pi Phi's" Sick of the Cold 
Love, Sick of School 
Penny ft Carrie PANAMA CITY IS THE CURE 
PI PHI - KAPPA 3W- PI PHI 
Ryan Gritlith . Mall Terry   Bob Conley 
Radissoo on the lake is where well be 
II will be great, just wait and seel 
With you as our dales it will surely be, 
A night to remember m Ypeilanti I 
LOVE, YOUR PI PHI DATES. 
Carrie, Margaret and Stephanie 
SAE" ATHLETICS'SAE 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Congratulates our Athletes ol the Week 
Tony Muhlenkamp and Paul Jacobs 
PHI ALPHAI 
HELP ABUSED CHILDREN 
by supporting Kappa Delta Jail nBaili 
For$t you can have anyone arrested • on or ofl 
campus. Get revenge on anyone and everyone 
who's ever done you wrong -SEND THEM TO 
JAIL! 
•MARCH 7. 1S92- 
Tickets on sale March 2 6 MSCi 
HOLY R.A.I 
Congratulations to Phi Sigs Jeremy Doll and 
Matthew Royka lor making it to the Resident 
Advisor Training class Royka an R. A.? 
PHI SIGS 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S 
AND COED VOLLEYBALL MARCH 3. BY 
4 00 PM IN 108 SRC: WOMEN S SINGLES a 
DOUBLES RACOUETBALl ■ MARCH 10, BY 
4:00 PM IN 108 SRC: COED BOWLING 
c MARCH 16. BY 4 00 PM IN 108 SRC: MEN'S 
AND WOMEN'S SOCCER MARCH 17, BY 
400 PM IN 108 SRC: COED3-PITCH SOFT 
BALL ■ MARCH 31, BY 4:00 PM IN 108 SRC 
KKG • KKG " KKG ■ KKG ■ KKG 
Congratulations to: 
Olficer ol the Week: Elyse Haggard 
Kappa Lady ol the Week: Lisa Tootle 
KKG • KKG • KKG ' KKG ■ KKG 
Mr. Sensible is. 
^ 
all original funky rock group 
rhythmic-kinetic Latin infected 
sound 
the new promiscuous groove 
that defies stereotypic labels 
and has shared the stage with 
acts as Deee-Lite, Taylor 
Dane, The Escape Club, The 
Jets, Southside Johnny, and 
they've jammed with Henry 
Lee Summer and Tom Keifer 
of Cinderella. 
TONIGHT & SATURDAY. 
104 S. MAIN 353-0988 
Sun, fun, A drinks on the beach 
Best Package. Beat Pnce $ 119 
Sign up now • only a few spots left 
Call Jim or Joe 352 8181 
SlgEp 
"Cape Fear" 
Support Chris Cape lor USG Senator 
SlgEp 
SlgEp 
Vote for Mke Ledbetter 
For USG Senator At Large 
SlgEp 
SIGMA KAPPA- VIF-S -SIGMA KAPPA 
Hey SigKapVIP's- Keep up the good worn1 
We're behind you Ml thewayllll 
SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAP 
PA 
MOBILE MEALS 
Support Mobile Meals by purchasing 
a snack bag from a Sigma Kappa 
ONLY II .00 
10-3mMSC 
SIGMA KAPPA 
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to wish 
Amy Cornelius and Stephanie Aie good luck 
this weekend in their Jr. Recital. 
SIGMA KAPPA 
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would like to wish 
Beth Carter good luck at the MIFCA/MAPCA 
conference this weekend'! 
SIGMA KAPPA • SIGMA KAPPA 
Hey Kappa Sigs - The Sig Kaps are psyched 
lor the lea tonight! See you at 8 30''" 
Sigma Phi Epeilon • Sigma Kappa 
The Bmrhers ol Sigma Phi Epston congratu- 
late Mart Kennedy on his recent lavalienng to 
Tami Thomas ol Sigma Kappa 
Sigma Phi Epeilon ' Sigma Kappa 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Brother of the Week Bryan Theis 
Athlete of the Week: Brett Frakes 
Off Campus House ol the Week: The Clinic. 
Brothers' Dave Bur en, Jason Gerard, 
JeflGnsez 
Sigma Phi Epeilon 
SPRING BREAK PRICE-BUSTER VACA- 
TIONS! 
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS INCLUDING AIRFARE, 
GREAT HOTEL AND MUCH MORE FROM 
ONLY SS99 BUY FROM THE f 1 NAME YOU 
CAN TRUST FOR QUALITY VACATIONS. 
FOUR SEASONS 1 -800 331 3136.  
SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 1992!! 
Fabulous    Jamalea.Exciling   Caneun   from 
$42911 Includes: Hotel, air, transfer*, parlies. 
Call Sun Splash Tours 1 -800-428-7710. 
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA BEACHES 
FUN IN THE SUN. 4'Rm pnce. Daytona 
*149 Knch. Wtrin A Trans Available. Call Jim 
at 352-6865 
SPRING BREAK 
Daytona Beach Florida 
8 days only $69 00 
Call 1.800-344 814 
Stan KICKING BUTTS today by signing up tor 
the FreehStan smoking cessation program of- 
fered by the Student WELLness Center Call 
372*302 or 372-8303 before March 3rd. 
UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO 
We hear you don't want the hassle 
or chaos of Florida, but don't 
want to go home. 
Come Relax in Shenandoah National 
Park, Va. with 
$120 includes 2 meals a day, 
transportation, equipment, 
and site fees. 
Sign up in 
the (¥ft*e) office. 
Phone 2-2343 
UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO 
PHI PSI PHI PSI PHI PSI 
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Psi would like to 
congratulate Tim Schnurr...on his recent pin- 
rung to Kent Stale Kappa Delta Shelley Deme- 
skoi Way logo Timl 
PHI PSI PHI PSI PHI PSI 
PHI PSI" PHI PSI ■ PHI PSI 
Don't low track ol all the great 
things we've accomplished this year. 
Let'• heap 90)09 upward! 
PHI PSI "PHI PSI "PHI PSI 
PHI PSI - PHI PSt-PHI PSI 
Congratulations to Keith Weisman... 
on receiving the Chi Omega Twister King. 
PHI PSI-PHI PSI-PHI PSI 
PHI SKIS - PHI SIGS - PHI SIGS 
Get psyched for initiation weekend. It's a time 
for food, folks, fun. and YIP' I forgot whan it is 
supposed to start so call the grand Puba for 
questions. If you are allergic 10 animals, please 
bring the proper medication. Smokes will be 
handed out al the door. 
PHI SIGS - PHI SIGS - PHI SIGS 
U2 TICKETS ON SALE! 
10am - Sat., Feb 29 at Record Express 
Hte. 25. Perry sburg 
VIPs' KKG ' VIPs ' KKG * VIPs 
Through good and bad Dmes. your sisters will 
Always be supporting you 100%! 
VIPs" KKG ' VIPs' KKG' VIPs 
WANT TO QUIT?? Not school, not your job. 
but smoking! Sgn-up for the FreshStart smok- 
ing cessation program before March 3rd. Con- 
tact the Student WELLness Center at 
372-8302 or 372-8303. 
WHEELING FOR WOOOLANE 
raises $$$ for 
WOODLANc SCHOOLS * SPECIAL OLYM- 
PICS 
FLORIDA ON A BUDGET $10000 per per- 
son per week. Fort Myers area. 
1 813-353-1437" 
WANTED 
1 non-smoking female roommate. 2 Br apart- 
ment for Fall -92 - "93. 4170/month & electric 
Call Amy at 352-2850 or Dawn at 352-2817 
1 non-smoking roommate needed immediately 
for 92-93 school year. Very close to campus. 
Call Lon at 372-5468  
1 or 2 non-smoking females to rent for summer 
of-92 Call Julia ai 372-4900 
1 or 2 roommates needed immediately thru 
August 10th for sublease of apt near campus' 
University Village rent neg Call Mike 
353-7203  
2 male roommates 92-93 $120 & elec Fone. 
elec. already installed. Close to campus. Call 
Kevin 353-2108 for more info. 
A good home for a cat. Six months old. black 
male. FREE to a loving home 354 6589 
APARTMENT FOR SUBLEASE 
from beginning ol May to end of August. 
Air cond Call Patrice at 352-8425 
Available now 
Need one female to fill house 
at 957 N. Prospect 
For 3 - Own room 
Call 353 0325 
Available now. Need one female to fill house at 
957 N Prospect. For 3 - Own room. Call 
353^)325. 
GRATEFUL DEAD 
I need Hamilton FnySai. Will trade Deiroits 
and/of $$$. 352 6643 
Housemate wanted Male ■ non-smoker. Own 
room. $150 plus util Lance 655-3084  
Need Sublease' for beginning of May through 
the end of August. Air conditioning Call Maya 
3528425  
Needed: one non-smoking female roommate 
tor a furnished, two bedroom apartment with 
AC and washer/dryer. Near campus. $150 a 
month, plus utilities. Lease begins May '92. 
Call372-n6. for more mfo. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED 
Roommate needed immediately to complete 
Spring Semester lease Close 10 campus. Rent 
neg. Call 354-6994. 
HELP WANTED 
ALASKA JOBS: SUMMER ft CAREER 
Fishing, Education, Ol. Timber. 
Engineering A more. Gel Weekly Info. 
ALASKEMP GUARANTEE Secure Alaskan 
job or 100% refund. $14.95 
ALASKEMP, BOX 1236-DT CORVALLIS OR 
97339 
Counselor*: Camp Wayne, coed children's 
camp, northeast PA. Tennis, swim, water- 
skl, tailing, all sports, golf, gymnastics, 
aerobics, guitar, nature/camping, 
danca/chaarleading, Batik, sculpture, ce- 
ramics, painting, photography, self- 
defense. Other positions svsilable. On 
cimpui Interviews, Thursday, March 12th 
(SMpm) Can 516-609-3217 or Write: 12 Atie- 
vardSt. Lid* Beach, NY 11661. 
Night cleaning person • 6 days. Apply Days 
Inn. l550EastWoo5ter,B.G.  
TASP' INTERNATIONAL is looking for highly 
motivates students to Ml management posi- 
tions this summer Earn $6,f>00-ta,000 while 
gaining experience and building your resume. 
Positions are open in the Cleveland Area 
Suburb*. Canton, ft Northern Toledo • Sly- 
vania. For more information call Gregg Mer- 
ians at 1 •600-543-3792. 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT     fisher- 
ies. 
Earn $5,000Wmonth. Free transportation! 
Room ft Board! Over 6.000 openings. 
No experience necessary Male or Female. 
For employment program call: 
Student Employment Services 
1-206-545-4155 ext   1516 
Cany Rentals 
2-6 student apartments. Model apartment at 
316 E. Marry #3. Office hours 10-5 or by appt 
Call 352-7365. 
CATCH THAT SUMMER FEELING 
Summer Apts. 
61 
FOR SALE 
Super rates' 
RE. MANAGEMENT 
113 Railroad Si. 
352-9302 
1977 21" Nomad self-contained travel trailer 
Sleeps six. Good condition Some extras. Call 
before 5 pm. 353-6112. 
84 Chevy Chevene automatic, good condition, 
AM/FM Cassette $750. Reason selling: buy- 
mg another car Call Gene at 669-4212.  
AVEBURY BOOKS 
Thousands of used hardbacks 
in all categories and price ranges 
143-C C. Wooster • 10-6, Mon-Sat 
TECHNICS Cassette Deck $65. TECHNICS 
3 Way Home Speakers $75. Marantz 2-way 
speakers $45. Brown Leather Jackal $60 Call 
Jason at 354-9616. 
Two many • must sail at least 2 - '66 Astro Van 
16.000 miles. Ilka new; '85 Dodge Prospector 
Van, limited edition, 1 ton. seats 9 good condi- 
tion, high miles, 360V8; 77 Dodge, go to work 
van runs good, fair condition 316V8. Call 
423-2090 Findlay. Grad Student.  
FOR RENT 
1 A 2, bedroom turn, apis 
0 month, summer A year leases. 
352-7454  
133 W Merry ■ 4 Beoroom House - 4 to 6 peo- 
ple. Available m Aug. $660 per month Tenants 
pay utilities Call 354 2854 or 352-2330 after 5 
pmonly 
2 barm air cond., ceiling fan, new appliances. 
Freshly painted, new carpet A tile Heat in- 
eluded in rent. 353-7715. 
2 bedroom furnished apartment. 
For Fall 1982. 
3522663 
1 bdrm. apt. air cond. gas heat included. Full 
bath, large closets, paoo. private entry. Pels & 
waterbeds OK. 353-7715  
i bedroom aptt. for Fall 1992 
Quiet atmosphere. Close to campus. 
352 2663 
Beat high utilities cost I 
Large private room/bathroom. 
Economical rent No uOlyno lease. 
Available now $225.00 per month. 
Call 352-6615 
? bed'ooo house Localod between campus 
and downtown. Near courthouse. Available this 
summer, fall * sonng. Call 823-5551. 
Cany Rentals 
2,3.» or 9 student houses 
Office at316E. Merry »3 
Office hrt. 10-5 or by appi 
Call 352 7365 
NEED A 2 BR.? 
Campus Manor 
615 Second Street 
841 Eighth Slreet 
777 Manville 
Pnces starling at $395 00 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 
352-9302 
Close to campus! - 10 RENT immed. 2 bed- 
room furnished apartment price negotiable 
3525487. 
Downtown loft apartment available tor rent May 
15 Very large. 2 bdrm Call Darin at 354-0701. 
Efficiency 4 one bedroom apartments 
availabtt. Call Mecca Management at 
353-5600 
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS 
•00-THIRD STREET 
Now renting for 1992-1993.1 br. A 2 br. units. 
Fully furnished.Gas.heat.AAC.9or 12monrh 
leases.   Reasonable   rates    Ideal   location 
Owners pay undoes. Contact early to avoid 
disappointment. 
PHONE 352-4864  
Houses A apartments tor 1992-93 school year. 
12 month leases only, starting in May. Save 
Smith 352-8917. 
JUST PAY ELECTRei 
825 Third St. 13 
1 Br. furnished 
As low as $373.00 
RE MANAGEMENT 
MMM 
NEED A SUMMER PLACE  TO LIVE ON E 
WOOSTER? SUBLEASE FROM JENNIFER 
3546695. 
Now leasing 1.2, A 3 bedroom apts A nouses. 
1 yr. lease. Yea, we allow pets. Call after ipm. 
3548800. 
One room to rent lor summer semes. 
Victorian House 3 c*s. to campus. 
Kitchen, Parting, Sep. Enl. Utilities Inc. 
352-5817 or 352-7907 
Spnng Break- Daytona Beach ocean front. 
Sleeps 2 March 21-28. $350 tor the week. Call 
352-8587. 
SUBLEASE NEEDED-Summer-92 
One or two person apt. 
Great location ■ Main St. 
Very clean Call 3520499 
92-93 SUMMER A FALL RENTALS 
OVER 500 UNITS 
Eflc. one bdrm., two bdrm. nouses A du- 
plexes Stop into 
319 E WOOSTER 
(across from Taco Be i) 
Speak with our fnendaJy staff or call 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
154-2260 
MARTEN RENTALS 
We have apartments tor traditional students, 
grads and couples. Please call for more infor- 
mation on locations and rates for Spnng, 
Summer and Fall. 
352-3445 ■ Hour. 9 - 9 
Summer Sublease 
One bedroom, turnuhed. a/c, dose to cam- 
pus. Asking $225 a month. Will negotiate. Call 
352-3338. 
Summer Sublease - looking for 2/3 people to 
rent $166/$111-2 bedroom • roomy • air - 
p close to campus • University Village' Cell Ju- 
lianne - 353-2004. 
Very nice, huge, 3 bedroom (up to 4 people) 
apL Close to campus, bars. Sublease May • 
lAug Ron] neg 353 1219 
Too Many Recyclables? 
Please, separate and place overflow recyclables 
In marked bags or containers next to the red 
box. 
This message brought to you by the: Bowling Green Litter Prevention A 
Recycling Program Funded by the Division of Litter Prevention A 
Recycling. Ohio Department ol Natural Resources and George 
Votnovlch. Governor.  
824 Sixth 
* Two Bedroom 
* Furnished or Unfum 
* Laundry Room 
* Free Heat, Water, Sewer 
* Private Parking 
NEWLOVE 
Menials 
oco ccon    328 S. Main 5620
    Our Only Office 
Spend your 
summer on a 
Lake Erie Island! 
Earn excellent wages and have a sun-filled summer of 
fun at Put-In-Bay, Ohio. 
FROSTY BAR & FAMILY PIZZA, THE 
CRESCENT TAVERN and GIFT COVE GIFT 
SHOPS FAMILY-OWNED BUSINESSES 
are seeking 65 college-age employees for the 1992 season. 
We need bartenders, walters/waitreses, cooks, retail clerks, 
pizza makers, busers, grill cooks, cooks helpers and 
maintenance workers. 
We pay above minimum wage, tips are excellent and we have 
clean, air-conditioned housing available for all our employees. 
Meet our managers and see what we have to 
offer you March 3,10:30-4 p.m. at the 
Bowling Green State University Job Fair. 
ITHE 
NSIDER 
MAGAZINE 
Eight is Enough: 
BG picks the best. Forget the rest. 
2 Friday February 88, 1998 The Inert iter Magazine 
From the Editors... 
Is It klnda cramped In here, or Is 
It me? 
Tight on space, but high on the 
cheeslest. yellowlst quality, the 
latest Issue of Insider has made It 
Its mission In life to get Inside BG's 
favorite stuff. After a bout of the 
most questionable voting since 
Chicago In the 1930s (Groovy Re- 
cords? County Une?), we threw up 
our hands in disgust, gave In, 
counted the entries and awarded a 
few people the dubious title of 
'BG's Favorite Whatever.' Enjoy. 
It's all there on pages six and sev- 
en. 
Starting just to the right of here 
on page two Is Meltnda Monhart 
and her preview of Les Mlserables, 
the Broadway smash due to hit 
Toledo next month. Catch the 
theater wave. 
Page three? Yowza! Fresh from 
her triumphant work with the 
Gavel, Jane KUgore, guest host, 
brings us Peter, Paul & Mary. Actu- 
off-tompus 
= =ZL^= 
Old 
110 BMosley 
Hall 
Meetings: 
Tuesday and 
Thursday 
al 2:30 p.m. 
CINEMARK THEATRES 
CINEMA 5 ""*"■' 
11234 N. Main SI. 
February 2B-March5,1892 
HA*0TH»TR0CKJT*C(IADIE R 1:00. 
3 05.5 10.7:20.9 30 »« ItoMtta Oamonuy 
MEOKMEIUN FO-11 M0. 3 10. 5 10 7 15 
925 ** SMflOam*v 
STOP OfiUY MOM Will SHOOT PO-11 115. 
3 10.515. 705.9 15 •*   Sly SHOn. 
W4IHFSWOR10   PO-11 I OS. 105.505. 7 10. 
930 «»   DuaCWT H>iM»nn 
UEIJ01RS OF Ul WV13B11E HU PO-11   100. 
3.00,500.700,9:10 ** Ctitvydu. 
Monday Ihra Friday: 5,7,4 9 Show, 
s.i 1 Sun. Full SchMuM. SMI ■XI AlH'IBIl'I.Vttirft 
Make a lasting 
impression 
At Kinko's, you'll find everything you need to make 
your next presentation a memorable one. And that's 
important... because you may only get one chance to 
make a lasting impression. 
I Quality copies and 
finishing services 
► Full color overheads 
and handouts 
► Professionally 
bound manuals 
► Custom tabs 
¥REEfuli 
color transparency 
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive one 
FREE 8ifl x II" full color overhead iransparcncy. One coupon 
per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through 
June 15,1992. 
Open 24 hours 
354-3977 
115 Railroad Sireet 
(Behind Myles) 
kinkes 
the copy center 
airy, she's NOT bringing them; 
they're coming on their own. But 
Jane's writing about 11 for us. Also 
on three, party band, fun time ex- 
trorldnalre the Irish Rovers are 
coming to TlfBn and Caroline Ful- 
ler broke the story first! Take 
that.DSA Today! 
Page four has our film maven 
Dave Huffman weeping over the 
lost hours he spent at two of the 
worst new releases Hollywood has 
to offer. Rock Gossip Is on four as 
well. 
Surgical Impresario Dr. Dave 
graces page five, as do reviews of 
some of the latest musical 
releases. Buy them. Or don't. 
Page eight finds the tale of the 
Falcon cheerleaders gracing the 
pages of Sports Illustrated gracing 
our own pages. Spooky, huh? All 
courtesy of Caroline Fuller again. 
Insider: the most fun you can 
legally have in some states. 
• Abortion through 
17 weeks 
• Morning after 
treatment 
PROUD TO 
BE PRO-CHOICE 
16 N. Huron 
Toledo, Oh. 43604 
Phone 
(419) 255-7769 or 
1-800-589 6005 
Glass City: Bonsoir 
to les Miserables' 
byMclindiC.Monhtrt 
IniioW itaff writer 
Theater veterans and passive patrons of the arts, open your eyes 
and soak up the atmosphere because lea Mlserables Is coming to 
the Toledo Masonic Auditorium March 24-29. 
This Broadway product!on has been thrilling audiences tn the 
United States and all over the world. The Toledo Opera. In associa- 
tion with the Theater League, an organization that produces and 
presents shows across America. Is co-producing the show. 
Currently the only production of Les Miserable! In the area. It Is 
co-directed by Trevor Nunn and John Calrd. who previously 
breathed life Into Les Mlserables in London. 
"It's a really great show and [ticket buyers] need to call right 
away If they want tickets," Robin Pearce. Theater League publicist, 
said. According to Pearce, ticket sales for the Toledo production 
have been going very well. 
The story lme for Les Miserable! Is being pursued against the 
backdrop of the French Revolution. Based on the classic novel by 
Victor Hugo. It covers three decades of French history as It follows 
Jean Vi^;m. a fugitive, In his effort to escape capture by Javert, a 
cruel police officer. 
Las Mlserables Is an internationally-renowned theatrical 
masterpiece. At this time there are 11 productions being featured 
See BROADWAY, page lour. 
Taiwan - HONG KONG 
CONTACTS NEEDED 
Successful international business there now. 
Call 1-800-927-3509 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
over 500 units with SUPER locations 
9 and 12 Month Leases Available 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE  REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
A -—j I - ■ •■■   ■•!■    ■■•)■ t^ iiii"iii(iimiiiiiiiiiini> 
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'Dragon' Peter, Paul & Mary to Toledo 
by lane Kilgore 
Insider guest writer 
II was nearly three decades ago 
when folk singers Peter Yarrow, 
Paul Stooke y and Mary Travers 
first combined talents and per- 
formed at Greenwich Village's Bit- 
ter End coffee house. Next Friday 
at 8 p.m., Peter, Paul & Mary will 
prove to Toledo that their chem- 
istry Is still alive as they perform a 
one-nlght-only benefit concert In 
the Masonic Auditorium. 
The concert Is being sponsored 
by Paramount Health Care and Ol- 
dies 93.5, with all proceeds going 
to going to battle lung disease In 
Northwest Ohio. 
ThU U not the first ume that the 
musical tradition of Peter, Paul & 
Mary has appeared In Toledo to 
aid this particular cause. The trio 
performed a sold-out show In 
1990, and according to Sarah Rus- 
sell, public relations director of the 
American Lung Association, their 
return Is anxiously awaited. 
"We are so pleased to have 
[Peter, Paul and Mary] come 
back,"said Russell. "They bring so 
ARE YOU DOWN WITH PPH7. ..Peter. Paul & Mary are coming to the Toledo Masonic Auditorium March 6. 
much to a performance. It really Is 
a show for all ages." 
The group united In 1961, 
launching a successful career that 
brought them eight gold and five 
platinum albums by 1970. That 
same year, needing a period for 
personal growth, the group dis- 
banded, and each member began 
pursuing Individual Interests. A 
benefit at the Hollywood Bowl 
brought them back together hi 
1978. Now they divide their Ume 
between group and solo perform 
AZf AZ* AZd? AZd> AI<t> AEO AI* AZ4> A2Xt> AX* AZ<D 
Alpha Sigma Phi 
Winter Wadding 
February 29,1992 
Marty & Korea Jim fit Kathleen 
Drew fit TTT Dennis fit Jaa 
Toch A Tommy Mika fit April 
NU.*Uso Gunny fit Robyn 
Je« ft Angelica Jeff « Becky 
Bob « Monica R.H. fit DaioVo 
Wayne « Kelly Jason fit Joey 
Jo« fit CoNcttc John fit Kathleen 
J«ff & Am* Rndy & Paly 
Scott a j«oi lea fit Christy 
Jim a Matt fit Cathy 
Bob « Soroh •ab fit Susan 
Mike it Mogoo John fit The Range 
Darren fit Joan Ulalt & Danielle 
hurt ft Bonn.* 8. Glen & Usa 
Chuck fit Das Scott & Jennifer 
Heron ft Rmv Saaa & Michelle 
Dan Ci Daaisha Scott ft Amanda 
Corps a fit Shari Mika fit Caspar 
Joe fit Kim 
Mika & Midori Ita 
Jamas St Shannon 
Dava fit Mary Beth 
AI* MA> A£d> AX* AX* AL* AE* AL* AI* AI4> AI* 
ances, playing about 60 dates a 
yearasatrto. 
Peter, Paul & Mary's legendary 
reputation Is largely due to their 
music, with timeless hits like "If I 
Had a Hammer," and "Puff The 
Magic Dragon." 
Tickets are available for $21.50, 
and $50 for V.I.P. passes. Place 
ticket orders by calling the Ameri- 
can Lung Association office at 
255-2378. or Tlcketmaster at 
474-1333. Tickets may also by 
purchased at the Masonic Box Of- 
fice. 
Those wild 
Irish Rovers 
Tiffin-bound 
by Caroline Fuller 
Insider Staff Writer 
Irish throats will be a- 
slngln' Sunday night when 
the Irish Rovers, a popular 
party band, play the Rltz 
Theatre In Tiffin at 7 p.m. 
The performance will mark 
the third time the Rovers 
have played hi Tiffin In the 
last decade, which Is a stop 
on their Grass Roots Tour. 
Band members describe their 
sound as "rollicking, good 
time music." "We wanted to 
return to the sound to touch 
the old days once again." 
said group leader Will Millar. 
See ROVERS, page 8. 
The BG News Classified Information Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE; 
RATES: 
_Two days prior to publkawm. 4p.m. 
{The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays) 
_jm ad are 75* per line.  $2.25 minimum. 
60* extra per ad tor bold face. 
Approxlmaeiiy 35-45 spaces per line. 
CLASSTftD DISPLAY: 1" or 7 ids 
r (6 line maximum)     $6.50 per insertion 
2" (16 Ine mulrnurn)   $12.95 prt insertion 
PREPAYMENT:  a required for all non-university related businesses and individuals. 
NOTICE: _The BGNews wiu not be responsible lor error due to itiegibtlty or incomplete Information   Please come to 
214 West Hall immediately II there Is an error in your ad.   TheBG Newswi.l not be response* for typo 
graphfcat errors in classified ads tor more man two consecutive insertoni 
The BG Mews reserves trie right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The BG News 
The decision on whether to release this in(ormaBon shall be made by the management ot TheBG News. The 
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising thai may be cruel or unnecessarily embar- 
rassing to individuals or organizations   Cases of fraud can be prosecuted 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
NAME (Print). 
ADDRESS _ 
PHONE*. 
1
 SOCIAL SECURITY # or ACCOUNT #  
I (For billing purposes only) 
Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
I (Circle words you wish to appear in bold type) 
I   
I   
I   
I   
I Classification in which you wish your ad to appear: 
 Campus & City Events* 
'  Lost and Found 
|  Rides 
 Services Offered 
Wanted 
, Help Wanted 
, For Sale 
For Rent 
Personals I ~ 
I * Campus/City Event Ads: $1.00/ 1st day with a 35 word limit. Subsequent days regular rate. 
I Dates to appear MjAl ,0. (Qn or off-Campus Mail) 
I The BG News 
 214 West Hall BGSU 
' J—■"" ; T~. Bowline Green, Ohio 43403 
I Total number of days to appear  (checks payab|e ,0 The BC News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
• 
* 
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ROCK GOSSIP FROM 
THE BLACK SWAMP 
JAMS OF THE WEEK: Guy WU- 
cox. manager of Finders Records & 
Tapes, picked the self-titled debut 
by Uttle Village (Reprise Records). 
"It's a very smooth-sounding 
album." he said. MadHatter Music 
Co. owner Billy Hanway chose 
Vulgar Display of Power, the Atco 
Records release by Pantera. Han- 
way said customers have been re- 
questing the record for three 
months. 'Til go with the people. I 
Just know It's going to be 
big "THEY'RE A CRACK. HOUSE 
First things first: The Crackhouse 
Jazz Quartet does not play Jazz. In- 
stead, the Akron-based quartet 
stirs up a brand of power funk 
which brings to mind Jane's Addic- 
tion and the Red Hot Chill Peppers. 
Since forming six moths ago. the 
band's popularity has really taken 
off. They've played throughout 
Ohio and garnered feature articles 
In The Akron Beacon Journal and 
Cleveland's Scene Magazine. 
They'll tear the roof off of Good 
Tymes tomorrow night In their first 
area appearance. And remember: 
They're not Jazz. 
BABY, WHY DON'T WE...?: 
TONIGHT: The Divas female re- 
view, Vambo Marble Eye, Ugh/ 
Si Ik and Paul Johnson at the Good 
Tymes Pub. The Hanlbals and Ed- 
mond F at Frankte's. SATURDAY: 
Crackhouse at the Good Tymes 
Pub. TONIGHT AND SATURDAY: 
Blitz en at Howard's Club H. Mr. 
Sensible at EasyStreet Cafe. SUN- 
DAY: Matt Gerwm at the Good 
Tymes Pub. TUESDAY: Merry Can 
Men at EasyStreet Cafe. Dupont 
Foil at Howard's Club H. 
WEDNESDAY: Nasty Habit at 
Howard's Club H. THURSDAY: 
The Homewreckers at Howard's 
ClubH 
HOWARDS club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
I3UTZ6N 
Friday and Saturday 
Feb. 28- 29 
18-20 Welcome 
$2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
$ 1.00 cover after 9:30 
HOURS: 
MOM.-SHI.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m. 
Sunday: 2:00 p.m.   lil 2:30 a.m. 
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day * 
BGSU Theatre Presents; 
AMADEUS 
by 
Peter Shaffer 
Eva Marie St. Theatre 
University Hall 
Feb. 27-29 8:00 p.m. 
March 1 2:00 p.m. 
March 5-7   8:00p.m. 
Call the Box Office right away lo reserve your tickets: 
372-2719, Monday-Friday 10am-2pm, 4-7pm 
How do you 'Stop!...' 'Medicine Man'? 
by David Huffman 
Insider (ilm critic 
There's a fight going on at the 
theater now. The winner gets the 
dubious title of "The Worst Movie 
In Current Release." In one corner 
of the cinematic ring Is Sean Con- 
nery's Medicine Man ; In the 
other, Sylvester Stallone's Slopl 
Or My Mom Will Shoot 
The smart money probably 
would have been bet on good old 
Rocky to send 007 to the mat. 
However, to use a very Gene Shal- 
Ut-esque way of putting M: There's 
no cure for Medicine Man. 
Medicine Man Is amazingly te- 
dious, subjecting its audience to 
bad acting, photography and a 
script which should not have - and 
possibly has not - made It passed a 
first draft. Connery stars as a field 
researcher who discovers the cure 
for cancer, but does not know ex- 
actly what It Is. Loralne Braccho 
co-stars as his reluctant assis- 
tant/love interest and delivers a 
painfully-Irritating performance, 
looking ridiculous posed seduc- 
tively on a rock. 
The film tries, and falls, to be a 
psychological character study, a 
love story and an environmentally- 
correct adventure all rolled Into 
one. Sitting through all of this mlsh 
mash of a movie Is nearly as chal- 
lenging as finding a real cure for 
cancer. 
Almost as difficult Is tolerating 
all 100 minutes of Stopl Or My 
Mom Win Shoot. Apparently Stal- 
lone Is afraid of being typecast as 
strictly an action hero and is now 
trying to be funny. Doesn't he rea- 
lize that he gave the comedlc per- 
STOP! OR YOITLL SEE THIS FILM. Sylvester Stallone and Estelle Getty star 
In Hollywood's la int. 
BROADWAY  
Continued from page two. 
around the globe. There are 20 or 
more productions arranged to be 
shown during the next two years. 
"This Is about as good as It 
gets." Pearce said. "This Is what 
It's all about." 
formance of his career In Rambo: 
First Blood Part II? 
In his follow-up to his runaway 
hit Oscar, Stallone stars as Joe 
Bomowskl, an LA. policeman 
whose mother (Estelle Getty) 
comes to vlst htm for a weekend, 
witnesses a murder and has to stay 
longer. Theoretically, hilarity en- 
sues as she runs around embar- 
rassing turn at his precinct by 
showing all of his baby pictures 
and becoming his partner to crack 
a big case. 
Rather than writing something 
funny, the three (count 'em three) 
men credited with the screenplay 
have assumed that the pairing of 
Getty and Stallone was funny 
enough. They were wrong and the 
audience sat silent as what were 
supposed to Jokes came stillborn 
from Stalone's mouth. The only 
funny scene In the film belongs to 
Getty, however, as she haggles 
with black market gun dealers. 
If they wanted to get some 
laughs from the stars' very different 
physical appearances, they should 
have written a scene where they 
played ping pong. 
When a film stars an Oscar win- 
ner, an Oscar nominee and Is di- 
rected by the same man who di- 
rected Die Hard. a certain quality 
Is expected. When a film stars Syl- 
vester Stallone. Estelle Getty and Is 
directed by the same director who 
made Air America. expectations 
are set much lower. This Is why 
Medicine Mao Is the greater of two 
evils. 
Tickets can be purchased at the 
Masonic Box Office and Tlcketmas- 
ter outlets, or by calling (419) 
474-1333 for an instant charge. 
Special group rates are available 
by contacting Mary at 537-9106. 
Night performances are scheduled 
pirns 
for 8 p.m. Tues. - Sat. and 7 p.m. 
on Sun. Matinee performances will 
be available on Sat. and Sun. be- 
ginning at 2 p.m. Tickets are priced 
from $20.50to $37.50, depending 
on the show date and location. 
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Dr. 
Dave's 
Music 
Quiz 
by Dave Baskind 
The   Incredible   College   of   Musical 
Knowledge 
Here In QulxvUle, chocolate chip 
Ice cream-lover Hena Peters was 
selected In our random drawing as 
this week's winner. She, being the 
musically Intelligent Individual 
that she Is. knew that the correct 
answers to our 'live' quiz were: 1. 
Bonjovl 2 Nelson 3. Madonna 4. 
Mike & the Mechanics 5. "Cult of 
PersonalltY-' or "The Clamour 
Boys" 6. Chicago 7. Foreigner 8. 
Natalie Cole 9. Paul Carrack 10. 
Pat Benatar. 
To be an entrant In our little 
contest, send In a response with 
your name, address, phone # and 
favorite "CUllgan's Island" cas- 
taway to 'Dr. Dave's Quiz,' c/o 214 
West Hall or ram It In our gro- 
tesque wooden box m 210 West 
Hall prior lo 8 a.m. Wed. March 
4, 1992 AC 
For these of you who slept 
through the Grammys. let Dr. Dave 
remind you who some of the big 
winners were (besides Bonnie 
Raltt and R.E.M.. who also won a 
few): 
Freshman level - One point 
each. 
1. The winner for album, song 
and record of the year was the 
woman who hit the Top 5 In 1988 
with "Pink Cadillac." Who Is she? 
2. The Grammy for best R & B 
vocal performance by a duo or 
group went to the quartet who hit 
# 2 this year with "It's So Hard To 
Say Goodbye To Yesterday." Who 
are they? 
Sophomore level - Two points 
each. 
3. The Grammys for best metal 
vocal performance and best rock 
song went to the band who hit the 
Top 20 last year with "Enter 
Sandman." What band? 
4. The best hard rock vocal per- 
formance Grammy went to the 
band whose last Top 40 hit was 
199 is Top of the World." What 
band? 
Junior level - Three points each. 
5. The surprise winner for best 
BGSU HITS THE BEACH 
USG 
Design a t-shirt for Spring Break 
1st Prize $100 
10 best designs win a free shirt! 
Designs due March 1st • 405 Student Services 
Care of Student Welfare >  ,  , 
—       -^
U
^ 
(?a*W 
THUR - College Id Nit* - No Cover Charge 
FRI - Live Band or DJ - "Boy* Night Out" 
SAT • Come out and Dance till Dawn 
SUN - Bowlers gather at 3pm - Hot Buffet 4-7pm 
TOLEDO'S PREMIER DANCE CLUB FOR THE ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLE 
3300 Secor Road - Totodo 
Daily Irom 4 PM - Sun from 3 PM 
Phone (419) 536-6556 
Closed Monday 
18 A Over with Photo ID 
FREE Parking - Lighted Lots 
On Duty Security at ALL Times 
Happy Hours 4-9pm everyday 
new artist was the Cleveland man 
who hit the Top 20 last year with 
"Walking In Memphis." Who Is he? 
6. The Grammy for best Instru- 
mental composition, "Basque," 
went to the man who hit the Top 5 
In 1984 with "Sad Songs (Say So 
Much). "Who to he? 
Senior level - Four points each. 
7. and 8. There was a tie for best 
R & B vocal performance by a fe- 
male. One winner was the lady 
who hit the Top 20 In 1985 with 
"New Attitude" and the other was 
the woman who tut the Top 10 last 
year with "How Can I Ease the 
Pain." Who are they? 
Graduate level - Five points 
each. 
9. The Grammy for best reggae 
album went to the man who hit the 
Top 40 last year In a duet with 
Max! Priest called "House Call.'' 
Who Is he? 
10. The Grammy for best non- 
classical producer of the year went 
to the man behind "Unforgetta- 
ble," "Voices That Care" and the 
Top 20 hit from 1985, "Love 
Theme from St. Elmo's Fire." Who 
to he? 
This week's will be snagging a 
FREE promo tape from Finders, 
128 N. Main, and an OFFICIAL Dr 
Dave diploma. Consider those 
prizes a Grammy for YOU. 
.MUSIC/ 
/REVIEW 
Cowboy Jonklet 
Black Eyed Mao 
RCA 
Following on the heels of their 
rather disappointing The Caution 
Horses (1990). this new release 
not only vindicates the Junkies, but 
also reestablishes them as one of 
the premier folk rock groups 
around. 
The Junkies still have their 
trademark dreamy melodies that 
compliment well vocalist Margo 
Tlmmlns' hypnotic, lulling voice. 
But they also break new ground 
with such tunes as "Southern 
Rain." which takes an almost Edle 
Brtckell/10.000 Maniacs pop ap- 
proach. And the Junkies seem to 
have greatly Improved their folk 
ability to tell a tale and set a mood 
through the music ("The hoods are 
up on Pine Street/rear ends lifted, 
too./The great grandsons of Gen- 
eral Robert E Lee/are making live 
with a little help from STP." - Ore- 
gon HUT). Catch this pony. 
Lash 
Spooky 
4AD 
You know why you don't see 35 
gas stations In a row anywhere? 
Competition. The market Just can't 
support that many In a small area. 
Wish the same could be said for 
this new wave of ethereal British 
rock stressing overlapping lush 
melodies, subdued vocals and 
blartngly strong guitar work. Look 
at the roster of this current Inva- 
sion: Ride. Blur. My Bloody Valen- 
tine, Slowdlve ..and now Lush. 
The first full-length release In 
the States from Lush has a few 
gems. 'Take" Is worthy of buying. 
So to "Covert." But I'd sooner grab 
Swervedrtver or Toad the Wet 
Sprocket - bands that come from 
the same dough, but are made with 
an entirely different cookie cutter. 
LUSH 
UPWARD BOUND  UPWARD BOUND  UPWARD HOUND  UPWARD BOUND  UPWARD BOUND 
UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM 
June 29th through August 7th 
Upward Bound is a pre-college, preparatory program for high school students. 
Employment is available as: 
RESIDENTIAL STAFF - (Four (4) Position*) - Residential. Must be available twenty-four 
(24) hours per day. Minimum sophomore classification. Room, board, and salary 
provided. Experience with high school students preferred. 
INSTRUCTORS - (Mathematics, Social Studies, Communications, Science, and Fine Arts) 
- ^pn-residentiah Must be available in the morning hours (Monday - Thursday), 
Bachelor's degree required in area of instruction. Salary based on qualifications. 
Experience with high school students preferred. 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT COLLEGE PARK OFFICE BUILDING, ROOM 129 
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE ON MARCH 20, 1992 
(Unofficial transcripts must be submitted with application) 
UPWARD BOUND     UPWARD BOUND     UPWARD BOUND     UPWARD BOUND     UPWARD BOUND 
\Z AZ   \Z AZ AZ  \Z AZ A/ A/ A/ A/   \Z   \Z  \Z AZ   \Z   \Z   \Z  \Z   \Z AZ ,\Z AZ AZ AZ AZ.. 
DELTA ZETA 
Proudly Announces Our 1992 Spring Pledge Class Officers 
Executive Board 
ACADEMICS 
Amy Service 
ENRICHMENT 
JQm Mtnnega 
PHILANTHROPY 
JaceyHfaric 
SOCIAL 
Lisa Schick\ 
PRESIDENT-Amy ■Kfirtiak.       ALCOHOL AWARENESS 
VICE PRESIDENT-Jen Jones 
SECRETARY-Lisa Alexander 
TREASURER- y^ren'Baum 
Motlie Qersten Maier 
SPIRIT CHAIRMAN 
MeidOtfqffer 
GIFT CHAIRMAN 
Christi 'Perz 
WAYS and MEANS 
yUCLvans 
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By Matthew A. DORMM! 
Insider •drtor-in-chief 
We spend our days there. Our lives revolve around 
what goes on in them. So It comes as no teal surprise that 
the classroom is the place of choice to meet members ot 
the opposite sex. 
Birds of a feather flock together as they say (who is 
this nebulous they' onyway?). and since we all find 
ourselves trapped in the same dull lecture hall where the 
prof, rambles on for 15 weeks a semester, we might as 
well scope on each other while we're there, right? It only 
mokes sense. 
The only example of where this did not hold true 
was GiNgans Island, where they spent years and years 
together, tropped in lonely eternity, yet still doing nothing. 
And you can never be too sure Ginger and the Professor 
didn't moke more than coconut creme pies, anyway 
But to go to school in a summer mom. 
Oh, It drives all joy away! 
Under a cruel outworn. 
The little ones spend the day - 
in sighing and dismay. 
William Blake (1757-1827) wrote that more than 200 
years ago, and it still holds water today. Watch what 
happens when the weather turns warm and the coats 
come off. See if you and your fellow classmates don't 
become even bigger social animals 
Good Tymes G 
B 
FA28  A»rl   *>•••*■ I 
/nsider/Bill Golayda 
By Scott DeKotch 
Insider assistant editor 
Keep your eyes on the road and your hands on 
the wheel, because the Good Tymes Pub is Bowling 
Green's favorite bar. 
The pub, 153 E. Wooster St., was voted favorite 
bar in a recent Insider poll. Owner Dick Thompson was a 
bit overwhelmed at the small bar's popularity. 
"I don't know (why It's the favorite bar)," he said. 
"Maybe we have the right music.' 
After re-opening in January, the pub went from 
an 18-and-over format to 21 and over. Although the 
regular crowd has diminished in size, business is definitely 
not standing stHI. 
"The crowds have been smoler." Thompson said, 
"But It's picking up." 
Thompson cited low drink prices and the choice 
of entertainment as reason's for Good Tymes' popularity. 
"Our prices are lower than most people's,* he 
sold. "(And) I try to get a vorlety (of bands). I like to play 
to a large group of people.' 
So what realty makes this tunnel-like cubbyhole 
the favorite bar in Bowling Green? 
"A friendly atmosphere," Thompson said. 
< 
By WaH»r Campbell 
Insider staff writer 
Toco Ben. 320 E. Wooster St., makes a nice reststop 
for BG social butterflies stumbling bock from the bars in 
the wee hours, but the restaurant is establishing itself with 
Bowling Green's permanent residents, as well. What's 
their formula for success? Why is it BG's favorite 
fast food joint? 
"We cater to the late night crowd, and we're 
opening earlier," said Kate Schmidt, restaurant manager 
"We've been competitively and substantially dropping 
our prices. And we've diversified our menu, so we 
appeal to the younger crowd and the family group." 
The restaurant's success stems partly from its 
favorable location, mid-way between the campus and 
downtown Bowling Green. An added bonus is that Taco 
Bell remains open until 2:30 a.m. on Wednesdays and 
Thursdays, and 3:30 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays. 
The store averoges 1300 customers a day on Fridays 
and Saturdays, and around 700 on Sundays. Recently, 
Taco Bell took steps to greater serve the large number ot 
customers it attracts. 
"We've remodeled our restaurant over the summer, 
which enables us to serve customers quicker, and now 
we have room for everyone - University students and 
families as well, Schmidt said. "We truly appreciate the 
business of the students and the town." 
By Laura Franklin 
Insider Staff Writer 
Chinese food seems to have captured the 
hearts and stomachs of local gourmets. In fact. Phoenix 
Palace, 183 S. Main St., captured top honors in the 
recent Insider readers' poll as favorite restaurant. 
Owners Adam and Tammy Tom are originally 
from Canton, China, and offer a true slice of authentic 
Chinese culinary art. Although the restaurant specializes 
in Chinese cuisine, they also serve a wide variety Ameri- 
can food 
Joy Rush, an employee at the Phoenix Palace for 
eight years, says "that it's about time the Phoenix Palace) 
got some recognition." 
Rush says that a contributing factor to their 
popularity is "that you get a lot of food for a 
reasonable cost." 
"Delivery is especially popular.' with the students 
at Bowling Green. Rush said This could olso be attributed 
to the fact that delivery is free during both lunch 
and dinner. 
"Moo Goo Gai Pan and Almond Chicken seem 
to be among the most ordered foods,' Rush said, along 
with some traditional hot and spicy dishes. 
So if you want to check out what's going on at 
the Palace It's open Tues.-Thurs. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.. Fri.-Sat. 
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sun. 12 p.m. to 8 p.m. Or you can 
call 354-2277. Bon appetltl j „.,_ .    , fnsifcr/Bill Golayda 
By Karen Koster 
Insider staff writer 
Taking the cake (or the pie.pizza pie, that is) for 
BG's favorite pizza is Pisanello's. 203 N Main St. 
Baking, mixing and spinning since October of 1964. 
Pisanello's boasts its own recipes which commissary 
supervisor Jerry Mount says are the restaurant's secret to 
success. "We have a light, fluffy dough and a well- 
seasoned sauce," he says proudly. 
In The Insider's 1990 "favorite pizza poll." Pisanello's 
took runners-up positions for Best Overall Pizza, Best Sauce 
and shared a four-way-tie spot for Best Specialty. This 
year, however, Pisanello's topped the whole 
tomato. BG's favorite. 
Although the Pisanello's owner was unavailable for 
comment. Mount says "I'm sure he feels great about 
winning the contest!" 
What makes Pisanello's pizza so good? "It's the 
sauce. Definitely the sauce." says senior nursing major 
Jane Edinger "Ever since I was a freshman I've been 
ordering from Pisanello's. That's when I first tried it and 
ever since I've been hooked. I haven't ordered from any 
other pizza place in years," she added. 
Similarly, senior elementry education major Janine 
Schlade calls Pisanello's her favorite. "I'm from the 
Toledo area, but there isn't a Pisanello's by our house, so 
during the summers I'll drive all the way to Bowling Green 
for a Pisanello's pizza." she says. 
Schlade also says that the sauce is her favorite part 
of the pizza. "But the crust is good, too," she added. 
Besides serving BG's favorite pizza. Pisanello's also 
serves submarine sandwiches and garlic bread. 
They'll soon be adding toco pizza and nachos 
to the menu. 
By Matthew A. Daneman 
Insider edrtor-in-chief 
The lights dim. the fedebock begins to waH. the 
psychedelic transparencies start their dance against the 
backdrop And the Mindpower begins. 
You realize you've made a conscious decision to 
change your life into one of happiness... 
With those words begin the show - every show - of 
Mindpower Consisting of Eric Wollack on drums. Scott 
Kramer on bass "in effect," Jim Grant on "bass bass" and 
with visual effects provided by Phil Dickinson and a man 
known only as BiU (that's Bee-Jay' for you pronunciation 
buffs). Mindpower has swept the Northwest Ohio music 
scene, opening eyes, bursting eardrums and creating 
massive outbreaks of slacking. 
Describing their own sound as everything from a 
form of New Age-ish "good tips for everything" to "a lava 
lamp and a bean bagchair set to music." It becomes 
pretty apparent attempts to categorize Mindpower fall 
far short of the actual product. 
"We do play songs," Kramer insists. 'We practice 
and play songs " 
"The best way to know us is to come watch." 
Wallack reasoned 
Formed as "an opening act for bands we were 
already in, so we'd get paid twice," according to 
Kramer, Mindpower's appearance before the Home-Aid 
II crowds last semester marked a less-than-auspicious 
debut, the bandmembers say 
"Most people know us from that Home-Aid show," 
Grant said, "and that wasn't us. We weren't getting paid, 
so we didn't care. Everyone thinks (Mindpower) is all 
noise. But we've always had songs" 
"I'd like to add that I wasn't doing transparencies 
for that show." BiiJ added 
The theme of Mindpower can best be found in the 
teachings of the band's spiritual guru. JR. "Bob" Dobbs, 
head of the satirical cult. Church of the SubGenius. 
"Bob' is our savior He's the ultimate giver of slack." 
BiU said. 
"And we're the embodiment of slack." according 
to Wallack. 
Mindpower's future plans include a show at 
Howard's Club H on March 10 and plans for a recording 
session some time soon. 
"Mindpower is the future," Grant said. 
"And the future is slack," BiU replied 
And all is well with you... 
(nsider/ftllGalayda 
By Matthew A. Daneman 
Insider editor-in-chief 
The votes came swarming. Some made us curious 
(roof of the Ice Rink?), some made us interested (orches- 
tra pit of the ClaZel) and some made us just plain scared 
(Young's Newsstand, the Rec Center). But after all the 
smoke had cleared, by a wide margin the good oT 
fashioned bedroom was chosen BG's favorite area for 
makin' out 
No surprises, no weirdness. Just.. the bedroom. Kind 
of a fitting reflection of life here. 
Oh, and to the person who voted for the ouside 
benches on the Jerome Library terrace, my number Is... 
By Morrella Raleigh 
Insider managing editor 
One might think that local music buyers are white 
rabbits, the way they flock to this town's record store 
version of Wonderland - MadHatter Music Co., 
143 E. Wooster. 
Owner Billy Hanway said he opened the store to 
provide otherwise unavailable music such as vinyl and 
independent and off-the-beaten-path releases. 
"It was a vision of mine, combined with the 
clamoring of everybody in town," he said, "so I decided 
to do it." 
Hanway opened the store in July 1988 with the 
lead singer from his former band, MadHatter. The pair 
began the risky business with limited funds and Hanway 
eventually became sole owner. 
"I said 'I'll try it and see what happens' - you 
don't take chances, nothing hoppens," Hanway said. 
He added that the business venture has been 
worthwhile: 'I enjoy running it [and) it's very profitable." 
As owner of BG's favorite record store, Hanway 
said, "I appreciate people that say that, but there's no 
best or worst. There's just different. I just want to do what 
I'm doing." 
Hanway said he hopes to someday open 
another record store in another college town, but 
ModHatter Music Co. will remain where It Is. 
"I never wont to close the store," Hanway said. "I 
think the store belongs here." 
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Rah rah rhy! Falcon cheerleaders in S.I.! 
by Caroline Fuller 
Insider staff writer 
If you thought the Sports Il- 
lustrated swlmsult Issue was hot, 
you should have seen the BGSU 
cheerleader Issue. 
A two-page picture of the Uni- 
versity cheerleaders graced an arti- 
cle entitled "The Pom Pom Chroni- 
cles" In the December 30, 1991 Is- 
sue. As well as providing publicity 
to the Falcon spirit-melsters, the 
article documented the growth of 
cheerleadlng Into a multi-million 
dollar Industry through apparel 
sales, shoe contracts and summer 
cheerleadlng camps. 
The event became reality at 
cheerleadlng camp last summer In 
Milwaukee, where the University 
cheerleaders became Involved 
with the story. "They were taking a 
lot of pictures of us," said squad 
8th Annual Reggae Tribute to 
fBOB MARLEY 
to feature 
Groovemaster & TYHIMBA 
The Caribbean Association's Annual 
Reggae Tribute to Bob 
Marley takes place on Saturday 
Feb.29 at 8pm m the NE 
Commons. We invite an who 
share the spirit and heed the mes- 
sage of Robert Nesta Marley to par 
ticipato. 
Brother Bob was an African. Rastaman, 
Musician. Prophet. Hero and a 
spokesperson tor millions around the 
globe   His music permeated tho 
smuggler's minds and homes. It currently 
continues to be recognized and appre- 
ciated more and more by the bredrln 
and sistas ot all races, colors and 
ages. His true legacy is in tact one that 
will become fully valued in the not-too- 
distant future. 
Bob's most regonized songs include 
One Love. No Woman, No Cry .Buffalo 
Soldier; Gel up. Stand Up; 
and Redemption Song  Other powerful 
statements come from Slave Driver;. 
BSBEflSBB 
Wake up and Live; Babylon System, 
Africa Unite; One Drop, and Pass 
It On. 
So. let's mash it on Saturday 
Groovemaster and Tyhimba wiU 
make sure that wo do 
Irie greetings, peace, one love and 
soiidanry.Co-sponsors are 
ECAP, Kappa Alpha Psi, 
PS0,6SSandB-B0P 
RECORDS inToledo. 
leader EU1 Conrad. 
"II was pretty exciting, especial- 
ly when they told us It would be In 
[Sports Illustrated]," Krlsty Froeh- 
Uch. a Junior third-year cheer- 
leader, added. 
"I was excited for the squad that 
they were able to get that kind of 
recognition," Brad Browning, 
cheerleader squad adviser, said.       ROVERS 
"It increases the exposure for 
BGSU." 
However, the resulting article 
was somewhat of a dis- 
appointment to the hometown 
pom pom pros. 
"We were kind of watching for 
the Issue. Although they portrayed 
the whole concept of cheerleadlng 
as negative, It should have been 
positive." Conrad said. 
Despite the national exposure. 
Browning doesn't expect larger - 
than-normal turnouts for the April 
tryouts. 
'1 don't think there will be a 
heightened awareness of cheer- 
leadlng now," he said. 
Continued from page three. 
The band was started in Canada 
GOOD LOCATIONS 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS: 
Hurry! Only a few left for Fall "92 at the 
following locations: 
• E. Merry Ave. Apts. 
• Field Manor Apts. 
• Frazee Avenue Apts. 
We also have a Good Selection of 
houses and other apartments 
available. 
Call for more information at 352-0717 
224 E. Wooster. 
In the 1960s and all Bve members 
arc Irish The Rovers had a big hit 
with the single. "Wasn't That A 
Party," which was based on an ac- 
tual Rovers party. This single went 
double-platinum and catapulted 
the Rovers Into stardom. 
Tickets for the Rovers concert 
are $18. $15 and $12, and can be 
purchased at the Rltz box office, 
the Flndlay Inn In downtown Flnd- 
lay, Ohio, or at the door. Tickets 
can also be purchased by phone 
with Visa or Mastercard by calling 
(419)448-8544. 
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BG News is now offering... 
Birthday Display Advertisements 
Want a special and meaningful way to wish your 
friend(s) a HAPPY BIRTHDAY????? 
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD! 
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD! 
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY ADI 
• 1x3 ad to be displayed in the classified 
• We offer a variety of graphics to choose from for your ad 
• Birthday display ad must be placed 2 days prior to run 
• On and off campus students can be billed to your bursar 
Your cost ONI Y$10perad!l 
Send your friend(s) a BIRTHDA Y WISH In style! 
Place an order NOW!!!!!!! 
Please call 2-2605 or stop by The BC News office al 214 Wesl Hall 
I The ladder Mb^—hic 
TV LISTINGS 
FEBRUARY 28,1992 
FRIDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Scorch Fish Police Tequila and Bonetti Hearts Are Wild News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o CBCNews Newsmeg. Ute Geographic Street Legal                                       | Journal CBC News Good Rockm Tonite Surtaong 
0 News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy1 Scored        |FishPokce Tequila and Bonetti Hearts Are Wild News Dark Justice Shopping 
CD News NBC MM EM   Tonight Cur. Aflair High School Basketball: Toledo City League Champ Nightmare Cale News Tonight Show 
» Can Be Told AtiC News M-A-S-H Family Feud Family Step by S BabyTa* Bay 20/20 ArseraoHal                    |hhgmiine mConcert ■ Previews Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Wash Week WalSt Univ. Forum Adam Smith Bakes 7 European Mystery' 
• Reading MacNeil/Lehr w Newshour McLaughlin Wash. Week WalSt. Talking With David Frost Manor Bom  Manor Bom Served Psychology  | Psychology ■ Full House Boss? Married.. Night Court America s Most Wanted Sightings: Ghosts Star Trek Next Gener Married Dennis Miller Get Smart ■ Boss' Golden Gins Married.. M-A'S-H America's Most Wanted Sightings Ghosts News Married M'A-S-H       [Hunter 
EWN MoioworW Up Close SportsCtr Ski World Skiing: US Men's Pro Boxing: Scotty Olson vs. Louis Curtis SchaapTa* SpomCenter Expedition 
IMC Movie    Denote WWlWolve s   Contd Movie: "Death Warrant |Movie   Side Out" Movie   Popcorn 
FEBRUARY 29,1992 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON 
11:00  1  11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00    |    4:30   1    5:00    1    5:30 
O Future Waldo Game Pro Earth Jrnl Emperor's New Clothes Women's College Basketball Virginia at N. Carolina St PGA Go" Los Angeles Open 
o Sesame Street Homeworks Disability Gardener FWi'n Driver s Seat [ Peopl-Dog   [ Sports Weekend 
o Future Waldo Fishing Pro Fishing News Food Dehyd Women's College Basketball Virginia at N Carolina St | PGA Go): Los Angeles Open 
a Saved-Bel Saved-Bel Inside Stult School Quiz College Basketball. Ohio SIM at Michigan SIM* Cotege Baaketbal Wisconsin at Purdue LPGA Golt: Kemper Open 
H) Bugs Bunny & Tweety Hammerman Awards Senior PGA Got): Chrysler Cup Classic PBA Bowfcng: Florida Open Wide World ol Sports 
a La. Cookm Gourmet Cooking Garden Gourmet Old House Workshop College Basketball Bowling Green State at MiarnKXao Austin City Lonesome Pine Special ■ Living Isles Outdoors MotorWeek Rod-Reel Ok) House Garden Workshop HomeWne    [Gourmet      |Cookmg Ciaoitaka Alexander Out! Scl Model ■ Superboy Tarian Movie:   The Barbery Coast Movie:  A Case at Daarjy Force'' Beauty and the Beast Baywatch ■ BO & ted Little Shop WWF Wrestling Movie: "PdHtoaHI" Movie    WarGames' Star Search 
ESW W Cay SportsCtr. Final Four Cotege Baaketbal: Xavier at Dayton Cotege Baaketbal: S W at Southwest Mo SI College Basketball 
TMC House Party  Cont'd Movie   "Akce" Mov*    The Organisation                                               [Movie    Trunk Big 
The best in 
entertainment 
and information 
is on your public 
station, Channel 
27. Check the 
listings for this 
week's programs. 
WBGU 
TV27 
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SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Life Choices NewWKRP Movie: 'Shipwrecked Boys ol Twilight News Movie:  The Gate" 
o CBC News Superthon NHU Hockey Chicago Blackhawks at Toronto Maple Leafs Supennon 
CD News CBS News Wh Fortune Cash Exp. Mov«:   Shipwrecked Boys ol Twilight News Star Search |FoodDehyd 
CD News NBC News Entertainment Tonight Gotten Girts Empty Nest Nurses Sisters News Saturday Night Live 
m Synchronal ABC News American Gladiators Critters        [Boss? Strangers Gro Pains Commish Arsenio Hall Fri the 13Bi Senes 
© Degrassi High Lawrence Weik Show Astronomers Talking With David Frost Lonesome Pine Special Explorers Austin City Limits 
HD European     [Tony Brown Lawrence Wen Show Vacation Mickey A Friends And Now lor Something Dilterent The End ol Cwilisation Crurlry Previews 
S3 Stuntmasters Emergency  [Missing Cops Cop K.lers Firehouse Comic Strip Live WWF Wrestling "Friday the 13th Part 3" 
SD Lifestyles-Rich Star Trek Neit Gener Cops Cop Killers Firehouse News          | Emergency Slai lit* Stuntmasters 
Esm CeMgi Basketball SportsCtr Snowbrd Olympiad Have a Chance Conversations NFLB*ards Amei Cup    | SportsCtr Glory Days iupetbculs 
IMC Mov«    The Russia House  Com d Movie "Ski School Mov*   House Party Movie    Ms 45 
MARCH 1,1992 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O In America Face Nation College Basketball Connecticut at Seton Han College Basketball: Illinois at Indiana PGA Golf Los Angeles Open 
o Superthon Cont'd Superthon                                                                                                   | Superthon Continues 
ID Real Estate Coaches College Basketball: Connecticut al Seton Hal              | College Basketball: Hinas at Indiana                         | PGA Gotl Los Angeles Open 
ID New Day Hawthorne Coaches     JNBAShow NBA Basketball: Portland Trail 8lajers al Chicago Bulls                   [NBA Basketball Utah Jazz at Phoenix Suns 
Ol Larry Jones Cose-Up Easier Seals Telethon Easier Seal Telethon Continues 
a Tony Brown Decisions FmngLme Unrv. Forum Hollywood Golden Years Great Performances Market        | Editors One on One McLaughlin National Geographic 
m Black Bty Newtons One on One Adam Smith Astronomers Secret Files the Gull Remembering Marilyn Lawrence Walk Show OED Images 
S3 Williams TV Quit Billy Packer Movie: ' Biondte Movie. "Cagney & Lacey" Fun House   | Charles Mama HarryHendr 
Cfi American Gladiators Star Trek Neil Gener Movie: "Runaway Train" Mow: "The Train Robbara" Boss? Family lies 
Earn Reporters SportsCenter                   [Muscle College Basketball North Carokna al Maryland Women's Tennis: Even Cup Skiing Sluing 
TMC Eight Men Out  Cont'd    |Movie: "Back to the Future Pan II                             [Movie: "Elmer Gantry                                                                 [lo the Moon Mov*   Steel Magnous 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote A Woman Scorned  The Betty Broderick Story News Siskei Arsenio Han 
o Bonanza Family Hour Scales ol Justice [venture CBC N..*s Movie   The Hounds ot Notre Dame" 
o News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote A Woman Scorned: The Betty Brodenck Story News "WM Til Your Mother Gets Home" 
o News NekK   NenM *ene-mff     |Eerie Ind Hot Country Nights Movie: "Perry Mason: The Case of the Fatal Framing' News Sports Roggm's Paid Prog 
s> Easter Seals Telethon LHeGoaaOn Videos        | Funniest Muhammad M's 50th Birthday Celebration Editors New WKRP From Pain Siskei 
m Lawrence Weft Show Creatures Great 5 Sman Nature Masterpiece Theatre Masterpiece Theatre Struggle for Peace Sign-Oil 
CD Democratic Presidential Primary Forum Wad Am. Nature Hollywood Golden Years Masterpiece Theatre May-Dec Frontline 
o Star Trek Next Gener. True Colors Parker L In Color In Color Married Married Get able Son. Comics Laservision Out Grudge Match 
© Beverly Hies. 90210 True Colors Parker L. InCokx In Color Married Married. News Sports Extra M"A"S"H M"A"S"H Kenneth Copeiand 
ESPN 
TMC 
Superbouts: All vs. Frailer SportsCtr SpeedWeek Auto Racing: IMSA Auto Racing: South African Grand Pra SportsCenlef LPBT Bowing: US Open 
"Steel Magnolias   Cont'd Movie  "Hostile Takeover" Movie   Run                                       | Movie "Back 10 the Future Pan II [swell ace 
Hosiers 
m^V^ 
imports    fm   feJotxh i-MH-s   •  \     Postcards 
Local MusicVr 
2      (iMiip.Ml Discs      5 in i. - 
'     Rock & 
Tye Dye Shirts 
'*/ $1.00 oft \?' 
w/ this AD 
$6 OO or more. No limit" 
EXP. 3 5 92 
Sole ipec-jro'de* coniignment. O'>rod*>« <• (eluded 
Slickers 
ImiiprluuiBP 
CARNATIONS 
$4.75 
A DOZEN 
CASH-N-CARRY 
353-1045 428 E. WOOSTER 
The ladder MagMtoe Friday February 88, 1998 11 
DAYTIME 
DAYTIMEMORNING 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
O Nightwatch CBS News News This Morning g Salty Jessy Raphael Design W Family Feud Price 
o Sign-Oft Cont'd CBCNews Earth          |wok With Yan Mr Dressup Sesame Si 
o Home Shopping Spree CBS News Newsg This Mornmgg Jenny Jones Design W Family Feud Price 
o Varied         luews NDO N»JW5 News Today g Sally Jessy Raphael Maury Povlch One on One 
» S^n-O* Cont'd ABC News Good Morning America g Live - Regis a Kathie Lee Geraldo Home 
a Sion-Ofl Coot Cl Homestretch Lamb Chop Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
SQ Sign-Otl Com d Homestretch Lamb Chop Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
68 Mo«t Cont'd Melodies Q.I.Jo* Tiny Toon Woody Chip-Dale DuckTales g Robert Tilton Varied Bewitched 700 Club 
• 1 Love Lucy News Caspar Moppets Video Power 01 Joe DuckTaiesg Peler Pan Sanlord Jeflersons Webster Laveme Lime House 
EWN Basketball Getting Fit In Motion Up Close SportsCtr. SportsClr SportsCtr SportsCtr Trailing Bodyshape SportsCtr SportsCtr Getting Frt 
me Movie Varied Programs 
DAYTIMEAFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 S:00     |    5:30 
O Price News Young and the Restless Bold. Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Geraldo Donahue g 
o Sesame St. Midday                           |country Practice Coronation High Road Lady Randolph Church* Fame Video Hits DsjttJM Bej 
£ Price Newsg Young and the Restless Bok). Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Oprah Winfrey g Golden Girls Cosby Show Concent! News Closer Look Days ol Our Lives g Another World SanM Barbara Joan Rivers Donahue g 
S HomeCont'd Loving 1J All My Children One Lie to live General Hospital Studs Love Con M-A-S'H News 
S Instructional Varied Instiuctional Piogramming Varied         | Sesame Sueet g Mr Rogers Sjiidego So, 1TV 
83 Instructional Instructional Programming Movie Sesame Street g Mr Rogers So   1 TV 
O 700 Club K  Copeland Varied Highway to Heaven g Jeannie Peler Pan BondJr Tale Spmg Beetlejuice Dark wing Ninja Turtles Giiiigan 
O Little House New Beaver Andy Griffith B HiahKiies  J3s Co. Bewitcheo Chipmunks Menace Tale Spin g Beetieiuice Tiny Toon Saved-Bell Gio Pains 
ESPN Jake In Motion Bodvshape Varied Programs Global Wresti Varied Programs 
TMC Movie Movie                                                                    Mov* Varied Programs Movie 
MARCH 2,1992 
MONDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
e News CBS News Can Be Tok) Shade Major Oad Murphy B 3*sign W. northern Exposure News Newhan «rsemoH*ll 
o IBC News Newsmag UaiGkck Material Begrassi Might Heat                                         | Journal „BC NM SCTV Secret Agent 
o tows CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy! Shade vUfor Oad Murphy 8    | Design W    | Northern Eiposure News S<vr:.-.l.ng Bulk-Is Shopping 
IB lews NBC News Enl Tonight Cur. Altai Yesh Prince Blossom Movie "Woman With a Past News Tonight Show 
OB Jan Be Told kBCNews M'A'S'H Family Feud FBI-Story Selective Move:  Lock Up AisemoHall                        iNightlme 3urt 
O U Purposes Business MacNeil/Lenrer Newshour Live From Lincoln Center EastEnders The 90s 
69 leading vtacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Sendngo uve From Lincoln Center Served Mysteryi 
SB "uo House Joss-" Married. «ght Court Hove   Heaven Can Wait Mar Trek Next Gener. Married Dennis MlHer Set Smart 
69 loss? Jolden Gins "lamed... WS'H Ik* 'Top Gun tews Married... M'A'S'H turner 
ESPN Jh Flag Jp Close SportsCtr Mega Basketball Georgetown at St. John's             | CoHege Basketball Oklahoma State at Kansas SportsCtr Allege Basketball 
TMC vtovie   Fools of Fortune wove   Hero and me Terror" wovie:   Warlock Movie    Everybody Wins 
'J-rpm This •Daij forward 
WEDDING APPAREL 
• BRIDAL GOWNS 
• VEILS, ACCESSORIES 
• BRIDESMAIDS 
• FLOWER GIRLS Wedding Gowns 
starting at $300.00 
Bridesmaid Dresses 
(rom $100.00 
LATEST 
FASHIONS 
ARRIVING PAILY 
HOURS: 
Mon. i Thurs 1200-800 
Tues.Wed.Frl.i 
Sal V.. I0'.00-500 
DOWNTOWN 
PERRYSBURG 
107 LOUISIANA AVE. 
JPPOWTMKTS AVUilLE 
874-0146 
™COPY 
SHOP,,* 
117 E. Court, B.G. 
more than iust copies 
| RESUME SPECIALISTS 
' (ax service 
• business cards 
•copying 
' printing 
■Typesetting 
* screen printing 
" word processing 
• trophies 
' plaques 
* certificates 
' rubber stamps 
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MARCH 3,1992 
U 
TUESDAY EVENING 
6.00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News Can Be Told Rescue 9n Movie: 'Grave Secrets: The Legacy ol Hilltop Drive" News Newhart Atsen-0 Han 
o CBCNews Newsmag. OnBoad 5th esldle Market PI. Man Alive                                   Journal CBCNews SCTV Bonanza 
ID News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy' Rescue 911 Movie   Grave Secrets: The Legacy ol Hilltop Drive News Dangerous Curves Shopping 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur Allan In the Heat ol the Night LawSOrrJer Reasonable Doubts News Tonight Show 
CD Can Be ToM ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Ful House Home Imp Roseanne Happy Days Reunion Arserno Han l^gMknt Milton 
m Oceanus Business MacNerl/Lehrer Newshour Nova Frontline Journal Poktics EaslEnders Hollywood Golden Years 
m Rearing MacNerf/Lehfer Newshour Sandiego Nova Frontline That Dakcate Balance u Served Masterpiece Theatre 
o Full House Boss' Married.. Night Court Movie: "Palermty Star Trek: Next Gener Married. Dennis Mater Gel Smart 
m Boss' Golden Girls Married.. NHL Hockey Winnipeg Jets at Detroit Red Wings News Married M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPK NBA Today Up Close Sponsor College Basketball Michigan at Ohio State College Basketball Louisiana Stale at Arkansas SportsCenMr Skiing 
TMC Welcome Movie: "The Unbelievable Truth"             Movie   Arachnophobia | Movie   The Beast With Five Fingers Movie' "Fear" 
MARCH 4,1992 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News Can Be Tokt Davis Rules Brooklyn Murphy B Design. W 48 Hours News Newhait Arsenio Hall 
o CBCNews Newsmag. House Calls High Country Racing the Rising Sun Journal CBCNews SCTV Secret Agenl 
0 News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy' OoMgi BJSketfca>i Bel Stale a! lo-edo 48 Hours News Scene ol the Crime Shopping 
IB News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cur Altair Unsolved Mysteries             Seinfeld          Night Court Quantum Leap News Tomghl Show 
63 Can Be Told ABC Ne*s M'A'S'H Family Feud Young Indiana Jones and the Curse ol the Jackal Homelront Arsenio Han NtytffcN Freedom 
m All Purposes Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Championship Skating Edge Greal Performances Journal Frontline 
SD Reading MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Champtonshtp Skating Edge Great Performances Served Management 1 Management 
03 Fun House Boss' Married Night Coun Movie: "Uncommon Valor Star Trek Next Gener Married Dennis Miller Get Smart 
ID Boss' Golden an Married... M'A'S'H Movie: The Road Warrior News Married M'A'S'H Hunttv 
ESPN Inside PGA SportsCtr College Basketball Syracuse at Connecticut College Basketball Georgia Tech at North Carolina SponsCenter BwtybuMing 
TMC The Big Picture  Cont'd Movie   Rocky Movie   Dances Wfth Wolves LMthtritce: Crtatnsaw 
MARCH 5,1992 
THURSDAY EVENING 
6:00    |    6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:3(1 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News Can Be loid Top Cops Street Stories Knots Landing News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o CBCNews Newsmag Front Page Adrianne Clarkson 3 Trolls Kids in the Hall                ! Journal CSC Ne« SCTV Bonanza 
ID News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy' Top Cops Street Stones Knots Landing News Silk Staikings Shopping 
IB MUM NBC News Ent Tonight Cur Affair Cosby Show |r>l Work) Cheers         Wings LA   Law News Tonight Show 
33 Can Be Told ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Colombo Caution - Murder Can Be Hazardous Primetime Live Arsenio Hal ABC News Special 
m Oceenus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am Art Beat Mystery' Japan voices Ail Beal Astronomers 
GD Reading MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Thuis-Nile Old House Myslery' Bndeshead Revisited Served Thurs-Nrte   | Interests 
m F ,j I House Boss' Married N,gh! Court Simpsons Drexell Beverly Hils. 90210 Star Trek Next Gener. Married Dennis Miner Get Smart 
m Boss' Golden Girls Married M'A'S'H Simpsons DrexeH Beverly Hies. 90210 News Married... M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN Senior Tour Up Close Sponsor College Basketball Michigan State at Northwestern        College Basketball  Texas at Rice SportsOr College Basketball 
TMC Movie: "Intimate Encounters                 JMovie  "Hostile Takeover"                                       |Movie "Rainbow Drive" Movie: "The Forgotten One" 
s. THE TANNING CENTER 353-3281 & A CUT HAIR STUDIO 
SPRING OFFER GOOD AT 
SPECIAL ALL 3 LOCATIONS 
20 visits for $40 ft   248 N. Main 
10 visits tor $25 ft   993 S. Main 
5 visits tor $15 ft    143 W. Wooster 
ft       21 Tanning Beds available 
ft       All tacilities are air conditioned 
1 FREE session with this ad & the 
purchase of a package       EXp     ^ 
Aie>vfc 
THE PERM LOOK AMD 
CARE YOU WANT 
I Tired ol dry. lozjy hair alter every perm? Let 
one ot our experts give you a Matrix, perm 
and experience Mbodied. conditioned curts 
that are triky smooth and lull ol life 
| Call today lor an appointment' 
Receive 10% Off 
Any Service With 
Your Student I.D. 
Hours    Mon   Thurs   8:00-8-00 / Fri. 8-6 / Sot. 8-3 
141 W. Wooster 354-8533 
VIDEO 
North 354-1401 
1093 N. Main St. 
South 353-1972 
998 S. Main St. 
1992 
Baseball 
Cards 
Available 
-Topps 
-Donruss 
-Fleer 
-Score 
Rent one movie 
or Nintendo game 
get one FREE 
EXP. 3/6/92 
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Tony-winning play 'Amadeus' now showing 
Cast members from a scone In "Amadeus" (photo courtesy Public Relations). 
Opera tickets go on sale Monday 
Tickets go on sale March 2 (of 
the Bowling Green Opera 
Theatre production ot "Cinderel- 
la" by Jules Massenet. 
The opera will be presented 8 
p.m. March 13 and 14 in Ko- 
backer Hall ol Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Based on the beloved (airy 
tale, the opera will feature a cast 
ol more than 90 graduate and 
undergraduate music students. 
Tickets tor the Opera Theatre's 
annual spring production are $12, 
$10 and $8. Students and senior 
citizens receive a $2 discount. 
The box office is open Irom 
noon-6 p.m. Monday through Fri- 
day. Tickets can be reserved by 
calling the box office at 372-8171. 
MasterCard and VISA are ac- 
cepted. 
Quartet finale to Forefront Series 
The New World String Quartet, 
whose members include Univer- 
sity alumnus and former Tole- 
doan Ross Harbaugh, will con- 
clude the 1991-92 Music at the 
Forefront Series on March 6. 
The Forefront Series, now in its 
second season, features promi- 
nent artists and chamber ensem- 
bles of contemporary music. The 
series is sponsored by the Col- 
lege of Musical Arts and the Mi- 
dAmerican Center tor Contempo- 
rary Music. Additional funding 
was provided by Ronald and 
Carolyn McMaster and the Ohio 
Arts Council. 
The 8 p.m. program by the 
New World String Quartet in 
Bryan Recital Hall will include 
performances of "Quartet No. 2" 
by Gyorgy Liget, "On All Fours" 
by Steven Mackey, "Four, For 
Tango" by Astor Piazolla and 
"Lyric Sutle" by Afoan Berg 
The quartet will also present a 
master class at 2:30 p.m. Thurs- 
day March 6 in the Kennedy 
Green Room of the Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center. 
Both the concert and class are 
open to the public tree of charge. 
Formed In 1977, the New 
World String Quartet has won the 
prestigious Naumberg Chamber 
Music Award and was quartet-in- 
residence at Harvard University. 
The group has performed 
throughout the United States and 
Europe including Alice Tully, 
Peter Shaffer's Tony Award- 
winning "Amadeus," which was 
named "best play of the year" in 
1981, is now showing at the Eva 
Marie Saint Theatre. 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 
perhaps the greatest musical 
genius of all time, confronts the 
mediocrity of the established 
court composer Antonio Salieri in 
a stage production that combines 
the glitter of the period with a sto- 
ry of breathtaking dramatic 
power. 
Curtain time is at 8 o'clock to- 
night and tomorrow as well as 
March 5-7. A 2 p.m. matinee will 
be presented March 1. 
Veteran actor Dr. Allen N. Ke- 
pke, professor and chair of the 
theatre department, will portray 
the scheming Salieri, while Craig 
Houk, a senior theatre major from 
Elrwood City, Pa., will play the 
flamboyant Mozart. 
Also appearing in the cast will 
be Kathryn M. Schimmel, a grad- 
uate theatre student from Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.; James Aaron Tecum- 
seh Cook of Columbus, a fresh- 
man creative writing major; 
Pamela Sheehan of Macedonia, 
a sophomore theatre major; Ken 
McCoy ol Birmingham, Ala., a 
theatre graduate student; and 
Christopher Barttey of Hinesville, 
Ga., a junior chemistry major. 
Others in the cast include Mor- 
gan Hottensmilh of Stow, a 
freshman theatre major; Del Ray 
Cross ol Findlay, a freshman bi- 
ology major; William Ian AukJ of 
Cuyahoga Falls, a junior theatre 
major; Douglas C. Lamtelte of 
Wadsworth, a theatre graduate 
student; and Brian McCartney of 
Toledo, a senior secondary edu- 
cation major. 
Bowling Green's production of 
the play, directed by Dr. Ron 
Shields, an associate professor 
of theatre, will feature computer 
generated, three-dimensional 
model sets by scene designer 
Rob Grotf, an assistant professor 
of theatre. 
Groff has received a Research 
Challenge Grant from the Ohio 
Board of Regents to fund his 
work in using the latest technolo- 
gy to create projected images on 
stage. 
Reserved seat tickets lor "A- 
madeus" can be purchased at 
the theatre box office in Universi- 
ty Hall between 10 am -2 p.m. 
and 4-7 p.m. Monday through 
Friday or reserved by calling 
372-2719. Any remaining tickets 
wilii be sold at the box office im- 
mediately before the perform- 
ance. 
Tickets are $4 for students and 
$6 for others. 
Weill Recital and Carnegie halls 
in New York City, the Library of 
Congress and the Kennedy 
Center in Washington, D.C., as 
well as Wigmore Hall in London. 
Cellist Ross Harbaugh 
received a bachelor's degree in 
music Irom Bowling Green State 
University in 1971. Harbaugh has 
appeared as a guest soloist with 
the Atlanta. Toledo, Grand 
Rapids and Cincinnnati Sym- 
phonies and the Canadian 
Chamber Orchestra. Full per- 
forming fellowships to Tangle- 
wood, Siena, the North Carolina 
School of the Arts and the top 
prize in the 1978 Atlanta Young 
Artist Competition are among his 
many awards. The New WorU String Quartet (Photo Courtesy Public Relations). 
11 a.m-5" pj»v - An Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors Free and 
IOpen 10 all McFaJI Center Gallery 
19 a.m. - Design Exhibit 
I BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
I Free and open to all Fine Arts Gal- 
lery 
12:30 p.m.-Meeting. 
IMDA    Superdance   Committees 
I Free  and open  to  all   Lounge. 
I Rodgers computer lab. 
3 p.m. — Track 
Women's Team at MAC Invita- 
tional. Eastern Michigan Universi- 
ty. Ypsilanu 
6 p.m. — GymnaaUca 
BGSU vs. Ball State University 
Gym. Eppler North. 
4 p.m. — Track 
Women's team at Mac Invitational 
Eastern Michigan University. Ypsi- 
lanti 
Ct 
o 
7 p.m. - Dinner Theatre 
"Freedom Bound." Tickets availa- 
ble in Multi-Cultural Arts Program 
Office.  Lenhart Grand  Ballroom, 
University Union. 
8 p.m.-Concert 
BGSU Concert Band and Universi- 
ty Band Free and open to all. Ko- 
backor Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
8 p.m. - Theater Production 
"Amadous." Tickets $6 adults. $4 
students, seniors Eva Mane Saint 
Theatre, University Hall 
7, 9:30 p.m., Midnight - UAO 
Movie 
"Boyz N The Hood." $1 SO with 
BGSU   ID    210  Math   Science 
Building. 
10 p.m. ~ Philanthropy 
Snowball   Softball   Tournament. 
Registration fee. Sponsored by Al- 
pha Tau Omega Fraternity. Intra- 
mural Fields. 
11 a.m.-Tree* 
Women's team at Alex Wilaon 
Invitational. Unlveralty of Notre 
Dame. 
11:30 a.m.-Track 
Men's team at MAC Invitational 
Eastern Michigan University. Ypsi- 
lanti 
12:1$ p.m. - Woman's  Basket- 
ball 
BGSU at Miami University. Oxlord 
8 p.m. - African-American His- 
tory Month Concert 
Groovemaster and Flash Your 
Buddha. Free and open to all 
Sponsored by BGSU Canbboan 
Association. Northeast Commons 
8 p.m. - Theater Production 
"Amadous " Tickets $6 adults, $4 
students, seniors  Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. University Hall 
8,10 p.m.. Midnight - UAO Mov- 
I* 
"Boyz N The Hood." $1.50 with 
BGSU   ID.   210   Math   Science 
Building 
16,10 a.m. - Church Service* 
1st John's Episcopal Church. 1509 
IE Wooster 
18, 10 a.m., Noon - Church Ser- 
[vices 
I St  Aloysius Church. 150 S  Enter 
I price. 
18:30,11 a.m. -ChurchServices 
I St Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 S 
College (Sunday school at 9:45 
| am) 
9,11 a.m. - Church Service* 
First  United  Methodist   Church. 
1506E Wooster 
9:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S En 
ferpnse 
10 a.m. — Church Service 
Prout Chapel 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S 
Church 
10, 11:30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church 
Service* 
St.   Thomas   More   Parish.   425 
Thurstin. 
10 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Ser- 
vice* 
Day-spring Assembly of God. 
17360 N Dixie Highway 
10:15 a.m. -Church Service 
Christ Community Church. 123 
Court St 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Sape Church of Prayer. United 
risban Fellowship Center. 313 
Thurstin (Bible study at9:30 am.) 
10:30 a.m., 0 p.m. - Church Ser- 
vlcea 
First Baptist Church, 749 S  Win- 
tergarden. 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Peace   Lutheran   Church,    1028 
West Pearl (Sunday school at 9 15 
am) 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church, 
200 N Summit (Sunday school at 
9:15am.) 
10:30a.m. - Church Service 
University Christian Church  1040 
Choral Rehearsal Hall. Moore Mu- 
sical Arts Center. 
10:30a.m. - Church Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 
E Wooster 
10:30 a.m.. 0:30 p.m. - Church 
Services 
Village View Church of Christ. 801 
W. Poe Rd. 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of 
God.  17202 N   Mercer (Sunday 
school at 9 30 am.) 
10:45 a.m., 8:30 p.m. - Church 
Service* 
Faith Temple. 175 State St (Sun- 
day school at 10 am.) 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
First Christian Church. 875 Has 
kins (Sunday school at 9 30 a.m.) 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church, 205 
Sand ridge 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Maumee   Valley   Unitarian   Um- 
versalist   Congregation.   Schaller 
Hall. 130 W  Indiana. Perrysburg 
(Religious education at 11 a.m.) 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Ser- 
vice* 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
01 God. 620 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10a.m.) 
2-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
BGSU senior art majors Free and 
open to all McFall Center Gallery 
2 p.m. - Theater Production 
"Amadous ' Tickets $6 adults. $4 
students, seniors. Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre, University Hall. 
3 p.m. - Concert 
BGSU Symphonic Band. Free and 
open to all Kobacker Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
4:30 p.m.-Meeting 
World Student Association   Free 
and open to nil  11th Floor, Often 
hauerWest 
7 p.m.-Meeting 
Kappa Phi Open to all University 
Christian women. University Luth- 
eran Chapel 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Elizabeth Cobb. piano, and Vasile 
Bekiska. violin Free and open to 
all. Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
« 
o 
[ 8 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors Free and 
I open to all McFall Center Gallery. 
9 a.m. - Dealgn Exhibit 
BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
I Free and open to all Fine Arts Gal- 
lery. 
J 10 a.m.- Billiard. Clinic 
I Jack White, billiard* expert Free 
I and open to all.  Sponsored by 
I UAO. Buckeye Union. Univeristy 
Union. 
1 p.m.-Billiards Clinic 
Jack White, billiards expert Free 
and  open to all   Sponsored  by 
UAO. Buckeye Union, Univeristy 
Union 
2:30-3:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Christian   Science   Organization 
Free and open to all. Fort Room. 
University Union. 
4:30-« p.m.-Meeting 
Men's Discussion Group. Free and 
open to all. Faculty Lounge. Uni- 
versity Union. 
KS:30 p.m.-Meeting 
amen for Women general meet- 
ing. Free and open to all  Canal 
Room, University Union. 
8 p.m. - Workshop 
"Lecture Notetaking a new slant" 
Limited  Registration    Sponsored 
Si Study Skills Lab 213 Moseley 
all. 
6:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Amnesty International   Free and 
open to all. 306 Hanna HaH 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Christian Student Fellowship. Free 
and open to all   Capital Room, 
University Union. 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Students for Ethical Treatment ol | 
Animals   Free and open  to all 
United   Christian   Fellowship | 
Center, 313 Thurstin. 
7:30-9 p.m. - Bible Study 
Free and open to all Sponsored by I 
Christian Outreach Ministiy Tan | 
Room, University Union 
7:30-9 p.m. -Meeting 
"Time Out for Catholicism " Free 
and open to all. Anooch Library, St 
Thomas More 
8 p.m. - Fashion Show 
The Styles ol Our Lives." Free 
and open to all. Sponsored by 
Fashion Merchandising Associa- 
tion Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Uni- 
versity Union. 
6 p.m. - Meeting 
"Exploring the Spirit Within!" Free 
and open to all.  Sponsored by 
United   Christian   Fellowship 
Center. Founders East Dining Hall 
• p.m. - International Film Se- 
rie* 
"Nosferatu The Vampyre" (1979) 
Germany. Free and open to ail 
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hal. 
9-11 p.m. - Meeting 
Kappa Mu Epsilon math honorary 
society.  Admission  $1,  free  for 
members. Planetarium 
7 a.m. - Bible Breakfast 
I Open to all   University Lutheran 
Chapel. 1124 E Wooster. 
8 a.m.-S p.m   - Art Exhibit 
j BGSU senior art majors. Free and 
open to ad McFall Center Galleiy. 
9 a.m. - Dealgn Exhibit 
BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
Free and open to all Fine Arts Gal- |lery. 
10 a.m. - Billiards Clinic 
Jack White, billiards expert. Free 
and open to all. Sponsored by 
UAO Buckeye Union, Univeristy 
Union. 
10:30 a.m.-4 p.m. - Summer Job 
Fair 
Free and open to ad. Sponsored by 
Student   Employment    Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom, University Union 
11 a.m. - Bible Study for Artist. 
Free and open to all United Chris- 
tian Fellowship Center, 313 Thurs- 
tin. 
1 p.m.-Billiard a Clinic 
Jack White, billiard* expert. Free 
and open to all   Sponsored by 
UAO. Buckeye Union.  Univeristy 
Union 
4 p.m. - Entries Due 
Women's and coed intramural vol- 
leyball    108  Student  Recreation 
Center. 
6-7:30 p.m. - BGSU Karate Club 
Registration fee Open to all Gym- 
nasium, Eppler Center 
7:30 p.m. - Concert 
Vena* da Camera. Free and open to 
all.   Manor   House,   Wildwood 
Metropark, Toledo 
8 p.m.-Bible Study 
Baptist Student Union Free and 
open to all 218 Education Build- 
ing. 
8 p.m. - Edward Lamb Peace 
Lecture 
Dr. Noam Chomsky, "World Ordor 
Old and New." Free and open to 
all. 1007 Business Administration 
Annex. 
9 p.m. - Meeting 
BG University Y. Free and open to 
all. 105 Business Administration. 
9 p.m. - Meeting 
Poace Coalition Free and open to 
all.  United  Christian  Fellowship 
Center. 313 Thurstin 
9:15-10:15 p.m. - Ice Skating 
BGSU Skating Club  Open to all 
Ice Arena. 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
BGSU senior art majors Free and I 
open to all. McFall Center Gallery 
9 a.m. - Billiard. Tournament 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
UAO. Buckeye Union. Univeristy | 
Union. 
9 a.m. - Design Exhibit 
BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
Free and open to all Fine Arts Gal- 
lery. 
9-11:30 a.m. - Academic Ad- 
visement 
For hearing impaired majors. 444 
Education Building. 
9 a.m.-Noon - Workshop 
Adult Learners Program. Free and 
open to all Sponsored by Offico of 
Continuing    Education    Wood 
County Public Library. 
9:30 a.m. - Workshop 
"Lecture Notetaking: a new slant" 
Limited  Registration.   Sponsored 
by Study Skills Lab  213 Moseley 
Hall 
11:30 p.m. — Church Service 
Ash Wednesday Mass. Free and 
open to all St Thomas More, 425 
Thurstin. 
3:30-5:30 p.m. - Meeting 
BGSU Juggling Club $1 semester 
fee Open to all Eppler North 
3:30 p.m. - Seminar 
Dr F Robert Tabita. Department 
of Microbiology. Ohio State Uni- 
versity. Free and open to all 
Sponsored by Department of Bio- 
logical Sciences 112 Lite Science 
Building 
4:30 p.m. - Prayer Service 
Ash Wednesday service. Free and 
open   to  at".   Student   Services 
Forum and St Thomas More. 425 
Thurstin. 
5:45 p.m. - Women's Baskaiball 
BGSU vs. Western Michigan Uni- 
versity Anderson Arena. 
7 p.m. - Mealing 
Progressive Student Organization 
Free and open to all United Chris- 
tan Fellowship Center. 313 Thurs 
in 
IA 
7:30 p.m. - Prayer Service I 
Ash Wednesday service Free and 
open to all. Student Services 
Forum and St. Thomas More. 425 
Thurstin 
6 p.m. - MealIng 
Fashion Merchandising Associa- 
tion. Guest speaker Rhonda 
Sowoll. fashion writer Free and 
open to all. McFall Assembly 
Room. 
8 p.m.-Maying 
Internationa  Relations  Organiza- 
tion. Free and open to oil 114 Ed- 
ucation Building 
8 p.m.-Meeting 
Students for Life. Free and open to 
all    Faculty   Lounge.   University 
Union 
8 p.m. - Men's Baaketball 
BGSU vs. Western Michigan Uni- 
versity Anderson Arena. 
6:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Amnesty International.  Free and 
open to all 309 University Hall 
9:00 p.m. - Mealing 
Reach-Out social service organiza- 
tion.  Free and open to all   107 
Hanna HaH. 
9:15 p.m.-Meeting 
Resident Student Association 
Free and open to on-campus stu- 
dents   Second floor. Student Ser 
vices Building 
9:30 p.m. - Reflection* and De- 
votion* 
Free and open to all University 
Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E   Woos 
Mr, 
18 a.nv-5 p.m.-• Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors. Free an 
I open to all McFall Center Gallery 
19 a.m. - Billiards Tournament 
I Men's finals Free and open to all 
Sponsored   by    UAO     Buckey 
I Union. Univensty Union 
Is a.m. -Dealgn Exhibit 
BGSU Student Design Exhibition^ 
Free and open to all Fine Arts C 
|lery 
Noon - Billiards Tournament 
Women's finals Free and open l 
all. Sponsored by UAO  Buckey 
Union, Univensty Union 
Noon-Meeting 
Religious Recovery Suppor 
Group. Free and open to all Unite- 
Christian Fellowship Center, 31 
Thurstin 
2:30-4 p.m. - Coffee Houre 
French   language  and  company! 
Open to all. French House. 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - Workshop 
"Research Papers, Library, an 
You'' Free Limited rogistratior 
Sponsored by Study Skills Lat 
Room 126. Jerome Library 
5 p.m. - Application Deadline 
UAO Directors. Free and open t 
all UAO office. 3rd Boor. Unrverstt 
Union 
5:15    p.m.   -    Co-Dependenl 
Anonymous 
Free and open to all  First Presb) 
tenan Church, 126 S Church Si 
5:15 p.m. - Church Service an 
Dinner 
Free and open to all Sponsored b 
St. Thomas More, 425 Thurstin 
6-7:30 p.m. - BGSU Karate Club] 
Registration fee Open to all Gyn 
nasium. Eppler Center. 
7:30 p.m. - Lenhart Classic Flld 
"Abbott and Costolto Meet Frar 
kenstein " Free and open to al 
&sh Film Theater. Hanna Had 
7:30 p.m. - Variety Show 
Thursday Night Live Free an 
open to all Sponsored by BGS 
Bible Studies Ice Arena Lounge 
8 p.m. - Theater Production 
'Amadous " Tickets $6 adults, $ 
students, seniors. Eva Marie Sair 
Theatre, University Hall 
8:30 p.m.-Mart ng 
Lesbian and Gay Alliance. Free 
and open to all United Christian 
Fellowship. 
9 p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film 
"Sons of the Desert,   with Laurel 
and Hardy." Free and open to all 
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Ha* 
9 p.m. - Narcotics Anonymous 
Free and open to all For location 
can Rick at 354-5001 
[ 9 a.m.-5 p.m. -- Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors. Free and 
open to all McFall Center Gallery 
9 a.m. -Deelgn Exhibit 
BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
I Free and open to all Fine Arts Gal- 
|kwy 
11 a.m. - Billiards Exhibition 
Billiards  expert  Jack  While  vs. 
tournamnet   champs.   Free   and 
open lo all  Sponsored by UAO 
Buckeye Union. University Union 
Noon - Billiards Exhibition 
Trick shot exhibition by  billiards 
expert Jack White Free and open 
10 all. Sponsored by UAO Buck- 
eye Union. University Union 
2:30 p.m. - Meeting 
MOA   Superdance   Committees 
Free  and open  lo  all    Lounge. 
Rodgers computer lab 
7 p.m. - Dinner Theatre 
-Freedom Bound " Tickets availa- 
ble in Multi Cultural Arts Program 
Office Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
University Union. 
8,10 p.m.,-UAO Movie 
-."$1 SO with BGSU ID 210 Math 
Science Building. 
8 p.m. - Concert 
New World Stnng Ouartot Free 
and open to ad. Forefront Series. 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Cent* 
8 p.m. - Theater Production 
■Amadous ■ Tickets $6 adults. $4 
students, seniors. Eva Mane Saint 
Theatre. University Hall 
8,10 p.m.-UAO Movie 
"I'm Gonna Gil You Sucka " $1 SO 
with BGSU ID 210 Math Science 
8:30 p.m. - Comedians 
Dan Logan and Janeane Garofalo 
Free and open lo all Sponsored by 
UAO Dry Dock. Har shman Quad 
Midnight-UAO Movie 
"Tommy ■ $1 SO with BGSU I D 
210 Main Science 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. - Philanthropy 
Jail n-Bail    Tickets   available   in 
Math-Science.   Mar   2-6   Spon- 
sored by Kappa  Delta  Sorority 
Kappa Delta House 
11a.m.-Track 
Men's  and  Women's  teams  at 
EMU Last Chance Meet Ypsilanb 
1 p.m. - Gymnastics 
BGSU at Eastern Michigan Uni- 
versity. Vpsilanti 
3:30 p.m. - Men's Basketball 
BGSU at Oho University. Athens 
5:45 p.m. - Women's Basketball 
BGSU al Ohio University. Athens 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs Ferris Stale University 
Ice Arena 
8 p.m. - Theater Production 
Amadous    Tickets $6 adults, $4 
students, seniors. Eva Mane Saint 
Theatre. University Hall 
8,10 p.m.-UAO Movie 
"I'm Gonna Git You Sucka " $1 SO 
with BGSU ID 210 Math Science 
Building 
Midnight-UAO Movie 
"Tommy" $1 SO with BGSU ID. 
210 Math Science Building 
2-5 p.m. - An Exhibit 
BGSU senior art majors. Free and 
open to al McFall Center Galloiy 
4:30 p.m. -Meeting 
World Student Association Free 
and open lo all 11th Floor. Often- 
hauerWest 
7 p.m. - Mealing 
Kappa Phi. Open lo all University 
I Christian women. University Luth- 
leran Chapel. 
8,10 p.m.-- UAO Movie 
"A Rage in Harlem " $1 50 with 
BGSU   ID.   Gish   Film   Theater. 
Hanna Ha*. 
Due lo space limitations, please 
reler lo Sunday, March 1 for a 
full listing of local church ser- 
vices. 
8 S.m.-S p.m - Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors. Free and 
open lo all McFall Cenler Gallon/ 
9 a.m.-Design Exhibit 
BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
I Free and open to al. Fine Arts Gal- 
I ktry. 
I 2:30-3:30 p.m.-Meeting 
I Christian   Science   Organization 
I Free and open to al. Fort Room. 
I University Union 
4:30-4 p.m.-Meeting 
Men's Discussion Group. Free and 
open lo al. Faculty Lounge. Uni- 
versity Union 
5-6:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Women for Women general meet- 
ing  Free and open to all  Canal 
Room. University Union. 
5-6 p.m - Monday Muatclsns 
John Cooper's Combo. Free and 
open to ail  Sponsored by UAO. 
Dining Hall. Kriescher Quadrangle 
6:30 p.m - Meeting 
Amnesty International   Free and 
open to all 306 Hanna Hall 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Christian Student Fellowship  Free 
and open to all. Capital Room. 
University Union. 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Students tor Ethical Treatment of 
Animals Free and open to all 
United Christian Fellowship 
Center, 313 Thurstin 
7:30-9 p.m.-Bible Study 
Free and open lo al. Sponsored by 
Christian Outreach Ministry   Tafl 
Room, University Union 
7:30-9 p.m. - Meeting 
"Time Out lor Catholicism " Free 
and open lo all Antjooh Library. St 
Thomas More 
8 p.m. - Concert 
BGSU Trumpet Ensemble Free 
and open to all Bryan Recital Hall. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
8 p.m. - Meeting 
"Exploring the Spint Within!" Free 
and open lo all.  Sponsored by 
United   Christian    Fellowship 
Center Founders East Dining Hall 
8 p.m. - International Film Se- 
ries 
"Santa Fe" (1985) Austria Free 
and open to all. Gish Film Theater. 
Hanna Hal. 
9-11 p.m. -Meeting 
Kappa Mu Epsilon math honorary 
society   Admission  $1.  free  for 
members Planetarium 
7 am - Bible Breakfast 
I Open lo al.   University   Lutnoran 
I Chapel, 1124 E Wooster 
18 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors. Free and 
open to all McFall Center Gallery 
9 a.m - Design Exhibit 
BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
I Free and open lo al Fine Arts Gal 
|k.ry 
11 am— Bl We Study for Artists 
Free and open to all United Chns 
ban Fellowship Center. 313 Thurs- 
bn 
2:30 p.m.-Workshop 
"Textbook   Reading   Strategies" 
Limited  Registration   Sponsored 
by Study Skills Lab 213 Moseley 
Hall 
4 p.m. - Entries Due 
Women's singles and doubles in- 
tramural racquetbaH. 106 Student 
Recreation Center. 
6-7:30 p.m. - BGSU Karate Club 
Registration fee. Open to all. Gym- 
nasium, Eppfer Center. 
8 p.m -Bible Study 
Baptist Student Union  Free and 
open lo all  218 Education Build- 
ing. 
8 p.m. - Meeting 
National Student Speech. Lan- 
guage, and Hearing Association 
Free and open to all 105 South 
Hall 
8:30-9:30 p.m. - Program 
Freshstart   Smoking   Cessation 
Call 372-8302 by March 3 to regis- 
ter    Student   Health   Services 
Center 
9 p.m. - Meeting 
BG University Y. Free and open to 
all. 105 Business Administration. 
9 p.m. - Meeting 
Peace Coalition Free and open to 
all   United  Chrisban  Fellowship 
Center. 313 Thursbh. 
9:15-10:15 p.m. -Ice Skating 
BGSU Skabng Club Open to all 
Ice Arena. 
6 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors. Free and 
open to all McFall Center Gallery 
9 a.m. -Design Exhibit 
I BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
I Free and open lo all Fine Arts Gal- 
|lery 
19-11:30  a.m.  - Academic  Ad- 
I vtsemenl 
I For hearing impaired majors. 444 
[ Education Building. 
9 a .m.-Noon - Workshop 
Adult Learners Program Free and 
open lo all. Sponsored by Office of 
Continuing   Education.    Wood 
County Public Library. 
Noon-1 p.m. - Forum 
Student Open  Forum   Free and 
open to all  Chart Room. McFall 
Center 
3:30-5:30 p.m. - Meeting 
BGSU Juggling Club $1 semester 
fee Open lo all Eppler North 
3:30 p.m. - Seminar 
Dr Nancy Welter. Case Western 
Reserve University School of Med- 
ians. Free and open to all Spon- 
sored by BGSU Department of Bi 
ology 112 Lite Science Buiktng 
7 p.m.-Meeting 
Progressive Student Organization 
Free and open lo all United Chris- 
ban Fellowship Center, 313 Thurs- 
tin. 
7:30 p.m. - Discussion 
"Innovabve waste disposal in stnp 
mine landing." Joe Lawson and 
Marvin Gregory. Mead Paper Co 
Free and open to al Sponsored by 
Center for Environmental Pro- 
grams.  110 Business Admmistra 
8 p.m. - Concert 
BGSU-Universily of Toledo faculty 
chamber music Free and open to 
all Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Mu 
sical Arts Center. 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Chamber jazz quartet   Free and 
open to al. Prout Chapel 
8 p.m. - Meeting 
International Relations Organiza- 
tion Free and open to al. 114 Ed- 
ucation Building 
6 p.m. - Meeting 
Students tor Life. Free and open to 
all    Faculty   Lounge.   University 
Union 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
'Shorts Festival -92: A Bil of One 
Acts."   Tickets    Sponsored   by 
BGSU  Theabe   Joe  E    Brown 
Theatre. University Hal 
8:30 p.m -MeeUng 
Amnesty International   Free and 
open to all 309 University Hal. 
9:00 p.m. - Meeting 
Reach-Out social service organiza 
bon. Free and open to all   107 
Hanna Hal 
9:15 p.m.-MeeUng 
Resident   Student   Association. 
Free and open to on-campus stu- 
dents Second floor. Student Ser- 
vices Building 
9:30 p.m. - Reflections end De- 
votions 
Free and open to all. University 
Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E Woos- 
ter. 
8 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior an majors. Free and 
open to all McFall Center Gallery 
• a.m. - Deelgn Exhibit 
BGSU Student Design Exhibition 
I Free and open to all Fine Arts Gal 
llery. 
Noon-MeeUng 
Religious Recovery Support 
Group. Free and open to all. United 
Chrisban Fellowship Center, 313 
Thurstin 
2:30-4 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
French language and company. 
Open to all. French House. 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - Workshop 
"Research  Papers.  Library,  and 
You."  Free.  Limited  registration 
Sponsored by Study Skills Lab 
Room 126. Jerome Library 
5:16   p.m.   -   Co-Dependents 
Anonymous 
Free and open to all First Presby- 
terian Church. 126 S Church SI 
5:15 p.m. - Church Service and 
Dinner 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
St Thomas More. 425 Thursbn 
6-7:30 p.m - BGS U Karate Club 
Registrabon tee Open to all Gym- 
nasium. Eppler Center 
7:30 p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film 
"Duck Soup" Free and open lo all 
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hal 
7:30 p.m. - Variety Show 
Thursday  Night  Live.  Free  and 
open to all  Sponsored by BGSU 
Bible Studies lee Arena Lounge 
6 p.m. - Concert 
Silk and Bamboo Ensemble Tick- 
ets $7 adults. $5 students Musical 
Crossroads Series. Bryan Recital 
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center 
• p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Shorts Fesbval 92 A Bil of One 
Acts."   Tickets.   Sponsored   by 
BGSU   Theatre   Joe   E    Brown 
Theatre. University Hall. 
8:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Lesbian and Gay Alliance   Free 
and open lo al  United Chrisban 
Fellowship 
8:30-9:30 p.m. - Program 
Freshstart   Smoking   Cessation 
Call 372-8302 by March 3 to regis- 
ter.   Student   Health   Services 
Center 
n 
• p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film 
'Macbeth " Free and open lo al 
Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hal. 
9 p.m. - Narcotics Anonymous 
Free and open to all For location 
cat Rick at 354-5901 
I • a jn.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I BGSU senior art majors Free and 
I open to al McFall Center Gallery 
19 a.m.-Design Exhibit 
I BGSU Student Design Exhibition. 
I Free and open to al Fine Arts Gal- 
lery 
|2:30p.m.-Meebng 
IMDA   Superdance   Committees 
I Free and open to al   Lounge, 
| Rodgers computer lab. 
7 p.m. - Dinner Theatre 
"Freedom Bound" Tickets availa- 
ble in Multi-Cultural Arts Program 
Office   Lenhart Grand  Ballroom. 
University Union 
8,10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Mov- 
ie 
"UtOe Man Tale" $150 with 
BGSU ID 210 Math Science 
Building 
8 p.m. - Opera Production 
"Cinderella." Tickets. Bowling 
Green Opera Theatre. Kobacker 
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
6 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Shorts Fesbval 92 A Bit of One 
Acts"   Tickets    Sponsored   by 
BGSU   Theatre   Joe   E    Brown 
Theatre University Hall 
[ 6 p.m. - Opera Production 
"Cinderella." Tickets. Bowling 
I Green Opera Theatre Kobacker 
I Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center 
18 p.m. - Theatre Production 
I "Shorts Fesbval 92 A Bil of One 
I Acts"   Tickets.   Sponsored   by 
I BGSU   Theatre   Joe   E    Brown 
I Theatre, University Hal. 
6,10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Mov- 
ie 
"Little Man Tale' $150 with 
BGSU ID 210 Math Science 
Building 
Ift 
Noon-5 p.m. - Philanthropy 
Longshot Basketball Tournament 
Sponsored   by   Phi   Kappa   Tau 
Fraternity. Anderson Arena. 
2-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
BGSU senior art majors  Free and | open to an McFall Center Gallery 
2 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Shorts Fesbval 92 A Bill of One 
Acts." Tickets. Sponsored by 
BGSU Theatre sloe E Brown 
Theatre, University Hall. 
4:30 p.m. - Meeting 
World  Student Association    Free 
and open to all 11th Floor. Often 
ha nor West 
7 pjn. -Meeting 
Kappa Phi Open to all University 
Christian women. University Luth- 
eran Chapel 
8,10 p.m.-UAO Movie 
"Tie Me Up" Tie Me Down!" $1 50 
with BGSU ID Gish Film Theater, 
Hanna Hal. 
Due to space limitations, please 
refer lo Sunday, March 1 for a 
full listing of local church ear- 
vices. 
Senior shot putter BUI Overla '5 feet leave the ground as he catapults 
the shot during practice last week. Overla set the school record this 
spring with a 56 toot throw. The Falcon women are at the Mac Invita- 
tional in Ypsilanti today at 4 p.m. The men will play in the invitational 
tomorrow al 11:30 am. (Photo by ToddSwanson) 
Around the clock Superdance 
will raise money for the MDA 
by Tom Rodda 
editor 
The Resident Student Associa- 
tion is encouraging people to 
dance all night in support ot the 
Muscular Dystrophy Association. 
Taking place March 13-14 6 
p.m. 6 p.m. InOftenhauer West, 
the 17th annual MDA Super- 
dance will be a "Box Office 
Bash." To support the box oft ice 
theme, organizers will outfit the 
dance floor like a movie theatre, 
complete with posters and movie 
clips. To go along with the decor, 
certain hours of the dance will be 
given themes. The 50s hour will 
include clips from 50s movies 
such as Grease. 
In addition to theme hours, cer- 
tain times will be alotted to games 
such as Twister, as well as ice- 
breakers and morale building 
exercises. 
Activities such as these help 
keep dancers going, according to 
Superdance Chairwoman Kristi 
Paton. Paton, who participated in 
last year's Superdance, says that 
dancing 24 hours is not as diffi- 
cult as it sounds. 
"I thought there was no way I 
was going to stay awake," she 
says "but it was really easy." 
Other efforts to keep partici- 
pants going include hourly 10 
minute rests after the first eight 
hours and a shower and break- 
fast break Saturday morning. 
Efforts to keep people dancing 
have been successful in the past. 
Nobody fell asleep last year. 
Those who are afraid of falling 
asleep can go to the open dance 
that runs from 7 p.m.-2 a.m. Fri- 
day night. University football 
players will help kick off the open 
dance. 
Those who will be dancing all 
night can pick up dance packets 
in the Math Science Building 
March 2-6 from 10a.m.-4p.m or 
in the Education Building March 
9-13. The cost of the packet is $1. 
Participants find sponsors to 
pledge money for the MDA. 
Trie first MDA dance at the 
University was run by a profes- 
sional staff and a hall director. 
Three years ago RSA took over 
and now the event is run entirely 
by students. 
Political commentator to speak 
Noted linguist and political 
commentator Dr. Noam Chomsky 
is returning to the University 
March 3 to give the 1992 Edward 
Lamb Peace Lecture. 
The author of dozens of books 
on world affairs, the MIT profes- 
sor spoke to a packed audience 
when he inaugurated the lecture 
series in 1986 on the Bowling 
Green campus. 
The series honors Edward 
Lamb, a northwest Ohio attorney 
who was deeply committed to 
social justice, civil rights and 
world peace. Each year the se- 
ries brings an internationally rec- 
ognized analyst ol major domes- 
tic or international problems to 
speak at the University. 
Chomsky, whose views nearly 
always spark lively debate, will 
speak at 8 p.m. March 3 in 1007 
Business Administration. Be- 
cause a large crowd is expected, 
a closed circuit live telecast of his 
Kappa Delta's Shamrock Project 
expected to result in BG arrests 
Center. 40 percent to the Wood       President of Public Relati 
On March 7 the University's 
chapter of Kappa Delta will send 
people to jaH to raise money for 
the prevention of child abuse. 
That same day, Kappa Delta 
chapters all over the United 
States will raise thousands of dol- 
lars as part of Shamrock Day. 
Shamrock Project is a nationwide 
philanthropic effort carried out on 
or around St. Patrick's Day each 
year. Since its inception in 1984, 
it has raised more than $1 million. 
Last year at the University, 
Kappa Delta's Shamrock Day 
event, Jail 'n Bail, raised more 
than $2,600. This year, 40 per- 
cent of the money will be donated 
to the Children's Resource 
,   
County Department of Human 
Services Foster Care Program, 
and the rest will go to the National 
Committee for trie Prevention of 
Child Abuse. 
In order to raise the money. Jail 
'N Bail gives students an oppor- 
tunity to send people to jail at the 
Kappa Delia house. Those kept 
in custody will be provided with 
refreshments as well as a phone 
and a phone book. The phone will 
be used to raise the $5 bail 
necessary to be released. 
Over the years it has grown 
because of the participation of 
non-greeks as well as greeks, 
according lo Christina Wise, Vice 
ions tor 
Kappa Delta. 
"It's unique because it's prob- 
ably the only greek philanthropy 
on campus where non-greeks 
can participate so openly," Wise 
said. 
In addition to providing a link 
between greeks and non-greeks, 
it also reaches out to help others. 
"Not only does our philanthro- 
py bind us together as an organi- 
zation accomplishing a goal, but 
we know our efforts are helping 
out the children who are our fu- 
ture," Wise added. 
Tickets, which cost $1 each, 
will be available 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
March 2-6 in the Math Science 
Building. 
address will be shown in 1003 
Business Administration for those 
unable to be seated in the lecture 
hall. 
The guest speaker, in an ad- 
dress entitled "World Order: Old 
and New," is expected to argue 
that, contrary to general percep- 
tions, there are not that many dif- 
ferences between the Cold War 
era (1945-1989) and the post- 
Cold War period. 
Chomsky will contend that in 
both eras the Soviet Union was 
an economically underdeveloped 
zone. At the same time, he will 
contend, the United States pro- 
vided the military clout behind 
German, Japanese and British fi- 
nancing to maintain the domi- 
nance ol developed nations in the 
Northern Hemisphere over 
underdeveloped nations in the 
Southern Hemisphere. 
The address, which will be fol- 
lowed by a question and answer 
session, is free and open to the 
public. After the campus pro- 
gram, a public reception for 
Chomsky will be held at Grounds 
for Thought. 174 S. Main St. 
A preview to Chomsky's pre- 
sentation is scheduled at 8 p.m. 
on March 2 at the United Chris- 
tian Fellowship Center, 313 
Thurstin Ave. Bowling Green fac- 
ulty members Dr. Larry Friedman 
and Dr. Donald Nelson will give a 
presentation entitled "Under- 
standing Chomsky." In it they will 
discuss Chomsky's politics 
Chomsky has honorary de- 
grees from eight major universi- 
ties and colleges here and 
abroad, is a fellow of the Ameri- 
can Academy of Arts and Sci- 
ences and Is a member of the 
National Academy of Science. 
He Is the author of many books 
and articles on linguistics, philos- 
ophy, intellectual history and con- 
temporary issues. 
Ails and Sciences to award 
nine book scholarships 
The College of Arts and Sci- 
ences will award nine "Alumni 
Book Scholarships" each valued 
at $150 for the 1992-93 academic 
year. These scholarships were 
given to the college by the Alumni 
and Development Office. Recipi- 
ents of the scholarships will be 
chosen by a committee within the 
oirixrt WII ittri »ii»»nn 
College of Arts and Sciences on 
a competitive basis of academic 
record and financial need. 
Applications are available in 
room 205 of the Administration 
Building. The Arts and Sciences 
College Office will accept applica- 
tions from now through March 13. 
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